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This dissertation attempts to find out what associations exist between dysfunctional
parental relationships in the childhood of rapists and the rapists' violent acts. It also briefly
examines the sociocultural effects which nurture such relationships.
Almost every possible type of causation for the crime of rape , covering the areas of
biology, sociology , psychology and social psychology, has been studied. However, the
effect of parental relationships upon rapisα has not received much attention.
Rape , a crime very prevalent in our society today , is now perceived as an acute
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expression of men ’ s contempt for and anger against women. Th e former interpretation of
rape as primarily a sexually motivated crime is no longer popular. Th is dissertation attempts
to trace the origin of the rapist’ s psyche from his dysfunctional parental relationships.
A truly empirical study of rape is almost impossible because of the difficulty in
obtaining a random sample of rapists. 까lis situation is brought about for the following
reasons. Only a certain percentage of rapes are reported and only a certain percentage of the
reported rapists are arrested. Furthermore, only a certain number of arrested rapists are
charged with a crime-mainly because of the “ unfounding" process by the police-and only
a certain number of the charged rapists are finally convicted and incarcerated.
까lese

incarcerated , hard-core rapists are usually the only available subjects for

rese !1fchers studying rapists. So , σuly empirical data based on a random sample is almost
impossible to obtain. In addition to this predicamen t, data of the rapists' early home
environment or their personality development problems are often left out of research. Due to
all of the above reasons , good empirical data on rapists' parental relationships are very rare.
Rare data on family relations from a recent FBI survey on 41 serial rapists provided
theemp 피cal

base for this dissertation. In order to enlarge the sample size for this

dissertation , relevant information was exσacted from an additional 31 rapists' case histories
through content analysis and added to the FBI study. These 31 case histories were drawn
from three different sources.
Information about the rapists' dominant parental figures and the rapists' positive and
negative parental relationships were exσacted and tabulated in three separate tables. Relevant
information drawn from one additional source was also incorporated into the tables. These
three tables were used to clarify the nature of the rapists' parental relationships.
In addition , 18 case histories selected from the 31 case histories mentioned above
were analyzed in order to show , in more detail , the nature of the rapist ’ s negative parental
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relationship and its role in the creation of the rapist psyche.
’The combined result of the FBI study and the 31 case histories , the analysis of the 18

case histories, and information from other sources suggest a sσong correlation between the
rapists ’ negative parental relationships and their crime of rape. πle data on the rapists were
compared to survey responses by 41 imprisoned felons , not convicted of a sexual offense ,
and by 150 male university students. The comparison revealed important differences in the
family relations of the rapists and the other two groups.
Our society ’ s self-abusive, aspiritual cultural tendency was briefly examined as the
basic influential force in creating negative parental relationships.
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m’TRODUCTION
RESEARCH SUBJECf
πlis dissertation

is a study of the effect of parental relationships upon rapists and the

soci<H: ultural influences which nurture such relationships.
In recent decades the crime of rape has been studied extensively. A group of feminist

scholars has earnestly researched this subject since the early 1970’ s (e.g. , Brownmiller,
1975; Geis, 1977; Largen, 1985; Russell , 1984; Tong, 1984) and they offerpenetrating new
insight into the analysis of the very nature of this crime. As a result of these feminists'
efforts , rape is now seen as a violent crime against women through which men try to
overcome women in order to experience power. ’Th e former interpretation of rape as
primarily a sexually motivated σime is no longer popular. Instead, rape is clearly perceived
as an acute expression of men ’ s contempt for and anger against women which is so prev 떠ent
in our culture today.
Recent studies have also examined almost every possible type of causation for the
crime of rape , covering the areas of biology, sociology, psychology and soci 띠 psychology.
However, the effect ofparental relationships upon rapists has still not received much
attention. Some scholars studied the effect of childhood sexual abuse on rapists and found a
significant correlation between incestuous sexual abuse and the crime of rape (Groth , 1979;
Seghom and Boucher, 1980; and others). But these studies were limited to the effect of
sexual abuse on the rapists and did not cover the influences of the broader, more general
parental relationship such as level of intimacy, mutual understanding and affection.
Until the early 1970’ s, when the feminists began studying rape, researchers had
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concentrated on the offendc:ers. During this period some significant studies were undertaken

bypsychiaσistk in σacing the cause of rape to the paren
Lin마ler，

1955; and others).1 Most of these psychia 띠sts were psychoanalytically oriented and

their focus was more on the incestuous relationship between the rapists and their mothers.
Although their attention was limited to the rapists' person떠 life and did not include
socio-c ultural influences, their studies hinted at some important clues for understanding the
rapists' motiva!uonal proble:rns.
With the advent of rape research by feminist scholars, the focus was shifted from the
offenders to thj victims- 111e crime of mpe was understood as a violent male cIime against
women and , consequently, :appropriate treatment and rehabilitation programs for the victims
have ken creakd and mPe llaws have keII reforI뼈. Yet, the overall study of 此 crime of
rape s다버빠
l
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DEFINTI10N OF RAPE

In his landmark study of rape , 댈앓마£in 파파파l효 요짧용， Menachem Amir s떠d:
ternl “ rape" is so broadly used , so lacking in a uniform
classification and definition , that to measure its extent in a given pop 띠ation is
almost impossible (Amir, 1971 , p.34).
까le

Following is a very brief historical perspective of the definition of rape.
According to an Englishjudge, J.F. Stephen (1 886) (a well known legal historian
and a codifier of the criminallaw) , rape , sodomy and bestiality were the only specifically
sexual crimes exis피19 in common law for hundreds of years. And among these three crimes,
only rape had the notion of vi이ence within its defmition. A century ago Stephen described
rape as follows:
Another offence, 외so ag때1St the female part of the su비ects ofthe
realm , but attended with greater aggravations, even than that of forcible
m앙riage ， is the crime of rape , raptus mulierum , that is , the carnal
knowledge of a woman forcibly and against her will (Stephen , 1886, Vol.
6:89).
The interpretation of carnal knowledge of a woman in this context was limited to tne
peneσation

(or attempted peneσation) of a man ’ s penis into a woman’ s vagina. It did not

include other forms of nonconsenting sexu 떠 intimacy (Chappell , 1989).
Stephen used the phrase “ forcibly and against her will" to imply the violent
component of the crime of rape. However, Stephen suggested that “ without her consent"
would be a more proper definition for the crime of rape. 꺼lis idea was later adapted into
many statutory formulations of the common-law defmition (Chappell, 1989).
New sexual offences, such as indecent assault, incest, and statutory rape , were
created by legislative action 잠om the nineteenth century onward. Some established
common-law concepts were also modified by this legislative action. Until the 1970 ’ s the
classic common-law defmition of rape was widely used. An important point to remember is
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that, as shown in a pioneering study (R adzinowicz, 1957) at the University of C없nbridge，
rape was still categorized typically as a sexual rather than a violent crime (Chappell , 1989).
From the 1970 ’ s on , intensive research on rape was done by a group of feminist
scholars , including Geis (1 977), Largen (1 985) and Tong (1984). 까lis new research greatly
altered the classical concept of the crime of rape. These feminists viewed rape as another
m않ns

of social controi by men over women; that is, through rape men exerted their power

over women to keep the women in their place. 까le following statement by Brownmiller
clearly expressed this point of view:
Man ’ s discovery that his genitalia could serve as a weapon to generate
fear must rank as one of the most important discoveries of prehistorical time ,
along with the use of fife and the flfst crude stone axe. From prehistoric times
to the present I believe rape has played a critic떠 function. It is nothing more
or less than a conscious process of intimidation by which all men keep all
women in a state offear (Brownmiller, 1975, pp .l4-15).
So, according to the feminists' viewpoint, rape was seen more as a violent offence
against women rather than as a sexual crime. ’The feminists also argued that in our
male-dominated, sexist society, women are not treated as whole human beings and are left
helpless against the crime of rape. 까ley urgently demanded rape law reform to change this
situation. ’Th is effort in the 1970’ s brought massive law reform concerned with rape and
related sexu 외 crimes. Chappell says “In the United States alone by 1978 , 37 states had
revised their rape laws (Chappell et al l., 1978), and by 1980 every state had considered and
most states had passed some form of rape reform legislation" (Chappell , 1989, p.75).
Similar law reform OCClliπd in other common-law countries; for example, in
Ausσalia

by the mid-1980s ’, in Canada in 1975 and again in 1983, and in New Ze aland in

1984. In England, however, this type ofreform has remained the su이ect of inquiry only and
has not yet reached the point of legislative action (Chappell , 1989).
Th e effect of these legislative efforts on the defmition of rape is clear. Chappell says:
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Inσeasingly

rape is becoming regarded in its legal form as a type of
gender-neutral assault that encompasses behavior previ Ol패 y c~tegorized
under a number of criminallabels including indecent assault and sodomy
(Chappell, 1989, p.76).
The American Law Institute Model Penal αde Official Dr때， 1962 (which is s비l

current in 1989), defines rape as follows:
Section 213. 1. Rape and Related Offenses
(1) Rape. A male who has sexual intercourse with a female not his wife is
guilty of rape if:
(a) he compels her to submit by force or by threat of imminent death ,
serious bodily injury, exσ'erne pain or kidnapping, to be inflicted on anyone;
or
(b) he has substantially impaired her power to appraise or control her
conduct by administering or employing without her knowledge drugs ,
intoxicants or other means for the purpose of preventing resistance;or
(c) the female is unconscious; or
(d) the female is less than 10 years old.
Rape is a felony of the second degree unless (i) in the course thereof the actor
i따끄cts serious bodily injury upon 뻐yone ， or(피) the victim was not a
voluntary soci 외 companion of the actor upon the occasion of the crime and
had not previously permitted him sexualliberties, in which cases the offense
is a felony of the frrst degree.
Sexu 외 intercourse includes intercourse per os or per anum , with some
peneσation however slight; emission is not required.
(2) Gross Sexual Imposition. A male who has sexual intercourse with a
female not his wife commits a felony of the third degree if:
(a) he compels her to submit by any threat that would prevent resistance
by a woman of ordinary resolution; or
(b) he knows that she suffers from a mental disease or defect which
renders her incapable of appraising the nature of her conduct; or
(c) he knows that she is unaware that a sexual act is being committed upon
her or that she submits because she mistakenly supposes that he is her
husband (Kadish and Schulhofer, 1989, p.1231).
According to Marsh and others (1 982) , the reformed rape law of the state of
Michigan, which was frrst implemented in Ap피， 1975, and called the “ Michigan Model,"
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provides the best example of the new definition of rape. 까Ie model adapted the phrase

‘“해‘떠
띠im
σ
빼
II피n떠밟&ex빼
u뻐떠 con빼
I

a짧
s잃sa때삐띠1디빠
v%e k밟e없
빼xu뻐
l뼈a떼I acts according to the seriousness of the offense, the amo빠
used , the iIIfliction of personal injury, and the age and incapacitation of the victim (Chappell ,
1989).
Defmiti()n of rape in the Michigan Model did not limit the crime of rape to peneσation

or attemptc닝 pelleσation. Instead, “’The degree structure...removes the disparity between acts
ofpeneσat'ion

all1d molestation and describes these acts as a sequence of violent coercive

behaviors" (Marsh , et 떠.， 1982. p.20).
까IC~

phrase “ sequence of violent coercive behaviors" raises certain disputes in de와ing

with incesi and certain forms of child sexual abuse where victims often consent tacitly
because of the inherent power relationship between the offenders and victims. Russell (1 984)
suggested that t.Ijlese crimes sho비dbe σeated as sexu 떠 exploitation rather than sexu외
violence (Chappell, 1989)
Th IIS , during the past two decades , the basic perception 때d interpretation of rape

chang려 뼈m a Isexually 0떼ted crime to a violent crime 빼
ex째pr，'e많
e않암ss빼
e때dt야m
따
hrπIrO이u맹g핸hs없
exu뻐외 a없
ssa삐u비빠빠It..

T까깨he야c이l않
a잃ss잉ii태a떠때1냐p야e히뼈
ne
neσ없a뼈tion-c녕e히야ntκe밍re
때℃벼dd야elm
삐
n띠ri빼
i
wider rangle of sexual crimes.

Th~~ efforts of rape law reform have become visible. As a specific example of this
progress. both old and reformed Michigan rape laws are presented below. 까Ie current rape
laws of Mibsissippi 없 띠so presented as an example of the d표'ferent level of progress
exisdIlg aniong 매arious states. The present rape laws of Alabama, California, Fl orida,
lllinois , New Mexico , New York , Oregon and Washington are included in the appendix. The
states choscm represent tile demographic regions of the United States.
Michigan Rape Laws (1 968):
750.520 Carnal knowledge
Sed. 520. Any person who sh와1 ravish and carnally know any female of the
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age of 16 years, or more, by force and against her will, or who shall
unlawfully and carnally know and abuse any female under the full age of 16
years, shall be guilty of a felony , punishable by imprisonment in the state
prison for life or for any term of years , or if such person was at the time of
the said offense a sexually delinquent person, may be punishable b~
imprisonment in the state prison for an indeterminate term, the minimum of
which sh떠1 be 1 day and the maximum of which sh떠1 be life. Such t:=arnal
knowledge sh떠I be deemed complete upon proof of any sexual peneσation
however slight αtlichigan Compiled Laws: Annotated , 1968 , Vo1. 39, p.370).
Michigan Rape Laws (1 985):
750.520b. First degree criminal sexual conduct
Sec. 520b. (1) A person is guilty of criminal sexual conduct in the first degree
if he or she engages in sexu때 peneσation with another person 뻐d ifany of
the following circumstances exists:
(a) That other person is under 13 years of age.
(b) That other person is at least 13 but less than 16 years of age and :any of the

following:
(i) Th e actor is a member of the same household as the vic빼.
(ii) ’The actor is related to the victim by blood or aff피ity to the fourth degree.
(iii) The actor is in a position of authority over the victim and used this
authority to coerce the victim to submit.
(c) Sexual peneσa 디on occurs under circumstances inv이V뼈 the commission
of any other felony.
(d) The actor is aided or abetted by 1 or more other persons and eith당r ofthe
following circumstances exists:
(i) The actor knows or has reason to know that the victim is mentally
incapable, mentally incapacitated , or physically helpless.
(ii) ’The actor uses force or coercion to accomplish the sexual peneσation.
Force or coercion includes but is not limited to 때y of the circumstances listed
in subdivison (f) (i) to (v).
(e) The actor is armed with a weapon or any article used or fashioned in a
manner to lead the victim to reasonably believe it to be a weapon.
(f) 까Ie actor causes person 떠 injury to the victim and force or coercion is used
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to accomplish sexual peneσation. Force or coercion includes but is not limited
to any of the following circumstances:
(i) When the actor overcomes the victim through the actual application of
physical force or physical violence.
(피) When the actor coerces the victim to submit by threatening to use force or
vi이ence on the victim, and the victim believes that the actor has the present
ability to execute these threats.
(iii) Wh en the actor coerces the victim to submit by threatening to retaliate in
th~ future against the victim, or any other person , and the victim believes that
the actor has the ability to execute this threat As used in this subdivsion , “ to
retaliate" includes threats of physical punishmen t, kidnapping, or extortion.
(iv) When the actor engages in the medical σeatment or examination of the
victim in a manner or for purposes which are medically recognized as
unethical or unacceptable.
(v) When the actor, through concealment or by the element of surprise, is able
to overcome the victim.
(g) The actor causes person 외 injury to the victim, and the actor knows or has
reason to know that the victim is mentally incapable, mentally incapacitated,
or physically helpless.
(h) 까lat other person is mentally incapa 비e， mentally disabled , mentally

incapacitated, or physically helpless, and any of the following:
(i) The actor is related to the victim by blood or affmity to the fourth degree.
(ii) ’Th e actor is in a position or authority over the victim and used this
authority to coerce the victim to submi t.
(2) C디minal sexual conduct in the fIrst degree is a felony punishable by
imprisonment in the state prison for life or for any tenn of ye따s (Michigan
Compiled Laws: Annotated , 1968 , Vo1. 39, pp.219-220).
Mississippi Rape Laws (1 972):
97-3 -6 5. Rape-e arnal knowledge of female under twelve years of age , or,
being over twelve , against her will.
Every person who sh떠1 be convicted of rape , either by c따n떠lyand
unlawfully knowing a female child under the age of twelve years , or by
forcibly ravishing any female of the age of twelve years and upward , or who
shall have been convicted of having carnal knowledge of any female above the
age of twelve years without her consent, by administering to her any
substance or liquid which shall produce such stupor or such imbecility of
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mind or weakness of body as to prevent effectual resistance, shall suffer
death , unless the jury sh떠I fix the imprisonment in the penitentiary for life, as
it may do in case of murder. In all cases where the female is under the age of
twelve years it sh떠1 not be necessary to prove peneσ때on of the female ’ s
private p따ts where it is shown the private p따ts of the female
have been lacerated or tom in the attempt to have carnal knowledge of her
(Mississippi Code: Annotated, 1972, Vo1.20, p.636).
So much for the legal defmition of rape. How about the clinical view of rape? Groth
states:
Actually, from a clinical rather than a legal point of view, it makes
more sense to regard rape as any form of forcible sexu떠 assa비t， whether the
ass떠Iant intends to effect intercourse or some other type of sexual act 까lere
is sufficient similarity in the factors underlying all types of forcible sexual
assault-and in the impact such behavior has on the victim-so that they may
be discussed meaningfully under the s피gle term of rape. 까le defming element
in rape is lack of consen t. Although , typically, physical force or the threat of
physic떠 injury is envision 영 in such assa띠ts ， the concept of rape can be
expanded-and has 뾰en 피 the criminal codes of some state 웅-to encompass
those situations in which the position of authority can be used to exploit a
person sexually (Groth, 1979, p.3).
Compared with the progress made in gener 떠 rape law reform , the change has been
rather slow in the area of “ marital rape exemption" law, which has recently gained much
attention. The marital rape exemption laws usually defme rape as “ the forcible peneσation of
the body of a woman , not the wife of the perpeσator ， and so according to them , rape in
marriage is a legal impossibility" (Russell, 1982, p.17).
According to Russell , the orig 피 of this exemption is invariably σaced to a
pronouncement by Mathew Hale, Chief Justice in England in the 17th cent따y.

까le

pronouncement was pu비ished in 궐파Q다 따 밸 뭔앓S 따 I뱉 다g뀐다， in 1736 and it rr. ads as
follows:
But the husband cannot be guilty of a rape committed by himself upon
his lawful wife, for by their mutual maσimonial consent and contract the wife
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hath given up herself in this kind unto the husband which she cannot retract
(Russell , 1982, p.17).
Russell interpreted this statement to imply that the sole purpose of marriage was
procreation and when women married, they became their husband ’ s property. Th erefore,
husbands had the right to sexu 외 intercourse with their wives upon 외1 occasions (Russell ,
1982).
Russell 떠so said that the reason for the delay of marital rape exemption law refoI1TI is
primarily due to resistance by the m떼ority of males in American state legislatures.
In J비y， 1980, New Jersey, Oregon , and Nebraska were the only states that had
totallyab이ished them따ital

rape exemption and several other states had p빼떠ly refoI1TIed

their laws. However, by the same date , thirteen states (Alabama, Connecticut, Delaware,
Hawaii , Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, Montana , North Dakota, Pennsylvania , Texas
and West Virgina) had changed their marital rape exemption laws for the worse (R ussell ,
1982).
In these states the new law extended the privilege of rape to men who are living with

women without the benefit of legal marriage. In five of the thirteen states (Delaware, Hawaii ,
Maine, North Dakota and West Virgina), even the condition of “ cohabitation" was not a
necessary requirement to receive this privilege. Men could rape women who previously had
voluntary sexual intercourse with them without fear of legal punishmen t. Worse yet , in one
state (West Virgina), even the “ previous sexual intercourse" was not required for men to
receive this privilege. Men who rape their “ voluntary social companions" could expect certain
legal protection for their action (Russell , 1982).
Leg떠

reform in the area of marital rape exemption law does not offer a bright view.

However, in 1981 several states, including Maryland, New Hampshire , New York,
Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania, began taking progressive action toward positive change.
(R ussell , 1982). Overall , the movement is slowly but steadily increasing.
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Th us , the feminists have contributed to the change in the very basic concept of rape

from that of the classical notion of a sexually oriented crime to a more male power,
aggression oriented crime. At the same time , the classical defmition of rape as forcible sexual
intercourse has changed to include a wide range of sexual offences. Yet, the evolution of the
defmition of the crime of rape has not been completed. Ongoing disputes over the various
phases of the crime, such as its classification , causes and offender’ s punishment, along with
changing social attitudes toward the crime, will bring inevitable changes to the definition in
the future.
PREVALENCE OF RAPE
Chappell states that official statistics, victimization surveys, and research studies in
the United States have shown a high level of occurrences of rape and attempted rape in recent
decades. However, there is still some debate over the accuracy, reliability, and interpretation
of the data from which this conclusion was drawn (Chappell, 1989).
Accurate and reliable information about the prev외ence of rape is almost impossible to
obtain , p따tly because of the differences in the definition of rape described in the previous
section. Other important reasons are the following: (1) Feldman-S ummers and Ashworth
(1 981) and many others found that only a portion ofrape crime is reported to the police. (2)
The same studies also reveal that a certain amount of reported rapes are σ'eated as

“ unfounded" (no crime) by p이ice or recorded as some other form of crime, such as indecent

assaul t. (3) Russell (1 984) states that rape victims often hesitate to talk about their experience
to sσangers. Th is situation creates difficulties in gaining information about rape through
victimization surveys (Chappell , 1989).
Chappell points out the wide variation in the current estimates of the proportion of
rapes to attempted rapes reported. For example , McDermott (1 979) reports a ratio of about 1
in 2 and Russell (1984) reports a ratio of less than 1 in 12 (Chappell , 1989).
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Kilpatrick (1 984) has provided the most recent sophisticated victimization research.

He and his colleagues interviewed 2004 adult (1 8 years or over) female residents of a South
C따이 ina

county. Out of this group, 9% claimed to have been victims of rape or attempted

rape during their lifetimes, 5% claimed to be victims of sexual molestation or attempted
sexu외

molestation, and 1% claimed to be victims of other sexu 외 assaults. This study found

that the percentage (26%) of victims reporting any of these forms of sexual assault to the
police was low (Chappell , 1989).
The U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics (1992) reviewed data gathered about rape and

attempted rape from the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) during the 19-year
period from 1973 to 199 1. πIe percent of rape and attempted rape crimes committed during
this period reported to the police ranged from 49% in 1973 to 59% in 199 1. Young victims
(age 12 to 15) and older victims (over age 35) reported the crime more often. In the cases
where the offender was a stranger to the victim, and when the victim was a widow, the
reporting rate was higher (Chappell , 1989).
Researchers have found a wide range of reasons why some rape victims do not report
the crime. Amir (1 971) points out that the fear ofretaliation from their attacker prevents some
rape victims reporting the crime. Some rape victims want to avoid the painful exposure that
the process ofrape prosecution necessitates. Macdonald (1971) said some victims feel too
embarrassed and ashamed to fIl e a report. Katz and Mazur (1 979) report that some victims do
not want to report a rape because they fear rejection by their husbands and families
(Williams, 1984).

Weis and Borges (1 973) said some victims may not want to disturb their own family
and friends and those close to the rapist by disclosing such unpleasant news. Amir (1 971)
said some victims simply may not have the time for the court hearing and legal process ,
especially if they are employed. Or, Ashworth and Feldman-8 ummers (1 978) said some
victims doubt if the criminal justice system will efficiently apprehend and punish the rapis t.
Burgess and Holmsσom (1 974) and many others found that it is common for rape victims to
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blame themselves. or they fear they will be blamed by their family, friendls, 없ld especially by
the police (Williams, 198쉬.
Amir (1 971) , Brownmiller (1 975) and many others put emphasis on the relationship
between the victim 뻐d the mpist $ an impoImnt factor in me decisiJ3I1 tO Iepon me crime
Fox and Scherl (1 972) said if the victim knows her rapis t, she may want to protect him from
a harsh punishmenL Schwendinger and Schwendinger (1980) arguel that When the victim
knows her rapis t, she may blame herself by thinking she invited the action and therefore there
is no crime to report Brownmiller and others said that even though the woman sees herself
being raped , she may fe빼at others 빼 not believe in 빠
hler
하앙띠
r.
(Williams, 1984).

Katz and Mazur (1979) found that the rape incidents between whit‘~ men and black
women tend to be less repo때.Am
빼
ri파ir (19띠7끼
때1) 빼s 떠뼈dth
빼
h뼈a없빠tr廠
a빠야 i삐
nv이v패피띠패lki b비lac야l 따
women is more likely to be report잉. Amir also found that when a la!rge age difference exits
between rapists and victims, there tend to be more reported cases (Williams, 1984).
Amir and others 허 so point out an important influential factor on rape reporting. 까ley
found that the greater the victim ’ s injuries, the more likely she is to report 'it. However,
Mac Dermott (1979) found that in the case of rape by s따mgers ， the women were equ 떠ly
likely to report whether they were injured or not (Williams, 1984).
Tables I and II are taken from the 1985 U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice
Statistics Bulle피1 ， “’The Cri me of Rape."
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TABLE!
REPOR’fINOOF FEMALE RAPES TO POLICE, 1973-82.
Total
victimizations

Chiαacteristics

1,511 ,000
479，αm

1,032 ,000

topa바e

top이ice

52%
58
50

47%
40
49

56
45

43
55

52
53

47
46

n

?i 8

to victim

265，αm

A

‘7

9
1
3

IJ
직 “ μ” μ”

””

n
n

“%

”
ν얘

n

씨

%
%

이“
“
ω

%

mω
얘심

”“

WW

뼈뼈뼈뼈

Note: Percents do not 때d to 100 because
victimizations are excluded from table if
reporting status is unknown.

1,228 ,000

때 때W
따야찌

Marital status
Married
Widowed
Divorced
Separated
Never married

486，αm

뼈뼈 뼈뼈뼈

12-15
16-19
20-24
25-34
50-64
65+

1,024 ,000

때뼈m
뼈쩌 짧 “뼈낀

AU rapes
Completed rape
Attempted rape
Orrender ’ s relationship
Stranger to victim
Nonstranger to victim
R ,ace
White
Black
Age

Percent of victimizations that were:
R언XJrted
Not reported

# Too few cases in the survey sample to obtain
statistically reliable data.
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TABLEIT
REPORTING OF RAPE OF FEMALE VICTIMS TO POLICE AND REASONS FOR NOT
REPORTING , 1973-82.
X때따요&

Attempted
rape

Total

All victims (1)
Rape reported to p이 ice
Rape not reported to police
Percent of unreported rapes
by reason not reported:
Nothing could be done
Didn ’ t think it was important
Police would not want to be bothered
Didn ’ t want to take the time
Private or person떠 matter
Didn ’ t want to get involved
Afraid of reprisal
Reported to someone else
Other
Note: Percentages for reasons not reporting
add to more than 100 because some respondents gave more than one reason.
# Too few cases in survey sample to obtain
statistically reliable data.

1 ，511 ，αm

1.03 2，αm

52%
47

50%
49

24%
7
9
2
29
6
16
12
36

27%
8
10
2
25
5
12
14
34

Co mpleted
!

raJ:ε

!

479.αm

!
!

58%
40

13%
#
#
#
39
8
27
7
42

(1) Includes rapes for which reporting status was
unknown.

Concerning the “ unfounding" process for some reported rape cases , Russell states:
Interpreting σends in the official rape statistics is even more difficult
than interpreting the σends in other crimes. This is a direct result of the
“unfoun 버ng" process , which applies only to rape. According!to the FBI,
unfounding means “ the police established that no forcible rape offense or
attempt occurr려" (FB I, 1973). What this euphemistic definitiψn actually
describes is the process by which rape cases are dismissed by 'the p이ice as
false reports. Th e basis for, and error rate in these judgements., is unknown
and therefore unmeasurable (R ussell , 1984, p.29).
In 1978 the FBI discontinued to report unfounded rates in rape cases , which had
remained about 18% until then (Chappell , 1989). Russell said that the FBI did not give any
reason for its decision to discontinue this reporting. Unfortunately, it was not because the
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police have eliminated the unfounding process (Russell , 1984).
πIe

police unfounding process for rape cases is also a shared phenomenon in other

counσies such as Canada and England. ’I1Ie poIice unfminding rate for rape in C때ada has
been even higher than that of the United States; 43% in 1972 but declining to 28% by 198 1.
In England, Wright (1 980) conducted a survey ofpolice lrecords ofrape or attempted rape in

six counties and found that almost one in four had been dismissed as “ no crime" (Chappell ,
i

1989).
Russell (1975) and other researchers found that many rape victims tell no one ,
particularly no one in their own household, about their rape experiem:es. Whereas an
inten빼ed

adult would kno애
wo
따
뼈
f
at
빼
뻐뼈빼
arm
때
피
IT
피
li
Byηmer

a robbery , he would not know of any rape experience.
In the early 1970 ’ s, the federal government established the N떠tional Crime Surveys

이CS) to obtain more accmate incidence rates through wide scale victhnlzation smeys
These surveys were on a nationwide scale and design 벼 뻐d carried dut for the Law

Enforcement Assistance Adminisσation

ιEAA) and mOIle recently for me Bureau ONusdce

Statistics, by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.
A NCS study revealed 6m attempted rape cases and not one c:ompleted rape case for
the entire year of 1970 after personal interviews were cOflducted with 5,500 household
members and at 1,000 business locations in San Jose , Ca~ifomia，

an여

its suburbs. This

experience led the LEAA to state:
Rape is not only a traumatic experience for the victim ,! but 떠 so the
only crime for which the victim can be socially stigmatized. More so than for
any other crime , there are sσong pressures on the ~ictim not t(l) report the
incident to a complete sσanger (Law Enforcement Assistance iAdminisσation ，
1974, p.12).
Although subsequent National Crime Surveys have been more successful in finding
rape victims who are willing to disclose their victimization, the above particular example tells
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the real difficulty in any victimization sUlvey (Russell , 1984).
In recent years the crime of rape has gained much public attention. As a resul t, police,

doctors and nurses , and judicial officials have changed their attitudes toward rape victims.
More effective σ'eatment and rehabilitation programs have 떠 so been offered for rape victims.
Th is situation has encouraged rape victims to report more freely to police or interviewers. Yet

the old pattern of non-깅isclosure still persists and an accurate rate of 'the clime of rape is still
impossible to obtain.
Russell states her concern about the rising rape incidence rate as follows:
Research now shows that both rape and attempted rape occur in
epidemic proportions and in a pattern that is escalating over time. Knowledge
ofthe prev떠ence of these crimes should stimulate sσ'enuous effort to find a
σuly effective means of preventing rape and other sexual assaults (Russell ,
1984, p.65).
Despite all of the difficulties and limitations involved in the research on prevalence of

rape , advanced methods of research have been developed in recent decades. However, some
important studies show significantly different findings when compared. For instance,
Russell ’ s victimization survey in San Francisco in 1978 found that out of the random sample
of 930 women , 18 years and older, interviewed , 41 % reported at least one experience of rape
or attempted rape (Russell , 1984).
The incidence rate of rape and attempted rape 따awn from Russell ’ s data is

approximately 3%, or 2.688 per 100,000 females.

πlis

figure is 13 times higher than the

incidence rate reported by the 파파띤 I밴ξ E뿔으파 for females of 떠1 ages in that city.
Russell ’ s incidence figure is 7 times higher than the incidence rate statistics gathered by the
National Crime Survey in San Francisco (victimization survey with data that includes
unreported cases to the p이ice) (R ussell , 1984).
As mentioned earlier, Kilpaσick ’ s (1984) victimization study , which is regarded as
the most sophisticated research of that type to date , revealed that about 9% of the women in
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the sample claimed that they were victims of rape or attempted rape during their lifetime ,
about 5% claimed to be victims of sexual molestation or attempted sexual molestation , and
1% claimed to be victims of olther sexual assaults (Chappell , 1989).
Hindelang and Davis (1977) cite the 끄파힘쁘 C다띤토 g맹파힐 violent crime index rate
for offenses when they discuss the t;i sing rate of rape. In the 4Q-year period from 1933 to
1973, the general violent σ피Rl: rate lincreased 170% whiIe me rate of rape increased 557%.
Weiner and Wolfgang (1 985) dte the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence (1969) which states dnat in' the years from 1958 to 1968 the entire violent crime rate
doubled (from 147.6 to 294.6 per 100,000 population) while the rape rate rose 67% (from
9.3 to 153) (Chappen, 1989).1
Weiner and Wolfgang

:furth딩I'

found that between 1969 and 1982 there was a

continuing overall growth in violent crime with rape rates increasing 82% from 18.5 to 33.6
per 100,000 population. According 10 the U.S. Dep따trnent of Justice (1986) , in the early
1980’ s these rates decreased, but byl1985 both the violent crime rate and the rate of rape
were on the increase again (ChappeU , 1989).
Mukherjee (1 981) stated tha t: the rising rate of rape and attempted rape is a common
phenomenon in many other countrie:s too. However, the United States has much higher rates
than 때y othercounσy.

Chapp(~ll

and Hatch (1 986) found that in Canada the rate remains

about one-third that of the U.S. 까Ie Howard League (1985) found that in England and
Wales , the rate rose by 33.7% betwceen 1973 and 1983, and yet it is still only about
one-eighteenth that of the U.S. (Chappell , 1989).
Figure 1 (Appen이x A) is taken from the 1991 FBI U띠띠쁘 댄맨 월R으딱 and
provides the percent disσibution of ci; rime index offenses for 1990. The number of forcible
rapes is only 1% of the total crilmes in that year.
Table XVII (Appendix A) iSlalso taken from the 1991 FBI 딛센띠 rmC다띤토 요맹묘따
and provides the index of crim(~ in the United States from 1981 to 1990. According to the
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table, the percent increase for forcible rape offenses during the five year period between 1986
and 1990 was 12.1% and the increase during the ten year period between 1981 and 1990 was
24.3%. The percent increase for forcible rape offenses based on rate per 100,000 inhabitants
for the five yearperiod between 1986 and 1990 was 8.7% and the increase for the ten year
period between 1981 and 1990 was 14.4%.
The number of vi이ent crimes (murder, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated

assault) increased 22.2% during the five year period between 1986 and 1990 뻐d33.7%
during the ten year pe디od between 1981 and 1990. The rate of increase for violent crimes per
100,000 inhabitants was 18.5% for the five year period between 1986 and 1990 and 23.1 %
for the ten year period between 1981 and 1990. Therefore, the rate of increase for rape
offenses is much less than that for violent crime offenses during the ten year period. The
yearly total of forcible rape offenses is about 6% of the yearly total of violent crime offenses
for the same ten year period.
’The following information about rape prevalence in 1988 is 없ken from the 1988 FBI
딛띤쉰E끄드다띤효 R탤묘댈;

Forcible Rape
Definition:

Forcible rape, as defined in the Program, is the carnal knowledge of a
female forcibly and against her will. Assaults or attempts to commit rape by
force or threat of force are 떠 so included; however, statutory rape (without
force) and other sex offenses are excluded.
Volume:
During 1988, there were an estimated 92 ,4 86 forcible rapes in the
Nation. Rape offenses comprised 6 percent of the total violent crimes.
Geographically, the Southern States, the region with the largest population,
accounted for 37 percent of the forcible rapes reported to law enforcemen t.
Following were the Midwest with 25 percent, the We3t with 23 percent, and
the Northeast with the remainder.
Monthly totals showed the greatest number of forcible rapes was reported
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during the summer, with July recording the highest frequency. Th e lowest
total was registere}i in December.
Trend:
Compared to t;he previous year, the 1988 forcible rape volume increased 2
percent nationwid~. In the subUrban counties and cities collectively, the totals
were up 1 percen t. R파al counties recorded a 1 percent decline. City σ'ends
ranged from a 12 percent incr않se in cities under 10,000 in population to a 4
percent decline in cities 500,000 to 999,999 in pop 띠a디on.
Amongtheg 뼈graphic regions , the Midwestern States recorded a 4
percent rise; the SI~uthern State s, a 3 percent increase; the Northeastern States,
virtually no chang~; and the W~stem States, a 2 percent drop.
National σend$ for 5 and 10 years show that the forcible rape total rose 10
percent over 1984 and 21 percent above 1979.
,

Rate:

ByUniform 다ime RepOrtlllg defmition, the victims of forcible rape are
always female. In 1988, an estimated 73 of every 100,000 females in the
counσy were repo~1ed rape victims. 까le 1988 female forcible rape rate
showed no change: from 1987, but was 6 percent higher than in 1984.
Female forcibl~ rape rates for 1988 showed there were 83 victims per
100,000 females 피 MSAs (Metropolitan Statistical Areas) , 49 per 100,000
females in cities 01ltside meσopolitan 따'eas ， and 36 per 100,000 females in
rural counties.
Region 와ly， th며 highest female rape rate was in the Western States, which
recorded 81 victirr~ per 100,000 females. Following were the Southern States
with a rate of 78 , tJ1e Midwestern States with 75 , and the Northeastern States
with 57.
,

Nature:
Of all reported forcible rapes during 1988, 82 percent were rapes by
force. The remainqer were attempts or assaults to commit forcible rape. An
increase of more than 2 percentl was registered in the number of rapes by
force , while attempts to commit rape decreased 5 percent from the 1987
figures (U.S. Dep~，utrnent of Justice, 1989, pp .l 5-16).
Because of the victims ’ unwillingness to report attacks to the police as well as their
hesitation to talk frankly in any victimization survey and the unfounding process by the police,
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reliable infonnation about prev 따ence of rape is almost impossible to ob1:ai n. Therefore, there is
wide variation in the estimates of rape prevalence and it is difficult to de~:ide which estimate is the
most reliable. However, the phenomenon of a high level of occurrence Qf rapel and attempted
rape in recent decades seems to be indicated by σ'ends in crime reports and by :survey research on
,

pOltential victims. The effect of the recent increase of dysfunctional far띠ly problems may be a
cOll1tributing causal factor in this phenomenon.
Infonnation on crime and the nation ’ s households is included in the appen하x.
,

EXISTING THEORIES OF RAPE CAUSATI디N
Duncan Chappell effectively summarized the issue of causation for rape in his article
“Sexu 외 다따파tal

Violence." ’The following infonnation is taken from his article.

Geis (1 977), Scully and Marolla (1985) state that until the women ’ s movement
becamepop 비따 in
psychiaσists.

the early 19705, the literature of rape and rapists w~s mai삐y written by

These pyschiaσists were sσong1y influenced by psycho~alytip theory and

focused mainly on motivational factors revealed by apprehended rapists (Scully and Marolla,
1l985). As a res띠t they expl 머ned the c디me of rape in tenns of uncontrollabh~ impulses ,
mental illness or disease, momentary losses of control due to unusual ~ircunnstances ， and
victim precipitation. Scully and Marolla further remark that these theor~es limit the causal
factors of rape to the rapist’ s personal range and miss the important soc; iocu1tural influence
that reinforces these men ’ s violent aggressive crime against women

«(~happell ，

1989).

Most feminists interpret the real nature of rape as the violence i바licted by men upon
women , instead of seeing it as a mere sexu 외 crime. They believe that rape is'largely a
s.ociocultural produc t. Th erefore , in order to understand the problem 9f rape: , it has to be

e:xamined in the sociocultural context and particularly in the context of power relationships
between men and women.
Chappell states:
Traditional socialization encouraged men to associate 1TIasculinity with
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power, dominance, sσ'ength ， virility, and SUPI~riOrity ， andlfemininity with
submissiveness, passivity, weakness , and inferiority. Males 떠 so acquired
certain cultural expectations about their sexual needs and access to females to
m않t these ne없.'Ii많
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feminist approach to the crime of rape hats been share.d by many researcher:s for:

the past two decades. Many significant studies have been done and the causation of ra야 is
well researched. At the same time these studies contributed to r:ai sing the public awaren야ss of'
the problem of rape. Consequently, a change in attitude toward rape victims, more effective :
rehabilitation progr:ams for both offenders and vic빼IS， and rape law reform were 떠1 brought:
abou t.
So, the causation of rape has been well examined through :the feminist ’ s sociocultur외
approach as well as the psychiaσist ’ s psychoanalitic offender-centered approach , and we
now have a wealth of rape causation t1leories. In her book .s효젠띄 .Exoloitation, Diana Russell
organized the major theories of rape causation by adapting David Finkelhor’ s four-factor
model which he used to explain the occurrence of chi~d sexual abuse (Finkelhor, 1981)
Russell said that when applied to rape , Finkelhor's model suggests that there are four types
of preconditions that allow rape to occur:
Precondition I: factors creating a predisposition or desire to rape;
Precondition IT: factors reducing internal inhioitions against acting out this

desire;
Precondition ill: factors reducing social inhibitions against acting out this
desire;
Precondition IV: factors reducing the potential victim ’ s ability to resist or
avoid rape (Russell , 1984, p.111).
Precondition I: factors creatin~ a predisposition or desire to rape l

Russell divided Preco뼈tio씨ltO six sub-cat벌ories:
(1) The biological capacity and desire of men 1:0 rape. (2) 띠lildhood sexual abusl~

I
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histories of sexual offenders. (3) Male sex-role socialization. (4) Effects of exposure to
pomography.(5) Effects of expos따'e to mass media that encourage rape. (6) Rape as a means
of soci떠 conσ'01. A more detailed discussion of each category follows.
1) 까le bi이ogical capacity and desire of men to rape.
Brownmiller (1975) and others argue thatrape is made possi비e because of men ’ s
biological capacity to rape and 외 so 야leir greater physical s뾰ngth to su벼ue women (RlI.ssell ,
1984).
Anthropolo 밍st Donald

“ human

Symon argued in 댄효 믿파쁘쁘 따뀐쁘쁘 S쁘뼈itt that

males tend to desire no-cos t, impersonal copulations, ... and hence that there is a

possibility of rape wherever rape entails little or no risk" (Symons, 1979, p.284).

Sεveral

theorists agree with Symon ’ s theory that men have a biologically determined proclivity to
rape. However, most have argued that the effect of socialization 뻐d/or the imbalance of
structur외

power between both sexes is largely responsible for this proclivity (R ussell , 1984).

2) Childhood sexual abuse histories of sexual offenders.
Contrary to Donald Symon ’ s bi이ogically determined theory, psychologist Nicholas
Groth (1 979) interprets rape as a symptom of psychological dysfunction , and a sexual
offender’ S 않rly traumatic sexual experience is one significant cause for his psychological
dysfunction. Groth ’ s definition of sexual σauma is 깨ny sexual activity witnessed anφor
experienced that is emotionally upsetting or disturbing" (Groth, 1979, p.98).
Based on this definition , Groth found that in his study of over 500 sexual offenders ,
one-third of the offenders (both rapists of ad띠t women andc 비ld molesters) had some form
of σaumatic sexual experience in their early life. Groth pointed out that this rate was
significantly higher than the rate (10 percent) of males reporting childhood experiences of
sexual abuse in David Finkelhor ’ ss따vcy of college students. Groth 외 so pointed out that the
incidence of childhood sexu 떠 σauma was the same for both rapists and child molesters.
However, the rapists early sexual victimization experiences were more frequently incestuous
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than that of the child molesters, and rapists were 외so more often abused by females than
males (Russell, 1984).
Groth admitted that his study was based on a selected group of sexu떠 offenders who
were not a representative random s없nple. He also did not have a conσ01 group available.
Yet, he still concluded that the sexual offender ’ sad버t σ피1e “ may bein p따t a repetition 뻐d
an acting out of a sexu떠 offense he was subjected to as a child" (Groth , 1979, p.l 02). Groth
found that this tendency of duplicating one ’ s own early victimization in his later offenses is
particularly persistent among the child molester (Russell , 1984).
Two other psychologists, Seghorn and Boucher, studied a sample of aggressive
anφor

recidivist sexual offenders and found that more than 50 percent of their su피ects were

sexually victimized prior to adolescence (R ussell , 1984). Although , like Groth ’ s study, their
sample was not random and they 떠 so did not have a control group, they hypothesized that
“ under specific conditions, men who have been victims of sexual abuse will themselves be at

higher 디 sk for committing sexual offenses as adults" (Seghorn and Boucher, 1980, p.706).
They also found that “Th ose men who were molested by a relative were much more likely to

have assaulted , brutally and sadistically, adolescent and adult women , while those men who
had been molested by nonrelatives were more 파‘ely to molest males and less likely to
subscribe to one exσerne form of aggression" (Seghom and Boucher, 1980, p.707).
3) Male sex-role socialization.
Russell points out four factors in male sex-role socialization which predispose men to
rape. Th ey are the masculinity mystique, fusion of sex and aggression, the virility mystique
and the relationship between rape and normative male sexual behavior. Russell states that the
base for masculine mystique is our cultural value system which accepts men ’ s qualities such
as aggression , force , power, strength , toughness , dominance , and competitiveness as
masculine virtues. Enhanced by this cultural value for masculinity, men strive to win , to be
superior, to conquer, and to conσ01 in order to express their masculinity and this constitutes
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the masculinity mystique.
Russell further states that “ sex may be the arena where these notions of masculinity
are most intensely played out, particularly by men who feel powerless in the rest of their lives
and whose masculinity is threatened by this sense of powerlessness" (Russell , 1984, p.118).
Concerning fusion of sex and aggression, Russell in Thξ E외파잭 ofR맹료 argues as
follows:
For many men , it seems, aggression and sex are closely related. The
unconscious rationale goes as follows: Being aggressive is masculine; being
sexually aggressive is masculine; rape is sexually aggressive behavior;
therefore, rape is masculine behavior (Russell , 1975 , p.261).
까lis

fusion of sex and aggression is well expressed in war-time rape. In Ag잃~Q파

뾰파， Brownmiller provided

abundant examples of war-ψne rape and argued that rape of

enemy women is commonly considered natural soldierly behavior. Russell argues that this
view presumes acceptance of men ’ s capacity to express aggression 뻐dhaσed through sex
(R ussell , 1975). She further stated “ If men can express their haσed and aggression through
war-ψne

rape , it would be remarkable if they could not do it at home too" (Russell , 1984,

p. 1l 8).
!nTh호

Politics 요f Rim용， Russell defines the impact of the masculinity mystique on

male sexu 바lty as “ the virility mystique" (Russell , 1975). Russell further expl 떠ns that this
mystique dictates that males sep따ate their sexual responsiveness from their needs for love ,
respect, and affection.
Males are σained from childhood to separate sexual desire from
caring, respecting, liking, or loving. One of the consequences of this σai띠ng
is that many men regard women as sexu 떠 objects, rather than as full human
beings. The virility mystique attaches status to attaining access to (and
keeping score of) many women-the more the better. 까lis approach
dominates men ’ s perspective on women (Russell , 1984, p.119).
Russell finally quotes a remark made by Norman Mailer in 삐 interview. “ It’ s better
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to commit rape than masturbate" αl1ailer， 1962, p.20). Russell comments that “ with such
values to guide men, it is no wonder that so many are sσongly tempted to rape , and that so
many succumb to the temptation" (Russell, 1984, p.120).

m댄효 &파설~QfRim호， Russell explicitly expressed her view of the relationship
between rape and normative male sexual behavior:
...if one were to see sexual behavior as a continuum with rape at one
end and sex liberated from sex-role stereotyping at the other, much of what

passes as normal heterosexual intercourse would be seen as close to rape
(Russell, 1975 , p.261).
Russell also quoted the following passages from other sources to expand on her
vIew:
Rape is simply at the end of the continuum of male-aggressive,
female -p assive patterns , and an arbitrary line has been drawn to mark it off
from the rest of such relationships (Medea and Thompson , 1974, p.11).
Women ’ s 떠iena떼on 잔om her own sexuality, man’ s resentment at
having to purchase sexual fulfillment , the un여U외 bargaining that σades
se따ity for sex-all of these distortions of human sexuality make it inevitable
that much sexual contact between men and women will necessarily be
coercive in nature (Clark and Lewis, 1977, pp .l 28-129).
Al l men are shaped by the same soei 떠 conditioning...and they are all

sexually coercive to some degree-at leas t, at some point in their lives (Clark
and Lewis , 1977 , p .1 45).
Two teams of contemporary researchers conducted studies on this concept of a
continuum. Briere, Malamuth and Ceniti (1 981) asked 356 subjects whether, ifthey knew
that their actions would never be disclosed to anyone and there would be no punishment,
they would commit certain sexual acts , including forcing a female to do something she really
didn ’ t want to do and rape. Sixty percent of the s없nple answered that under such safe
conditions they might use force , or rape , or both (Russell , 1984).
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까le research

by Briere, et al. on the continuum theme found a linear relationship

between degree of force/rape inclination and rape-supportive beliefs. These findings validate
the view of rape as the end result of an “ aggression toward women" continuum instead of
viewing rape as a discrete, independent sex crime (Russell, 1984).
4) Effects of exposure to pornography.
Russell said the causal effects of pornography and media violence are difficult to
categorize within anyone of the four preconditions.
.. .pornography appears to foster rape fantasies and desires in the men
who view it, and therefore should be categorized in 안econdition I. However,
recent research suggests that pornography 외so plays a role in overcoming
internal barriers against acting out these desires (Precondition ll), as well as in
eroding external barriers by contributing to the cultural supports for rape
(Precondition ill). And finally , it seems that pornography may contribute to
the undermining ofsome women ’ s assertiveness about what sexual acts they
do not wish to engage in , and therefore has a place in Precondition IV
(Russell, 1984, p.123).
Russell decided that instead of su벼IV}버ng the effects ofpornography, she would
deal with the subject under Precondition I.
Philosopher Helen Lo ngino writes:
Pornography is not just the explicit representation or description of
sexual behavior, nor even the explicit representation or description of sexual
behavior which is degrading and/or abusive to women. Rather, pornography
is material that explicitly represents or describes degrading and abusive sexual
behavior so as to endorse anφ'or recommend the behavior as described
(Longino , 1980, p.44).
In 1976 Don Smith reported the result of his content analysis of 428 “ adults only"
paperbacks published between 1968 and 1974. Hi s sample included only books that were
easily available to the general American public and excluded books that were usually available
exclusively in so-c alled “ adult bookstores" (Russell, 1984).
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His report included the following:
• One-fifth of all the sex episodes involved completed rape.
• ’The number of rapes increased with each year ’ s output of newl.y published
booles.
• Of the sex episodes 6 percent involved incestuous rape.
• The focus in the rape scenes was on the victim ’ s fear and teπor ， which
became σansformed by the rape into sexual passion. Over 97 Ipercent of the
rapes porσayedres 띠ted in orgasm for the victims. In three-quarters of
these instances, multiple orgasm was achieved.
• Le ss than 3 percent of the rapists experienced any negative consequences, I
and many were rewarded (Russell , 1984, p.130).
I

Malamuth and Spinner (1 980) examined the two best-selling erotic magazines in
1977 and reported that they found sexually violent materials in about 10 percent of the
cartoons and close to 5 percent of the pict따es (Russell, 1984). 까ley 외s6 pointed outl that:
까Ie

information conveyed in much of the sexually violent materials is!
that women are basically masochistic and in need of male domination.
...A message of female subordination communicated in v삐edforms
may have summative effects in promoting a sexist ideology (M alamuth and
Spinner, 1980, p.235).

I

I

Russell commented on their findings as follows:
Such pornography conveys the message that many ordinalI)' men
commit rape , and that when they do , they experience not remorse , but sexual•
ego, and other gratifications. Consumers of this pornography may come to
believe that rape is not a breach of norms. By m와띠19 rape appear easy to
accomplish and easy to get away with , pornography may affect imhibitions
based on fear of being caugh t. Most importan t, pornography of this kind mayl
inhibit the conscience. If a man can persuade himself that womenlreally like I
being raped-that they don ’ t really mean “ no"-what reason is there for guilt?
(Russell , 1984, p.130).
In the Russell survey in San Fr없lcisco ， 930 women were asked the 민
q uestion
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movies , or books?" About 10 야rcent of them admitted having such an experience at
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least once. Russell decided that since her sample was a random representative one, it is
possible to predict that about 10 percent of the women in San Francisco would have had the
S없ne

kind of experience (Russell, 1984).
The answers from the women in the above survey did not prove that pornography

caused the men ’ s behavior; but the women believed that there was a connection between the
two. The significant point is that these women said that they felt they had been perso,nally
victimized by pornography (Russell , 1984).
까lere

are other studies done on the effects of exposure to pornography. Out of his

study of 120 male undergraduate students, Donnerstein (1980) concluded that “itwαuldbe
expected that fibns which depict violence against women , even without sexual conte~t ， could
act as a stimulus for aggressive acts toward women" (Donnerstein, 1980, p.13).
Feshbach and Malamuth (1978) conducted an experiment using a group of cqllege
students and found that even “ one exposure to vi이ence in pornography can sig띠fic따ltly
influence erotic reactions to the portray 띠 of rape" (Feshbach and M떠없nuth ， 1978 , p.116).
Malamuth (1 981), out of his study with 29 male students, found that exposure to a nlpe
slide-audio show resulted in more violent sexu외 fantasies (Russell , 1984).
Russell concludes that the effect of pornography tends to undermine , in its viewer’ s
mind, important socially controlling factors against rape such as the possibility of being
caught and apprehended , rape as unacceptable behavior and men ’ s conscience against the
idea of rape (Russell , 1984).
5) Effects of exposure to mass media that encourage rape.
Haskell (1 974) stated that recent mach o-oriented commercial movies are an
expression of men ’ s counter reaction to the growing sσength and demands of womeq in real
life brought on by their liberation movement (Russell , 1984).
In 1969 the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence
concluded from its research that media violence can induce aggression in people. However,
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one year later, a completely opposite statement was made by the Commission on Obscenity
and Pornography, which said pornography does not produce any harmful effects (Russell ,
1984).
Psychologists Malamuth and Check (1981) used 271 males and females in a field
experiment to examine the effects of violent sexuality expressed in feature-length movies in a
nonlaboratory setting. ’The results showed that the male su피ects ac야ptance of interperson 떠
violence against women increased significantly, and their acceptance of rape myths 떠so
increased to a certain degree. However, the female subjects were less affected by the violent
sexual fIl ms and were less accepting of interpersonal violence and rape myths than the conσ01
group (Russell , 1984).
6) Rape as a means of social control.
Brownmiller’ s best-known theory is that the function of rape is to keep women
subordinate to men. She said:
From prehistoric times to the present, I believe rape has played a
critical function. It is nothing more or less than a conscious process of
intimidation by which all men keep all women in a state of fear (B rownmiller,
1975, p.15).
Russell interpreted Brownmiller’ s statement to mean that “ all men benefit from the
state of fear that ~펌ects 외I women because some men consciously intimidate women by
raping them" (R ussell , 1984. P.135).
The following quote from a rapist may further explain what the phrase “ rape as a

means of social control" really means. He said “Li sten, anytime any man wants to rape you,
he can , and I’ m telling you this for your own good" (Rapist; Russell , 1975 , p.231).
Precondition II: factors reducin l! internal inhibitions a l!ainst actin l! out the desire to rane

Russell divided Precondition II into five su b- categories:
(1) Cultural values that encourage rape. (2) Iπ'esistible impulse and rape.
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(3) Psychopathology and rape. (4) Alcohol consump 디on 뻐drape. (5) Peer press 따e
in pair and gang rape.
1) Cultural values that encourage rape.
a. Female sexuality viewed as a commodity.
Interviews by Hite (1981) and Beneke (1982) with rapists or men who expressa

desire to 띠
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facilitation of brutal or inhumane behavior, whether it be torturing those de:fmed as the ~memy
during a war, or raping women" (R ussell , 1984, p.138).
b. Rape as a consequence of a rape-supportiv1e cult따'e.
In the early 1970s feminists like Diana Russell (1 975) obseπed thalt rape mythsl are

뼈외ent in this c띠ture. These rape myths include 뼈 belief1 that all women secretly want to
be raped and when it happens, they enjoy being raped. Russell claimed thβse rape myths in
our culture make men more ready to rape and make women to blame for the action. Many
raped women blame themselves or fear others may blame them; so they never report their
rape experience. Moreover, many rapists never perceive their acdon as ml1e (RusseIl, 1984)·
Soci 이ogist
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Burt's study 떠so indicated that belief in these mpe myths formed p따t of a largeIT
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inteπelated

structure of beliefs and attitudes that included sex role stereo 덴ping ， sexual

conservatism, acceptance of interpersonal violence, and beliefs that sexual relationships
between men and women are adversarial in nature. She concluded that “ these attitudes
effectively support rape" (RusseU , 1984).
Bun stated the following aboutl the rape causative role of the attitudes m<easured in her

study:
...rapists themselves hold rape-supportive attitudes and use them to
excuse or deny their beha,vior after the fac t. 까leir attitudes may 외so serve as
psychological releasers or neutralizers, allowing potenti 머 rapists to turn 'off
soci 외 prohibitions against injwing or using others when they want to commit
an assault (Bun, 1978, p.5).
Check and Malamuth (1 981) found that their research supported 딩 urt’ s tindings
regarding the attitudinal structure ofrape myth acceptance. In further research on 126 college

rape-supporting
students, they fo뼈
reactions to a p~mographic depiction of rape , a real rape land predictions
about their own likelihood of raping (Russell , 1984).
Koss and other researchers (1981) found tha t:
...the higher levells of sexual aggression were associated with views
of sexual aggression as normalJ heterosexual rela다onships as gameplaying,
σaditional attitudes towartl female sexuality, and the acceptance ofl rape myths
(Koss et al, 1981 , p.16).1
They concluded that their findimgs are consistent with the theory that rape-supportive
attit빼

rape (Russell , 1984).
c. Rape as a consequence of subcultural norms.
Wolfgang and Ferracuti (1 967) pointed out the fact that urban black males make up a
high percentage of the violent criininals and that black men and women miLke up Ithe majority
of people victimized by violent crime. 깨ey said that the urban ghetto pr매luces at subculture
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in which aggl'’essive vi이ence is accepted as normative and natural in everyday life. 까Ie cause
of this violent subculture is the poverty, unemployment, and lack of options imposed on
black people by white society (Russell, 1984).
Brownmiller states:
..that most of those who engage in antisoci 외， criminal violence
(murder, assaul t, rape and robbery) come from the lower socioeconomic
classes.
. ..Th ere is no doubt that because of centuries of oppression by white
people, black people are disproportionately in the lower socioeconomic
classes, and hence contribute a disproportionate number of the crimes of
violence (Brownmiller, 1975 , p.181).
d. Rape as a symptom of a violent culture.
Some theorists (for example, Schwendinger and Schwendinger, 1983) interpret rape
as a crime of vi이ence just like homicide, aggravated assault, and robbery which are 와l
caused by unemployment, poverty and mar밍nality.

까Ie

fact that disproportionately large

numbers of black and poor commit violent crimes support this theory (Russell , 1984).
Wolfgang and Ferracuti (1967) comp 따'ed homicides in the United States to that of
other nations. They found , in 1960 for ex없nple ， the homicide rate per 100,000 people in the
United States was 4.5; that ofWest Germany, 1.8; France , 1.7;

Ausσ떠ia，

1. 5; Canada, 1. 4;

England , .6; Norway , .5 (Russell , 1984). 까lis substantially higher ratio of violent crime in
the United States demonsσates the violent nature of our culture. And when our
disproportionally high rate of rape occurrence is compared to that of other nations , the theory
of “ rape as a symptom of a violent culture" can be well supported.
2) Irresistible impulse and rape.
Marolla and Scully (1979) cited two examples ofpsychiaσIc literature on the theory
ofiπesistible

impulse as a cause of rape:
Whether it is comparatively mild as in the case of simple assault , or
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whether it is severely aggravated assault, it is, as a rule , an expression of an
uncontrollable urge , committed without logic or rationale , under the influence
ofa sσong， overpowering drive (K따pman ， 1951 , p.185).
It is not intended to suggest that all recidivous sex offenders are
physically dangerous , but experience shows that some of them 따e
compulsively so, and that most of them 따'e driven by uncontrollable
impulsions that do not respond to custom따y procedures (Reinhardt and
Fisher, 1949, p.734).
Marolla and Scully (1979) doubted this theory, based on the following two points: a
low recidivism rate for rape (only 3 peπent over a 12-year period) and a high rate of
prem잉itated

rape (71 percent) (Russell , 1984). They argued that “표 the act was impulsive,

by defmition, the offender should not have been able to delay his response" (M arolla and
Scully, 1979, p.304).
3) Psychopathology and rape.
Marolla and Scully depict the psychoanalysts ’ disease theory of rape as follows:
Rape is directly or indirectly sexual in nature. It is peφeσated by a
perverted or sick individual who often has latent homosexual tendencies. He
has experienced an abnonnal childhood which has resulted in a sadistic
personality. And fmally , rape is often an attack on a mother figure and should
be considered as symptomatic of inner conflicts which are the real problem
(Marolla and Scully, 1979, p.305).
Marolla and Scully view rape as an act primarily of vi이ence or aggression 뻐d
attempt to disprove the psychoanalytic disease model of rape. Their research that compared
rapists with convicts , other sex offenders, and college males has not shown any
psychological differences (Russell, 1984).
In their study, Koss and her associates (1 981) σied to find out if there were high

levels of psychopathology among college students who committed undetected rape. 까ley
compared this group to three other groups: a group of students who were aggressive but not
so much as the rapists' group, a group of students whose sexual aggressiveness was low and
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a group of students who were not sexually aggtessive. The studies spowed that there were
no differences 피 the levels of psychopathology among these four grpups Clf students
(Russell, 1984).
In his book 띤델 쁘쁘 월쩔 Nicholas Qroth supports the the~)ry of rapists as sick

men. Groth states:
Although there is a wide varietyl of individual differen.ces arnong men
who rape , there are certain general ch따acteristics that men wllo 따eprone to
rape appear to have in common (Groth• 1979, p.106).
l

He explains these characteristics as follows:
His overall mood state, them , is dysphoric , characteri 2;ed b}l dull
depression , underlying feelings of:fear and uncertainty and an over:w helming
sense of purposelessness. At the root of aU this are deep-seat~ doubts about
his adequacy and competency as II person. He lacks a sense of confidence in
himself as a man in both sexual and nonsexual area웅-a feeling that is often
unacknowledged since he exhibits'little capacity for self-awareness (Groth ,
1979, p.107).
Groth states that 10 peπent of these men were in a psychotic ~tate

,

\~hen

they

committed their offense, and 56 percent suffered from such personal ty disorders as
inadequate, antisoci떠， passive-aggressiv앙， borderline, etc. (Russell , 1984~.
Russell admits that some rapists are mentally ill. However, sqe points out that
Groth ’ ss없nple was made up of 500 convilcted sexu 떠 offenders who were a very unique
group. Th erefore, his conclusions can not be generalized for the men~al health condition of
other nonconvicted rapists (R ussell , 1984).
4) Alcohol consumption 뻐drape.·
Russell mentions that several studies of sex offenders have pQinted out the significant
role of alcohol in the occurrence of rape. Rada (11978) observed three different alcohol-rape
situations: (1) When a rapist is drinking dl띠ng Ihis offence , he 떠readr had a preconceived
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they are drinking. (3) In the case of alcoholic rapists , the rape is another indication of their
social disorg aJ피 zation secondary to alcoholism. Rada also stated that there has been no proof
yet that alcohol causes rape. However, any sex offender ’ s σeatment program should
concentrate on his alcohol problem as well as his sexual disfunction (Russell , 1984).
까Ie

results of the study on incarcerated sex offenders by Gebh 때 and others (1965)

from the Institute for Sex Research in Indiana show that 54 peπent of the rapes of adult
women, 37.5 percent of rapes of minors (females 12 to 15 years 이d) ， and 76 percent of
rapes of children under the age of 12 were 떠coh이 related (Russell, 1984).
5) Peer press 따e in pair and gang rape.
Katz and Mazur (1979) state that most of the literature on group rape has focused on
the psychological and social dynamics of the offenders. Geis and Chappell (1 971) fmd that
most group rapes are committed by young men often as the result of a night of ψi따dng.
Amir (1 971) states that most group rapes are prem려itated. Katz and Mazur also state that
some gangs use their gang rape as initiation rites for new members. Russell says that peer
group pressure in these situations can be a sσong inhibition reducer against rape. Amir 떠so
states that peer pressure can be a responsible factor for more vi이ence and sexual perversion
in gang rape than in버vidu 떠 rape (Russell , 1984).
In fan효마£in E2표ilil효 Rim효

Amir described two types of rapists who are under the

influence ofpeer group pressure:
(1) Rapists for whom the crime is mainly a role-supportive ac t, usually in the

context of a youth culture. The act is perfonned for the purpose of
maintaining membership in a group, or for sheer sexual gratification.
Pathology is absen t.
(2) Rapists for whom the crime is mainly a role-expressive act It is
perform 잉 not so much for the sexual satisfaction as because of
participation in the context (within) which it occurred, for example ,
group rape (Amir, 1971 , pp.318-319).
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Amir lbelieves that these two types of rapist ’ s violent behavior are the result of peer
group pressu~e and not from deviant sexuality (R ussell , 1984).

E'recondition ill: factors reducing social inhibitions against acting out the desire to rape
Russelll 버vided Precondition ill into three sub-categories:
(1)까le

power disp따ity between men and women. (2) Male dominance plus a culture

of violence. (3) Ineffectiveness of the institutions of soci떠 control.
(l)Thc~ power disparity

between men and women.

Russelll states that “ rape, like other vi이ence against and abuse of woinen by men, is
a consequence of the power disparity between the sexes that has existed as long as recorded
history" (Russell , 1984~ p.153). Clark and Lewis (1 977) have a theory ofrape which seems
to expl머n the Ideep seated institutionalized inequalities which enhance male aggression toward

녀omen. Theyl s떠d:
Our society is ch따acte디zed by institutions and practices (and the
socialization processes necess 따Y to support them) , which consistently and
systematically ensure that only men rise to positions of power and authority in
the public world , while women remain at home, in the private sphere, under
the Ie당al ownership and conσ01 of their husbands (Clark and Lewis , 1977,
p.176).
Russelll says that this power disparity between men and women creates “ male
entitlement" which leads some men to even believe women enjoy being forced sexually.
Russell conchiI des that “ For the problem of rape to be solved, men must give up their
IIl1OI1opoIization of power in me society as a whole, and in more than token ways,, (RusseIl,
1984, p.155).1
(2) Male dominance plus a culture of violence.
Russell refers to social anthropologist Sanday ’ s research to explain this category.
Sanday studidd a cross-cultural sample of 186 tribal societies and found that “ considerable
evidence suggests that rape is an expression of a social ideology of male dominance"
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(Sanday. 1979. p.4). In these male dominant societies. women had less power and authority ,
and were not allowed to participate in public decision making. Men expressed contempt for
women. In these societies, fathers did not take care of infants and young children , and
fathers and daughters did not have warm , close relationships. Moreover, male vi이ence was
glorified and rewarded (Russell , 1984).
Sanday continues with:
In conσast， in rape free societies women p따ticipate in 외1 aspects of
soci떠

life-religion, politics, and economics. Interpersonal relations...are
marked by mildness as opposed to the vi이ence which frequently erupts in
rape prone socIetIes.
.. .An d in their intergroup relations , these societies tended not to
engage in a military complex where warfare is a way of life for males
(Sanday , 1979, p.4).
Sanday suggests that male dominance, including male sexual violence, evolved as a
response to Sσ'ess. She states:
When humans perceive an imbalance between resources and
population, or when they perceive that their social identity and way of life
must be defended , they will place men in the front line to fight for survival. If
the struggle for survival is successful, men are rewarded with glory , and male
vi이ence becomes a way of life passed on from parent to male child.
Programmed for violence and faced with sexual repression , some men turn to
rape (Sanday. 1979, p.8).

Russell concludes that the high rape rate in the United States can be explained by
Sanday’ s discovery that a male dominating culture of violence can produce a rape prone
socIety.
(3) Ineffectiveness of the institutions of social control.
Russell points out that inadequate enforcement of rape laws is one example of the
ineffectiveness of the institutions of social control. In the early 1970’ s, the women ’ s
movement brought some rape reform legislation. However, feminist attorney Camille
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LeGrand (1 973) , one of the important contributers in this reform , believes that these

reformed laws are now often more advanced than the police 없ld courts that administer them
(Russell , 1984).
Russell 떠 so 따gues that unjustifiably unfounded cases of reported rape by the police
is another example of the ineffectiveness of the institutions of social control. She mentions
here the research done by Mc Cahill and others (1 979) who found in Philadelphia that the
city ’ s rape victims ’ police reports were purposefully lost in the system. This unjustifiably
unfoun 버ng

of reported rape cases along with inadequate rape law enforcement create the

impression that rape is a crime which is easy to get away with (Russell , 1984).
Smithyman ’ s study of undetected rapists found that:
Many of the respondents commented upon how easy it was to plan ,
execute the rape(s) , and avoid the possible negative consequences attendant
upon detection. The failure of the rape(s) in which the respondents
P따ticipa없t to result in either actual or perceived negative consequences
combined with the experience of sexual pleasure and in some cases an
enhanced sense of power and achievement suggests that the rapes described
by the respondents were in a large measure low cost and relatively rewarding
events (Smithyman, 1978, pp.123-124).
Smithyman believes that since rape is perceived as a low-cost, high-reward event,
the rapist will repeat his act Smithyman’ s sample revealed that 74 percent of his respondents
had raped more than once 떠ready and 36 percent had raped four or more times (Russell,
1984).
Russell 떠so cites the failure of the prison system to rehabilitate incarcerated sex
offenders as another example of the ineffectiveness of the institutions of social control.
Among the literature on prison rape , Donald Tucker, a victim of prison gang rape , wrote:
It may be that the most serious cost of prison rape to society is that it
takes nonviolent offenders and turns them into people with a high potenti 떠 for
violence, full of rage and eager to take vengance on the society which they
hold responsible for their utter humiliation and loss of manhood (in Scacco,
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1982, p.75).
Th us , some sex offenders in p다son. not only suffer from the lack of appropriate

rehabilitation programs to improve their behavior but are exposed to the victimization of
prison rape which may even tum them into potentially worse criminals.
Precondition IV: factors redudn!! Dotentiall victim ’s abilitv to avoid rane

Russell divided Precon.dition IV into four su b- categories:
(1) Socialization of women as victims. (2) Bl뻐피19 the victims: Vic tim-precipitation
theories. (3) Women ’ s resistance to rape undermined by fear of murder. (4) Other factors.
(1) Soci 와iza디on of women as victims.
Russell (1 975) argues that in our culture women are σained to see themselves as
weak and men as strong. This basic notiori makes women passive and submissive toward
men. Women are also taught to be compassionate, patien t, accepting, and dependen t. They
should not get angry or figh t. Moreover, w:omen 따'e expected to be responsible in their
relationships with men. All ofthis culturallconditioning makes women vulnerable to rape.
They have velY little self-confidence and psychic sσ'ength and less physic 떠 sσength to fight

back against rapists (Russell, 1984).
Women who do not conform to σ뼈ition며 femininity also place themselves into a
risky situation for rape by a stranger because they then lose the protection of the culture-for
instance, living alone , going places witho Ult a man , hitch-h iking, etc. Women who enjoy
more freedom in their life become more vulnerable to rape (Russell , 1984).
Russell further argues Ithat there are some ways in which women contribute to their
own vulnerability to rape. One good example of such behavior is their ambivalence about
being σeated as sexual objects. Many women respond to the male notion of female
attractiveness by using facial makeup or displaying their breasts , legs, or buttocks. This sort
ofwomen ’ s behavior enhances men ’ s tendency to separate sexual desire from desires for
affection 뻐d friendship , which can conσifuute to the rape problem (Russell, 1984).
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Although females are taught to be atπactive and submissive, they can not be sexually
promiscuous because it will ruin their reputation. Meanwhile, males are expl~ted to be se xual
,

and even sexually aggressive.
Russell finally concludes that:
...An d it is no wonder that there is rape. It is a logical consequence of

the lack of symmetry in the way males and females are sociali 똥din U1is
society. Indeed , the remarkable thing is not that rape occurs , but that we have
managed for so long to see it as a rare and deviant ac t. Rape is , in fac t.
embedded in our cultural nonns , a direct result of the clash between the
masculine and the feminine mystiques (R ussell , 1975, p.274).
(2) Blaming the victim: Victim명recipitation theories.
Alb피

atσibuted

(1977) argues that Freud ’ s belief that women 없 masochistic by n없ure

to the victirr• precipitation theory of rape. Amir was the frrst to apply the notioq of

victin• precipitation to rape. It describes:
...those rape situations in which the victim actually, or so it was
deemed , agreed to sexual relations but reσacted before the actual act lor did not
react sσongly enough when the suggestion was made by the offend당res). The
tenn applies 떠so to cases in risky situations marred with sexuality, especi외ly
when she uses what could be interpreted as indecency of language aM
gestures, or constitutes what could be taken as an invitation to sexual relations
(Amir, 1971 , p.266).
Russell says that Amir’ s theory of victi m-precipitation is another form of victim
blaming. Th is attitude is brought on by male bias and identification with th앙 rapists. Because
offeminist ’ s criticism, victim blaming is not so pop 비ar as it used to be. Yet it still occurs in
cases of both rape and child sexual abuse (R ussell , 1984).
(3) Women ’ s resistance to rape undermined by fear of murder.
Many women in a rape situation give up fighting because of the fear of being
murdered. One out of every 10 female murder victims in the United States is: killed durin장
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rape or other sexual offenses. It is unknown how many rape victims who report the crime or
how many who do not (who are in much larger numbers than those that report the crime)
submit because of their fear of being killed. Russell estimates that there are many (Russell ,
1984).
(4) Other factors contributing to reducing a potential victim ’ s ability to resist or avoid
rape.
a. Women often find it quite difficult to resist to their maximum ability when they are
raped by someone they know or trust (such as a 담iend， date , lover, or husband) and/or
someone who has authority over them (such as an employer, doctor, teacher, or priest).
b. More single women than married women are victimized by sσanger rape. The
younger age of single women and their living alone in neighborhoods where there is no sense
of community welfare make them more vulnerable to stranger rape.
c. Eisenhower (1 969) reported that the National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence found that the victim, the offender, or both are likely to be drinking

prior to homicide, assaul t, and rape. Women alcoholics 따'C especially helpless in defending
themselves and are viewed by men as “ inviting" by being available, vulnerable “ bad"
women. Th us, they become exσemely vulnerable to rape, both by strangers and intimates
d. Runaways and women who lack resources and cannot afford a car anφor have to
live in high crime areas are particularly vulnerable to rape (Russell , 1984).
Among these existing rape causation theories , male sex-role socialization that comes
under “Precondition I: factors creating a predisposition or desire to rape ," seems to be the
strongest theory. Human sexual behavior is an important factor that has a great influence on
species survival. Every culture group has its own regulations concerning the sex-role of the
group members. Most group members tend to conduct their sexual behavior according to
these regulations (norms). 까lerefore ， men ’ s desire to rape in our society could be seen as a
product of our cultural male sex-role.
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Although most of these exis마19 rape causation theories seem to have a certain
validity, the following theories are well researched and seem more convincing. “ Childhood
sexual abuse histories of sexual offenders" and “ effect of exposure to pornography" which
belong to Precondition I: fa.ctors creating a predisposition or desire to rape. “C띠tur외 values
that encourage rape" and "a~cohol consumption 때d rape" which belong to Precondition II:
factors reducing internal inhibitions against acting out this desire. “M떠e dominance plus a
culture of vi이ence" and “ ineffectiveness lof the institutions of social control" which belong to
Precondition III: factors reducing soci 떠 inhibitions against acting out this desire.

“ Socialization of women as victims" which belongs to Precondition IV: factors reducing the
potential victim’ s ability to resist or avoid rape.
Rapists and their parental relatioI1l ships is the focus point of this dissertation. Could a
negative parental relationship be a causallfactor in creating a predisposition or desire to rape
by enhancing men ’ s haσeel toward their mothers or women in gener외? Or, could it 외so be a
causal factor that reduces internal inhibitions against acting out the rape desire by failing to
provide men with healthy moral guidance which deters sexual aggression?

CHAP1’ERII
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
THE PURPOSE OF ’fHESTUDY
까lep따pose of this

study is to find what associations exist between dysfunctional

parental relations in the childhood of rapists and the rapist’ s violent acts. It will 떠so explore
the sociocultural effects which nurture dysfunctional relationships between the parents and
their children.
HYPOTHESIS
The hypothesis of this study is that dysfunctional parental relationships can be positively

correlated with the acts of rapists. 까lis includes dysfunctional relations between the parents
and between the parents and the child.
DIFFICULTIES OF FINDING DATA
A truly empirical study of rape is almost impossible because of the difficulty in
obtaining a random sample of rapists. As mentioned in the prev 떠ence of rape section in this
paper, only a certain percentage of rape is reported , and only a certain percentage of the
reported rapists are arrested. Furthermore, only a certain number of arrested rapists are
charged with a crime, partly because of the “ unfounding" process by the police; and only a
certain number of the charged rapists are finally convicted and incarcerated.
πlese

incarcerated rapists tend to be the more violent and hard core rapists who can

not be regarded as a representative sample of rapists in general. However, they are usually
the only available subjects for researchers who want to study rapists. So, data about rapists
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resulting from truly emp피cal research based on random samples is impossible to obtain.
In addition to this predicamen t, the focus point of the study of rape drastically shifted

from the offenders to the victims with the advancement of the feminist movement. An d when
the feminists did study the offenders, their main interest was the sociocultural effect which
encourages men to rape women. ’The study of the rapists ’ early home environment or their
personality developmental problems were usually left out
As mentioned earlier, Groth (1979) and others studied the effect of incestuous sexual
abuse upon rapists but they did not extend their study to the effect of more general family
dysfunctional problems. So, due to all of the above reasons , good empirical data on rapists'
parental relationships is very rare.
THE FBI STUDY
The recent collaborative research on 41

se디al

rapists conducted by Robert Hazelwood

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation ’ s National Center for the An alysis of Violent Crime
(NCAVC←-ap 따t

of the FBI Behavioral Sciences Services-and Dr. Ann Burgess is one of

the very rare research projects which include inquiry into the rapists' parental relationships.
A brief report on this research , “TheSe디al Rapis t: His Characteristics and Victims,"
describes it thus: “ the study included interviews with 41 incarcerated se더떠 rapists who had
raped at least 10 times and who , as a group , were responsible for 837 sexual assaults and
more than 400 attempted rapes" (H azelwood , 1989 , p.1 1). The sample in this study
consisted of 35 white males, 5 black males , and 1 Hispanic male. The age range of the
subjects was 23 to 55 years , with a mean age of 35.2 years.
Members of the NCAVC and other selected FBI speci 떠 agents conducted an
open웅nd ，

unstructured , 4 to 12 hour interview with each of the 41

su이ects'

The purpose of

the interview was to “ step into the mind of the offender, and from this vantage point, fathom
the motivations and behavior that characte 디ze the development and execution of their criminal
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behavior" (Hazelwood, 1989, p.11). πIe interview covered the discussion of family and
demographic information , education, employment, military history, hobbies and pas파nes ，
marital history, sexu떠 development and pre-offense , offense and post-offense behavior.
까Ie

sample in this study is a unique group of incarcerated seri떠 rapists. Therefore,

the data from this study may not be generalized for amore undifferentiated group of rapists.
However, even with this limitation, the collection of data by FBI agents who received special
σaiDing

by NCAVC guarantees a high level of reliability for the data. Furthermore , there are

no other data available to date about rapists ’ parental relationships which have been collected
by such thorough research methods. For these reasons this FBI data were used as the base
for this study.
THE NEED FOR ENLARGING TIlE SAMPLE SIZE
However, the FBI study sample size was not large-only 41 subjects-and so there
was the need for enlarging it. Th erefore, content analysis on relevant literature which
included information on rapists ’ pare뼈I relations was conducted and the results were
combined with the data of the FBI study in order to enlarge the sample size.
The subjects of the content analysis were exσacted from 31 case studies of rapists
talking about themselves , including their pare뼈I relationships. 까lese 31 cases are from three
different sources. The first four cases (Case No .1 to No .4) are from “ Rapists Speak for
πlemselves"

an article written by Jack Fremont 떼dexσacted from 댄~.e띠파원

ofRa쩔

by

Diana Russell (1975). 까Ie next ten cases (Case No.5 to No .1 4) are from 쁘따 파댄 월뿔 by
Sylvia Levine and Joseph Koening (1 982). The last 17 cases (Case No .1 5 to No .3 1) are
from 댄효 E뿔색!

Fi1효

by Les Sussman and Sally Bordwell (1981).

Fremont interviewed four rapists who responded to his newspaper ads. He said that
these rapists “ are probably different from many rapists by dint of their class , race , and
disposition. They are 따I white. Three are middle-dass. Two were caught and convicted.
None approached hitch-hikers" (Russell , 1975, p.243). During his interviews , Fremont
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asked questions mainly about their offenses, when and how they committed rape, what type
of victims they preferred, how they felt about their offenses and victims , etc. Although the
rapists were not directly asked about their parental relations , in answering these questions
they revealed some information which suggested the state of their parental relationships and
earlier home environment in general.
까Ie

ten rapists ’ talksin 쁘따 꾀댄 E뿔응 are drawn from filmed interviews conducted

in 1977-78 in connection with the author’ s documentary f1l m, “ Why Men Rape ," produced
by the National Film Board of Canada 까lese ten rapists were all incarcerated and were
involved in behavior modification therapy programs in Canadian institutions at the time of
their interviews. 까Ie interviews must have included questions about the rapists'

p따ent외

relations because 외I of the rapists gave more or less information about their parental
relations.
The interviews with the next 15 rapists were conducted by two journalists, a man and

a woman , who wanted to hear the σue voice of rapists. They chose the 15 most interesting
cases out of a number of rapist applicants for the interviews. The interviews were carried out
in four different prisons where the rapists were then serving time. The first five rapists were
inteπiewed

at Green Haven Correctional Facility in upstate New York. The next five were at

Lo uisiana State Penitentiary in Angola , Lo uisiana , and the last five were at two illinois

prisons, Sheridan Correctional Facility in Sheri 없n ， Illinois , and Manord Correctional Center
in Chester, Illinois.
In these interviews, questions about the rapists' parental relationships were asked
along with various other questions; and almost every rapist gave some information about his
parental relations and earlier home environment The last two rapists' talks were exσacted
from letters written by incarcerated rapists to these two journalists.
So, these 31 cases used for enlarging the sample size are as selected as the s떠nple in
the FBI study , and some of them are even more unrepresentative. Therefore ;j ust as in the
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cases of the FBI study, the data drawn from these 31 cases can not be generalized to the
whole population of rapists either. However, for the following two reasons , these cases were
used for this study.
One reason is that, as mentioned before, data from a truly representative rapist sample
없e

impossible to obtain. ’The other important reason is that since these 31 cases were already

released to the public , the use of these cases does not raise the question of an ethical problem.
When dealing with rapists' parental relationships , protecting the parents' privacy becomes an

important ethical issue and use of readily available literature frees the author from this 넙ndof
problem.
‘

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF THE RAPISTS' SELF-REPORTS

Puroose and methods
까Ie

purpose of the content analysis of the 31 cases of rapists ’ self-reports is to draw

out the information about these 31 rapists' parental relationships and combine the information
with the result of the FBI study in 0떠er to enlarge the s없nple size. For this p따pose ， the
content an떠ysis was done based on the approach taken in the FBI study. The same categories
of information of the FBI study were also used for the content an외ysis.
까Ie
“f없nily

information categories have two main divisions. ’The frrst category is titled

structure of rapists" and is divided into seven sub-c ategories: assessment of

socioeconomic level of rapist’ s preadult home , dominant parental figures , quality of
relationship to mother or dominant female caretaker, q뼈ity of relationship to father or
dominant male caretaker, evidence that rapist was physically abused by parents/caretakers ,
evidence that rapist was psychologically abused by parents/caretakers , and evidence that
rapist was sexually abused. Each of these seven sub-c ategories is divided into several more
detailed information categories 떠azelwood ， 1989, p.19).
Th e second category is 디d잉 ‘ 'rapists sexual history and current sexu 며 behaviors" and

is divided into two sub-c ategories: childho 때 or adolescent sexu 떠 trauma and ad비t sexual
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behavior. Each of these sub-categories isalso divided into more detailed information
categories (H azelwood, 1989, p.21).
얄0<;'효뀔re
Ra꾀ng.

There were three raters engaged in the content analysis. Rater #1 was the

author of this dissertation , and rater #2 was a male graduate student in psychology with
previous clinical σaining. Ra.ter #3 was a woman who was a college graduate in English
literature and had previous r당search experience. Following insσuctions given by an
experienced supervisor, these: three raters :i ndependently searched the content of the 31
rapists ’ self-reports for the same infonnation presented in the FBI study and rated the
information accordingly into relevant categories.
Calculatin l! the reliabilitv of al!ree:rnent. Based on the results of the rating done by the
three raters , the degree of reliability of agr:eement (Cohen ’ s Kappa) was calculated and
tabulated πabIes ill and I V).
In the process of computing Cohen ’ s Kappa , any random agreement is eliminated.
Therefore, Kappa means the Jratio of agreement above chance level. As Tables ill and IV

show , the three raters agreed above chance on their ratings. The following figures are the
agreement ratio between each pair of raters over all of the ratings for all 31 cases and all
categones:
rater #1 and rater #2
rater #1 and rater #3
rater #2 and rater #3

74%
61 %
52%

Th us , the highest de믿ee of agree I1lent was achieved between rater #1 and #2; the next

highest agreement was between rater #1 and #3; and the least agreement was between rater #2
and #3. Average agreement of all three raters for all categories of all31 cases was 62%.
Settlin l! the disa l!feen댄nts. After t1[le reliability of agreement was calc 비 ated ， the three
raters had a conference and dJlscussion , settling the disagreements in their ratings. When
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‘

possible, the three r lters reached a consensus on the rating to be assigned to the disputed
score. If a consens배 wa.s not reached , the score was decided by the agre야e히me

o아f the three rat얻e하r돼s.
Calculatin l! the raoists ’ resoonse ratio to each cate l!orv. The percentage of the 31
rapists ’ response to i~ach category was calculated according to the consensus of the three
raters , and the resul1t wa.s tabulated alongside the result of the FBI study (Tables V and VI).
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TABLEill
RELIABILITY OF AGREEMENT AMONG 까-IE
THREE RATERS: FAMILY STRUCfURE
Percent of reliabilitv of
a암짧n빼 between:

Avera l!e uercent of reliabilig
ofa따cement amon\!:
Rater#1.#2 뻐d#3

Rater #1
and#2

Rater#l

Rater#2

뻐d#3

뻐d#3

Rapist ’ s preadult
home

76%

57%

47%

60%

Dominant parental
figures (s)

77

61

32

57

Quality of relation
to mother or
dominant female
caretaker

68

40

40

49

Quality of relation
to father or
dominant male
caretaker

78

50

48

59

Rapist physically
abused by parents
or caretakers

71

89

62

74

Rapist psychologically abused by
parents or
caretakers

93

64

56

71

Rapist sexually
abused

84

71

87

81

Division

------------ ...----------- ..---_..... _...._-_..__ ..........._---....... _- .._---------- . -..... -_ ......_--_ .._-------_........--------_ .._------ ......_-_ ..__.. _------...._-_ ........-.. _--..
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TABLEN
REUABI다IT

OF AGREEMENT AMONG ’mE ’THREE RATERS:
SEXUAL mSTORY AND ADULT SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
얄Icent

of reliabilitv 따

8따않ment between:

Division

Rater #1
and#2

Rater#1
and#3

Childhoo d/adolescent
sexual trauma

58%

56%

43%

52%

Adult sexual
behavior

60

65

52

59

=

Total reliability of agreement between rater #1 and #2 74%
Total reliability of agreement between rater #1 and #3 = 61%
Total reliability of agreement between rater #2 때d #3 = 52%
Average reliability over all raters 어Id all ratings = 62%
Entries in the table are Cohen ’ s Kappa

Rater#2

Average percent of reliability
of a l!Teement 외non!!:
Rater #1. #2 and #3

뻐d#3
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TABLEV

RAPIST'S FAMILY STRUCI1JRE
Categories
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7
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3
7

18%
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31%
8%
18%
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20
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5
24%
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o 0%
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4
5
1
2
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20%
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5%
10%
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5
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%
%
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Un며ring， indifferent
Hos띠 e' aggressive I

’

F3

31%
19%
19%
25%
6%

/0

낀낀낀낀 낀

Vari~ble

Combined Resullts
INn %

--

있

Qualityl of relation to f~ther or
dominant male caretak앙r
Wann , close

% 50%
4 40%
10%

〈」

1

Qualityl of relation to mother or
dominant female caretaker
Warm , close
Varillble
Col(l distant
Uncaring , indifferent
Hostile, aggressive:

q, distant

m

m ω때때

Dominimt parental figure (s)
Mother
Father

Col

I /0
rO
,‘“
---/0
,j

p、“

Vari~ble

Oth마

,,,
,,‘ 17%
,,‘,,‘ 37%
27%
nxv
20%

A야

Sub띠 arginal

1
1
1
A41
1
i4

4냐 A샤

preadult home
Advf,lntaged
CO l1fl fortable , average
Mllfginal, self-suffiicient

Co nrent An alysis
N n %

때애애

Rapist’:~

FBI Study
n %

19%
25%
22%
8%
25%
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TABLEVI
RAPIST ’ S SEXUAL mSTORY AND CURRENT SEXUAL BEHAVIORS
Content Analysis
Combined Results
N n %
N n %
................__ ..... _-_ ............................ _-_ .. _----------- ......... __ .. -.................. _........................... __ ........ _-_.. _- ..--------_ ............................... _--------------- .... _........_.._-Rapist PHYSICALLY abused by
parents/caretakers
16%
Yes
71
20 28%
40 15 38%
31 5
No
26 84%
71
40 25 62%
51 72%
31
C떠egories

FBI Study
N n %

Rapist PSYCHOLOGICALLY abused
by parents/caretakers
Yes
No

41
41

30 73%
11 27%

31
31

11 35%
20 65%

72
72

41 57%
31 43%

Rapist SEXUALLY abused by
parents/caretakers
Yes
No

41
41

31 76%
10 24%

31
31

4
13%
27 87%

72
72

35 49%
37 51%

32

8

25%

14

3

21%

46

11 24%

39

17 44%

14

1

7%

53

18 34%

36

9

25%

14

7%

50

10 20%

36
35

5
14%
11 31%

14
14

-

7%
0%

50
49

12%
6
11 22%

37

17 46%

14

10 71%

51

27 53%

40
39
41

10%
4
21 54%
12 29%

12
12
12

4
3
3

33%
25%
25%

52
51
53

8
15%
24 47%
15 28%

40
39
39

27 68%
16 41%
9 23%

12
12
12

8

67%
8%
0%

52
51
51

35 67%
17 33%
18%
9

40

15 38%

12

-

0%

52

15 29%

41

6

15%

12

4

33%

53

10 19%

39
39
39

10 26%
11 28%
13 33%

12
12
12

5
1
3

42%
8%
25%

51
51
51

Childhoo d/adolescent sexual trauma
Witnessed sexual vi이ence
of other칭
Witnessed sexual activity
ofparents
Witnessed disturbing sexual
activity of relative or friend
Physical injury to sex
organs /v enereal disease
Multiple sexual assault
Sexual stress (e.g.
punishment for masturbation)
Adult sexual behavior
Marked inhibition or
aversion to sexual activity
Compulsive masturbation
Exhibitionism
Voyeurism (peeping)
Fetishism
Cross강ressing

Obscene phone calls
Prostitution (as prostitute
orpimp)
Sexu 띠

bondage
Collects detective magazines
Collects pornography

15 29%
12 23%
16 31%
......... _--_ ......... _------ .. -.. -.... __ .........__ .... _------------- .. -......... ---_ ........... _------------------_ ........... -... ---.. -- .. ----------------.... _-_ .._-_ .......... _-------------
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Combinin e: the data sets. The above analysis of the 31 rapist ’ s responses was
combined with the FBI study and the summed results are shown in Tables V and VI. In
Tables V and VI, the 41 rapists ’ response ratio of the FBI study, the 31 rapists' response
ratio of the content an떠ysis ， and the combined ratio of both groups are shown sidCt by side.
As already stated, the 31 rapists ’ self-reports for the content analysi s. were Igathered
ftom three diffeRnt SOIlICes. T11e Erst four rapists interviewed had responded to thJ3
interviewer through a newspaper ad. ’The next ten rapists interviewed were involved in a
prison behavior modification program in Canada at the time of the inteπiews. ’Thelllext
fifteen men were incarcerated rapists interviewed by the two journalists who chosel the most
interesting cases. The last two rapist’ s talks were submitted in letter form by incarCl: erated
rapists to these same two journalists.
So, these 31 rapists are unlikely to make a representative sample for lrapistsl in
general, and data drawn from this 잃mple may not be generalized for the entire rapi따
population. In addition, the 31 rapists were not asked specific questions for most of the
categories. πlerefore ， information was collected from their spontaneous talk. In th~: FBI
study , 외1 information was gathered from the rapists ’ responses to specific questions. 까lese
situations limit the validity of comparing the results of both studies or incorporatin딛;them.
Therefore, caution must be taken when interpreting Tables V and VI.
Th e 41 rapists were only asked specific questions when eliciting info:nnation for two

categories, quality of relation to mother or dominant female caretaker and quaility of: relation
to father or dominant male caretaker. Since the 31 rapists in the content analysis spoke
spontaneously for most of their interviews and the 41 rapists in the FBI study werd asked
specifically for 떠1 of the information , the overall response ratio in the contenlt analysis was
expected to be lower than that of the FBI study.
Tables V and VI show the overalllower response ratio of the content analysis as
expected. For these two categories , concerning parental relations which the 31 rapists were
l

specifically asked abou t, five out of ten su b-categories (50%) showed a low앙r respbnse ratio
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than the FBI study. For the rest of the categories, 20 out of 31 (65%) showed a lower
response ratio than the FBI study. Owing to the larger N of the FBI study, the combined
response ratio moved closer to that of the FBI study.
TABULA’fINO THE RELEVANT DATA
Th e most relevant information for this study was exσ'acted from Tables V and VI and

tabulated into three separate tables (Tables VII, VIII and IX). 까lese tables show the rapists'
response ratios for dominant parental figures , positive parental relationship and negative
parental relationship.
For these tables, the ratios of the three categories of cold and distant, uncaring and
indifferen t, hostile and aggressive were added up and put into one category called negative
P많ental

relationship. The category of warm and close is interpreted as a positive parental

relationship. 까Ie tables also include data about the parental relationships of 36 convicted and
incarcerated sexual murderers. πlese data are taken from the book ~웰브왼 건으쁘 ici뾰
(Ressler, 1988).
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TABLEVTI
DOMINANT PARENTAL FIGURES
Categories
T

50%

?。

40%
10%

Co ntent An alysis

W
E

-。

타

뼈빠뼈

M
R
O

FBIStudy

-o

wm

Sexual Homicide

66%
No information
No information

Co mbined Results

”m

/0

’j mm

,‘wm

TABLEVIII
POSITIVE PARENTAL RELATIONSHIP
Categories

FBI Study

Content An alysis

Sexual Homicide

Co mbined Results

Warm , close relationship
to mother or dominant
female caretaker

36%

33%

No information

35%

Warm. close relationship
to father or dominant
male caretaker

18%

20%

No information

19%

TABLEIX
NEGAmrE PARENTAL RELATIONSHIP
Categories

FBI Stuldy

Content An alysis

Sexual Homicide

Co mbined Results

Cold, distant relationship to
mother or dominant
female caretaker

33%

42%

44%

40%

Cold , distant relationship to
father or dominant
male caretaker

57%

55%

72%

61%
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sample studh:d for .s.웰브 al:닫으믿iεid토 is a unique group of men who committed

either a single sexual mmder (7 men) or multiple sexual murders (29 men). As in t.he case of
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included in this study.
FINDINGS
For dominant parβntal figures in all three studies (Table vn) , the mother has the
highest ratio (from 50% to 70%). The next highest ratio is the father (25% and 40%) and
others show a much lowe:r ratio than the mother and father (5% and 10%).
For positive parental relationships πa비e vnn in both the FBI study and the content
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때빼pists had warm and close relations with their father or do띠n뻐t male
caretaker.
For negative p따ental relationships in 떠I three studies (Table IX), over one-third of
the rapists had negative ri~lationships with their mothers. The ratio of negative relationship to
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Is the fact that the father or dominant male caretaker scored a higher ratio in the
negative parental relation:ship and a lower score in the positive parental relationship than the
mother or donlinant fem~le caretaker suggesting the father ’ s greater influence over the rapist?
In any case, the information in Tables 'Will and IX seems to suggest significant cOITelation
between a ra때PI빠
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COMPARISON GROUPS
After review by the U띠versity Human Subjects Research Review Committee, the
two comparison groups for this study, felons and men university students , were surveyed as
follows.
Survev of felons
꺼Ie

felon sample was gathered from two sites:

The Oregon State Correctional Institution (OSCI)
πIe

Columbia River Correctional Institution (Columbia)

aSCI is the main state prison 피 Oregon. It has a mixed population of felons. Columbia is for
felons who are not violent offenders or guilty of the more serious felonies.
까Ie

sample from aSCI totals 31 respondents. The survey was done in the prison in

1991. They were given the questionnaire as a group in a session organized by the chief ofthe
Education Programs at OSCI. They 외I volunteered to answer the survey by answering an

advertisement pIa야d in the prison newspaper. None of the 31 respondents had 야en
convicted of a sexual offense. After filling in the survey form , each respondent placed it into
a supplied envelope and sealed it before handing it in. 까Ie sealed envelopes were sent
directly to one of the researchers the next day.
까Ie

sample from Columbia totals 10 respondents. The survey was done in the prison

in 1992. They were given the questionnaire as a group by a delegation of research assistants
from the Community Psychology Group Felon Survey pr이 ect. 꺼Ie research assistants
handed out the survey forms to the inmates , who had volunteered to attend the session. None
of the respondents had been convicted of a sexual offense. After filling in the survey, the
respondents placed the forms into a supplied envelope and sealed it before handing it in to the
research assistants. The sealed envelopes were carried away by the research team when they
left the prison.
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Survev of men universitv students
까Ie

sample of men university students totals 168 respondents and was collected by

surveys of regular classes in Portland State University (PSU) during the 19 90-91 and
1991-92 school years. Members of the research team attended classes where the instructor
had agreed to allow the survey to be done. Th e surveys were handed out and explained. ’The
students were asked to fill in the surveys after class, using the instruction sheet attached , and
se떠

them in the envelope provided. 끼Ie envelopes could be returned at the next class meeting

by dropping them into a collection box provided, or they could be dropped into any Campus
Mail deposit on the PSU campus. The envelopes were addressed to be returned to the
research project by campus mail. Both men and women were asked to do the survey, but
only the men ’ s responses were used for comparison with the rapists and felons in this study.
Out of these 168 men students , 5 students (3%) admitted to conviction for a felony
and 13 students (8%) admitted to forcing sexual activity on another person. After eliminating
these 18 students , a total of 150 respondents were used in this study. A more detailed
description of the felon and student samples is shown in Table X.
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TABLEX
COMPARISON OF SURVEYED FELONS AND SURVEYED MEN
COLLEGE STUDENTS ON SELECTED VARIABLES
Variable
Mean age (years)
Range of ages (years)
Ethnic identity (percen t)
White
Black
Asian
Hi spanic
Native Am erican
Other
Respondent ’ s religion (percent)
Christian
Other
Atheist이one

Country grew up in (percent)
USA
Other
Parents divorced (percent)
Yes
No
Mean age of respondent at divorce (y않rs)
Father’ s occupation (percent)
Unemploye d/Co nvict
Unskilled
Skill업/Homemaker

Professional /M anager
Ow ner/CEO
Mother ’ s occupation (percent)
Unskilled
Skilled/Homemaker
Pr ofessional /M anager
Ow ner/CEO
Income of respondent ’" family of origin (percent)
Mfluent
Comfortable
Adequate
Poor
V따ied

Felons (N =41)
35
20-55

Students (N = 150)
23
18-44

85.0
7.5
0.0
2.5
5.0
0.0

79.3
4.3
10.4
1. 8
0.6
3.6

36.5
27.0
36.5

46.1
19.2
34.7

100.0
0.0

87.4
12.6

48.8
5 1. 2
7.7

3 1. 0
69.0
8.8

7.5
17.5
57.5
15.0
2.5

0.0
1. 4
45.0
47.0
6.6

22.5
60.0
17.5
0.0

8.3
68.8
2 1. 7
1. 2

2.5
55.0
25.0
12.5
5.0

15.9
56.1
22.6
3.0
2 .4
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Comparini the if 따웰
The three Icomparison groups are rapists , felons and men university students. 까Ie

rapists' group consists of 41 mpists from the FBI study and 31 rapists from the interviewed
case histories for a total of72.:The felons ’ group consists of 31 felons from the Oregon
State Correctional In stitution 뻐d 10 felons from the Columbia Minimum Security Pri son.
None of the felons had been c(!)nvicted of a sexual offense. The men university students'
group consists of 150 studentsl who did not have a record of sexu떠 aggression or any felony
convictions. Comparisons were made between the following groups: Rapists and felons ,
rapists and students , felons and students.
’The data on rapists incllude the original FBI study data of the 41 rapists and the results

of the content anallysis done on the 31 interviewed rapists ’ case histories. For all of the
variables where th.e two rapists ’ groups closely agreed , the numbers of both groups' data
were combined for the comparison. Th at means that all 72 rapists were compared against the
felon and student ,groups.
For all of the variables 'where the two groups of rapists did not closely agree, the FBI
study data was chosen for the comparison. This was done for two reasons. One reason is
that the FBI group' is larger, 41 versus 31. The second reason is that the FBI study data are
more reliable because the respondents were asked 떠I of the questions by the agents doing
their interviews. In the contentl analysis, the analysts had to assume that if something wasn ’ t
mentioned , it didn ’ t occur. Agueement of the FBI study and the content analysis inteπiews
on selected variablles is shown lin Table XI.
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TABLEXI
AGREEMEl\ff OF FBI INTERVIEWS OF RAPISTS (FBI) AND
CONTE1\ff ANALYSIS OF RAPIST INTERVIEWS (R)
Pooled (N = 72)
FBI&R
agree

Variable
F빼yin∞me(ll야O뾰)
Do minant p따~~~~

(x)
x

Mother ’ s nurt따빼e(MNURT)
Father’ s nurturane (FNURT)

x

r

FBI only (N = 41)
FBI&R
different

x

PI뻐∞labusewh닝n child (B EA1) I
Psychological ab l\se when child (fEEL)
Sexually abused 찌hen child (SEX뼈)
Witnessed sexu띠 violence as child (SEERAP)
Disturbed by sexuality of parent (PSEX)
Disturbed by sexu,ality of relative/friend (R SEX)
Injury to genitals lin childhood (뻐JUR)
Sexually attacked by group (ATK뀐P)
Punished or ridic때ed for sex (P UNISEX)

(x)
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

Feels alienated f~m sexuality (NEGSEX)
Compulsive mastt,lI'bation (CONAN)

x

E쳐tibitio띠sm(SE싶뾰)

(x)

x

Voyeurism. Peeping (VOYR)
0피e다) (FETI 잉 H)
Fetishism (bo dy

x
x

Crossdress 뱀 omRESS)
Obscene phone caUs (PHONE)
Sexual bondage (~OND)

x
x

or

x

ConeclS violent S|1:x magazincs (MAG)
C이 lects pornography iPIC'!1 _
Used or ran prosti씨 te (PROPIMP)
(X) trcnd to being differcnt

l

x
x

x
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Results of comoarison
πlis

dissertation focuses on rapists ’ parental relationships. Therefore, comparison of

the three groups ’ family structure in four categories is separately tabulated in Tables XII,
Xli, XN and XV. Comparison of the three groups ’ sexual history and current sexu떠
behaviors is summarized in Table XVI. All analyses are by Chi-square and the significance
level set at .05. See Tables XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXI in Appendix A for the values of
Chi-square and the degrees of freedom for each variable.
TABLEXII
COMPARISON OF GROUPS ON FAMILY INCOME
Grou룹

Res띠ts

Significantly different
Rapists: from families more evenly disσibuted from
affluent to poor and more often from affluent or
poor families than felons
Felons: mainly from middle-income families

Rapists'" and felons

Significantly 바 fferent
Rapists: More rapists reported being from wealthy
Rapists· and students

f와n피es

Students: mainly from upper-middle-income families
Significantly different
Felons: more from poor f，따nilies
Students: more from affluent families

Felons and students
• Pooled sample of rapists (N = 72)

TABLE Xill
COMPARISON OF GROUPS ON DOMINANT PARENT
Groups
Rapists· and felons

Rapists· and students
Felons and students
• Pooled sample of rapists (N = 72)

Results
Significantly different
Rapists: mother was more often the boss
Felons: Father was more often the boss
Significantly different
Rapists: mother was more often the boss
Students: Father was more often the boss. Parents were
more equally dominant than rapists' parents
Not significantly different
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TABLEXIV
COMPARISON OF GROUPS ON MOTHER ’ S r..ruRTURANCE
Groups

Results
Significantly different
Rapists: mothers were less warm , more inconsistent
and more violently abusive
Felons: mothers were mainly warm or inconsistent

Rapists* and felons

Rapists* and students

Significantly different
Students: mothers were much more likely to be warm
and loving; no students reported mothers as
uncarin딩 or violently abusive , but 30% of the
rapists repor때 them so

Felons and students

Significantly different
Felons: mothers were more likely to be reported as cold
or as vi이ently abusive

* Pooled sample of rapists (N

='72)

TABLEXV
COMPARISON OF GROUPS ON FATHER ’ S NURTURANCE
Groups

Res띠ts

Rapists* and felons

Not significantly different

Rapists* and students

Significantly different
Students: fathers were more likely to be warm and much
less likely to be uncaring or violently abusive

Felons and students

Significantly different
IFelons: fathers were more likely to be reported as cold
or as violently abusive

* FBI sample of rapists (N = 41)
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TABLEXVI
COMPARISON OF GROUPS ON SEXUAL mSTORY
AND:CURRENT:SEXUAL BEHAVIORS
Variable
Physical abuse by parents/caretakers
when child·
Psychological abuse by parents/caretakers
when child
Sexually abused by parents/caretakers
when child

RapistslFelons

Groups
Rapists/Students

Felons/Students

N.S .D.

30%/1 7%

33%/17%

75%/50%

75%/20%

50%/20%

76%/21%

76%/6%

21%/6%

Witnessed sexual violence as child·
Disturbed by sexuality of parent
Disturbed by sexuality of relative/friend·

N.S .D.
44%/15%
N.S .D.

19%/8%
44%/8%
20%/6%

N.S.D.
N.S.D.
N.S.D.

Injury to geni때s in childhood·
Sexually attacked by group
Punished or ridiculed for sex'"

N.S .D.
31% /2%
46%/12%

N.S.D.
31%/1%
46%/4%

N.S.D.
N.S.D.
12%/4%

Feels alienated from sex uality'"
Compulsive masturbation

N.S .D.
54%/5%

N.S .D.
54%/0%

N.S.D.
5%/0%

Exhibitionism·
Voyeurism. Peeping
Fetishism (body or object)

22%17%
N.S.D.
41%/5%

22%/8%
N.S.D.
41%/10%

N.S.D.
N.S.D.
N.S.D.

Crossdressing
Obscene phone calls
Sexual bondage·

23%/2%
38%/5%
24%/2%

23%/1%
38%/3%
24%/1%

N.S.D.
N.S.D.
N.S.D.

Collects violent sex magazines
Collects pornography
Used or ran prostitute·

28%/5%
NI.S.D.
NI.S.D.

28%β%

N.S.D.
27%/13%
12%/1%

33%/13%
14%/1%

• Tests for pooled rapists (N =72). All other variablesuse only FBI sample of rapists (N
N.S.D. Not significantly different

=41)
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Among the comparison groups, the students (non-criminal group) have much better
relationships with both parents compared to the rapists and felons

(c미띠nal

groups).

Between the two criminal groups, there is no significant difference in their relationships with
their fathers. ’The rapists' fathers seem to have been more violently abusive than the felons ’
fathers, but differences do not quite reach significance (Table XV). However, their
relationships with their mothers is significantly different from each other. The mothers of the
rapists were less warm, more inconsistent and more violently abusive than the mothers of the
felons (Table XIV).
Considering the dominant parent category of the three groups , the felons ’ and
students' groups were not significantly different ’The father was more often the boss for both
groups. However, the mother was more often the boss for the rapists ’ group (Table xnn.
Considering these factors , the three comparison groups seem to suggest some influence from
a dominant mother in creating the rapist psyche in men. The nature of this influence, and its
interaction with other factors in producing the rapist psyche, is described in the summary of
case histories for this kind of family beginning on page 127.
The results of the analysis showing the agreement and disagreement of the FBI and

content analysis interview s없nples appears in Appendix A. The results of the comparisons of
the rapists and the felons on selected variables may be found in Appendix A, that of the
rapists and students in Appendix A, and that of the felons and the students in Appendix A.
For the rest of this dissertation, eighteen cases from the 31 rapists' self-reports were
selected and the effect of dysfunctional parental relationships on each rapist was an 외yzed.
What sort of dysfunctional parent띠 relationships exist between the parents and between the
rapists and their parents? How did the relationships affect the rapist ’ s personality
development? As mentioned in the beginning of the inσoduction ， speci 외 attention was placed
on σacing the origin of rapists ’ contempt, anger, and haσ'ed in their parental relationships and
the socio굉ultural influences which nurture such relationships.

CHAPTERIII
CASE HISTORIES
INTRODUCπON

Chapter III IOf this dissertation consists of eighteen case histoIies of convicted rapists.
The focus point of each case history was to observe and analyze the relationship between the

rapist ’:s parents and' the relationship of the rapist with his parents and then to see how these
relationships affected the making of the rapist psyche. Am ong the thirty-<>ne cases that were
used for the conten~ analysis earlier in the research design p따t of this dissertation, only the
cases that have enough information for the purpose of the analysis were chosen.
Some of the cases have more information for the relationship

an떠ysis

than others.

Some of these rapislts had received effective therapy and had a clear understanding of the
effect of their negatiive parental relationship on their crime. Other rapists did not follow this
pattern. Whatever the situation , as much information as possible contained in each case
history was utilized1for the analysis.
Rape is now understood as a crime of hate against women and rapists are regarded as
more or less womern haters. In 띠댄 쁘쁘 딘윌흐 쁘g띤료n& 댄효 쁘으쁘효E 뾰끄QLovξ 댄료띤，
Susan Forward studied men who hate women and their home background. A brief
description of her s~udy follows.
Through yeatrs of family counseling Forward discovered a m떼 or psychological

disorde:r in men wh (l) misσ'eat their wives and lovers. Since these men ’ s behavior did not fit
into an:y formally categorized character disorders , she defi뼈 these men as “ men who hate
womerit" and called them misogynistl\, a Greek word with 띤샌으 meaning “ to hate" and m효
meani l1lg “ women."1
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According to Forward, mis앵y띠sts usually enter into a relationship with their
P따tners

they feel

with unrealistic expectations; and when their p따tners fail to meet their expectations,
beσayed

and turn on their p따tners. Forward describes this situation in her book as

follows:
까Ie typical misogynist expects his p따tner to be a never-ending source
of total , all-밍vinglove， adoration ， concern ， approv떠， and nurturing. He
enters into a relationship with a woman very much as a hungry, demanding
infant does , with the unspoken expectation that she will be totally giving and
will meet all his needs.
...It is impossible to live on the pedestal the misogynist places her on,
because there ’ s no margin for error. If she is in a bad mood or displays any
behavior that he doesn ’ t like, he views it as a sign of her deficiency. He 피red
a goddess , and she isn't living up to the job requirements. His contempt and
disillusionment with her is all the permission he needs to stop expressing his
love for her and to begin critici 깅ng， accusing, and blaming (Forward and
Torres , 1986, pp.3 8-39).
까Ie

disappointed misogynists want to conσ01

theirp 따tners

through such types of

psychological abuse as the implied threats of physical harm, verbal attacks , unrelenting
criticism and fault-finding , obscuring responsibility and shifting the blame. In some cases
misogynists even σy to control their p따tners through physical violence. They use all of these
controlling tactics against their p따tners in every phase of their life together.
Misogynists become selfish , overly critical and even brutal toward their p따tners in
their sexual relationship. In the financial arena , they often use their earning power as an
excuse for their self-centered control over money.
In order to control their p따tner ’ s thoughts , feelings and behavior, misogynists limit

their partner’ s sociallife. They do not want their p따tners to associate with people who would
bring unfavorable influences. For the same reason they even control their partner’ s contact
with their own family. Misogynists often fail to relate positively with their own children.
까ley

tend to see their children as the competitors of their wive’ s attention. In some cases they
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unf떠rly

criticize their wives' mothering skills in order to further lessen their partner’ s self-

confidence.
Using all of these tactics, misogynists σY to belittle and weaken their partner’ s selfconfidence. They hope that their partners, with less self-confidence, will have more
dependency on their men so that the men can conσ01 them easily. Forward further expl떠ns
the underlying psyche behind this misogynistic behavior as follows:
...we find that much of his abusive behavior is a cover-up for his
anxiety about women. He is cau앙It in the conflict between his
need for the woman ’ s love and his deep-seated fears of her.
까lis man needs , as we 떠1 do , to feel emotionally taken care of, to be
loved, and to feel safe. As adults we fulfill these yearnings through physical
intimacy , emotional sharing, and parenting. But the misogynist finds these
yearnings terribly frightening. His normal needs to be close to a woman are
mixed with fears that she can annihilate him emotionally. He harbors a hidden
belief that if he loves a woman, she will then have the power to hurt him, to
deprive him, to engulf him, and to abandon him. Once he has invested her
with these awesome and mythical powers, she becomes a fearful figure for
him.
In an effort to assuage these fears, the misogynist sets out, usually
unconsciously, to make the woman in his life less powerful. He operates
from the secret belief that if he can strip her of her self-confidence , she will be
as dependent on him as he is on her. By making her weak so that she cannot
leave him, he calms some of his own fears of being abandoned.
All these intense, conflicting emotions make the misogynist ’ sp따tner
not only an object of love and passion but the foc떠 point of his rage , his
panic , his fears , and inevitably his haσed (Forward and Torres , 1986, pp.99σemendous

100).

How does a man become a woman-hater? Wh at makes him a mis앵y띠st? Forward
answers these questions by examining his family background, mainly in the ways in which
his parents related to each other and to him. She states that the most common family
backgrounds of the misogynists she σeated in her family counseling are either the
combination of a tyrannical father and a weak, victim mother or a passive father and a
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domineering mother (Forward, 1986).
In a family environment in which the father is a tyrannical :misogynist and the mother

is the weak victim, the son learns to see men as powerful , women' as helpless and the
mistrea 파19

of women as acceptable. Susan Forward describes this situation as follows:

A man who is raised by a misogynistiic father can absorb his father ’ s
contempt for women very early in life. ’The bby learns that: a man must always
be in control of women and that the way to get that control: is to scare them ,
hurt them, and demean them. At the same time, he learns that the one sure
way to get his father ’ s approv외 is to behave !as his father 미oes (Forward and
Torres , 1986, p.103).
Along with the sσong influence of the misogynistic father,매e victim mother’s
behavior greatly contributes to the son ’ s contempt toward women.: When the weak mother
becomes a victim of her tyrannical husband ’ s abuse, she loses a great d않I of psychic vitality.
She is not only incapable of protecting her son from his tyrannicallfather but she also fails to
provide the constant matemalloving care and guidance which her son defmitely needs for his
healthy growth.
Moreover, the disappointment of her own cold, cruel husb뻐d makes the weak
mother depend on her son for her own emotional sec파ity. This can be an overwhelming
emotional demand on the young boy. He may be confused and even feel guilty because he
cannot fulfill his mother’ s wish. Later, in his adulthood, the son reacts to his partner’ s
emotional needs with disgus t,
πlewe 와‘

따1ger

and contempt.

mother’ s failure to give motherly S1llpport severely affects her son ’ s

growth. He cannot develop adequate emotional and mental indepemdence and suffers from
his inability to grow as a healthy adul t. As he grows he sees women as only helpless ,
demanding and needy, just 파엉 small children. He suffers from loneliness and emptiness and
also has a sσong contempt for women:
All children yearn to feel safe, protected, and loved: by their parent').
They also need permission to grow up and become independent people.
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Paradoxically, people can become independent ad버ts only when their ownl
dependency needs were met in childhood. If their dependency needs, were pot
met, there is an aching emptiness created inside them, and this feeling is
carried into adulthood.
...As an ad띠t he expected women to meet his desperate need to be
mothered in a way he never was as a child (Forward and Torres, 1986,
pp.l06-107).
I

Whi le a misogynistic father becomes a powerful model for a boy to become a

misogynist, a domineering mother 떠so tends to make her son a misogynist by suffiOc a뻐g
him with too much conσ01

뻐d protection.

Forward describes this situation as follows:

...Wh en the mother binds her child to her by overcontr01ling him and

constantly rescuing him, she sets h따1 up to believe that he cannot survive I
without a woman. Thi s creates in the boy an enormous sense of de밸ndenc:y.
Later on he ’ 11 see his p하tner as having the same power to frustrate Him , to
withhold love from him, to smotller him, and , most important, to make hinll
feel weak, helpless , and dependen t.
If a boy has a sσong and effective father figure upon whom to model
himself, he may develop the confidence to break away from even a v'ery
dominating mother, but, as we know , dominating women tend to link up with
passive, weak men who can rarely offer their sons any alternative to IMother ’s
rule (Forward and Torres , 1986, p.114).
I

In his adulthood , the man who has this type of mother views women as a powerful

threat to his self-identity of masculinity. He cannot trust women or relax wi비 them~ and he
suffers from the constant power struggle with his p따tner.
Besides the tyrannical father/victim mother and dominant mother/passive father
situations that are the most common family backgrounds for the making of misogyinists , an
abusive mother and a rejecting mother can also have sσong effects on a boy ’ s futu I1e
relationship with women.
When a mother terrorizes her son with abuse , coldness and severe punishmen t, the
boy feels helpless, inadequate, and afraid. Yet no matter how cruel the mother is, the boy
needs her for his surviv 려. Therefore the boy does not isolate himself from his abu 징ive
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mother but instead clings to her desperately seeking her love and comfort. In his adulthood
this boy will develop both a deep haσed and an intense hunger for a women ’ s love.
By her overprotection, a domineering mother does not allow her son to experience the
frusσation

of coping with conflicts. So the boy does not learn how to deal with frus t!없ing

situations in his later life. The rejecting mother frustrates her son by being cold and
withholding her love from him. In this case the frustration is too overwhelming for the boy to
cope with. This boy also never learns to deal with fnusσating situations in his adulthood.
’The rejecting mother, as well as the domineering mφther ， badly stunt their son ’ s

normal maturation by robbing them of their chances Ito learn one of the most important social
skills, that of dealing with fnusσation in conflicting situations.
까Ie

rejective mother makes her son feel that litis neediness is unacceptable and

shameful by punishing his quest for her love and att윈ntion. 'ITh e son feels hurt and vulnerable
and becomes defensive. In his later y않rs he may develop a bullying and macho behavior
toward women to cover up his vulnerability.
The misogynist whose needs were so sharply denied in his childhood cannot accept

his partner’ s needs either. He often becomes very in s:ensitivβ to his partner’ s emotional and
even physical suffering. Forward summarizes the effects of both abusive and rejecting
mothers as follows:
With the rejecting mother as well as with thel abusive mother, there is
overt cruelty and pain , which color the boy ’ slentire childhood with neediness ,
rage, and humiliation. These types of mothers can 00 seen as clear and direct
precursors of misogyny (Forward and Toπes ， 198B , p.120).

‘

The above description of women haters by F )rward :suggests that a rapist is indeed 뻐
exσerne

case of women hater. In other words , women haters can be very vulnerable to

become rapists. By this reasoning , the classification of the rapist ’ s parental background
which Forward used in her book was adap 때 to ca쩍0디ze the parent 떠 background of the
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eighteen case histories in this dissertation.
These classifications were 0디gin외ly: “ Tyrannical Father and Weak Mother,,"

“ Domineering Mother and Passive Father," “ Abusive Mother," and “ Rejecting Mother."

i

“ Tyrannical Father and Weak Mother" was changed to “ Domineering Father and Passive I

Mother" for this dissertation in order to counterbalance the “ Domineering Mother and Passive
Father."
Included in the eighteen case histories are four cases of “ Domineering Fath테'and

I

Passive Mother," four cases of “ Domineering Mother and Passive Father," three cases ofl

“ Abusive Mother," and three cases of “ Rejecting Mother." πIe four remaining cases do not
belong to any of the above categories but the infonnation contained in these cases suggests
that the broken home situation had a sσong effect in leading these young men into the crime
ofrape. ’Th erefore, these four cases were grouped under “ Broken Home."
DOMINEERING FATHER AND PASSIVE MOπfER
노ff

Jeff committed a date rape when he was 19 ye따s old. He was arrested and
incarcerated for his crime. on the night of the rape , Jeff met the girl at a bar and asked her~ for
a date. Jeff had met this girl once before and on this night he just wanted to have a good t따Ie
with her but ended up raping her.
They drank some beer together and Jeff smoked some dope. Deciding to go to a

I

disco , they frrst took a taxi to Jeff’ s house so that he could get some money and change

I

clothes. However, Jeff had to give up the plan because his father was home at the time and
his father never allowed him to bring his friends into the house.
In stead of going to the disco , they walked down the sσeet from Jeff’ shome. When

they came to a factory , Jeff took the girl to the back of the factory and attemp~어 to have sex
with her. She refused , saying that she was a virgin , and ran away. Jeff chased and caughlt
her by tackling her legs and knocking her down. He then took her back to the factory and

I
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raped her.
After the rape , Jeff helped the girl get dressed , combed her hair, put her in a taxi ,
kissed her good night and paid the taxi fee to the driver. The next day he was arrested at his
home by the police.
Jeff’ s sexual experiences with girls in earlier y않rs were more normal. When he was
15 or 16 years of age, he enjoyed only necking and petting with his f Irst girlfriend because
she did not want to go further than that.
In the following years , Jeff occasionally felt sexual aggression toward girls; but

usually the association with them went in a normal fashion. He had consenting sexual
intercourse with many girls. He also dated many girls without having sex with them. When
some girls said “ no", he could calmly accept it Wh y did Jeff, who had previously had rather
non-violen t, normal sexual relations with girls, end up raping the girl that nigh t. His own
description of the rape scene gives us the answer to the question:
When we were in the back of the factory , she had said, “ No , no; I ’ rna
virgin." I just couldn ’ t understand at that time. Wh y would she come all the

way down the sσeet with me and then behind the factory and then say this?
Now the night of my crime, I viewed it as a game. That ’ s what I
thought in my mind. When she was saying, “ No , no , I’ m a virgin ," I thought
that maybe she ’ s just playing it out. Th ings didn ’ t add up with her coming out
with me in behind the factory and then her saying, “ No , no , I ’ m a virgin."
까lat di마1 ’ t add up.
So I proceeded to go on and σied to insert my penis again. Then she
said the same thing. Then I said, “ Okay, well , I ’ 11 roll a joint and then I ’ lllay
it into you after." At that time I had gotten up and I proceeded to stick my
hand in my pocket and roll some dope. Th en she ran away.
I was scared. I couldn ’ t understand. I just couldn ’ t understand it. I
know why now but at that time I coul마1 ’ t understand it. I went after her
because I was scared. I didn ’ t want her running up the sσeet because I knew
my dad was home. I went after her and I couldn ’ t catch her so I tackled her. I
jumped her and I grabbed her leg and she fell flat on her face on the ground.
I was 임nd of pissed off and I 외so felt that she was a bit scared or
insecure. I said, “ Well , what the fuck do you thi따 you ’ re doing?" And then I
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picked her up and I brought her back to where we were sitting originally prior
to running away.
ldi이1 ’ t want her running out into the street because of my father being
home. In the fITst place, there was a bit of 띠ection 외I along about me
b파1밍ng anybody home. I feel that that ’ s what kind of motivated me to go
after her.
I asked her, “Are you that stoned that you don ’ t know what you ’ re
fucking doing? Is something wrong or what?" And then she didn ’ t say
anything. And then , I asked her the same thing ag없n 때d she just mumbled
something. I slapped her in the head and then I proceeded to have intercourse
with her. Mter that , I helped her get dressed and I got dressed and combed
her hair and made sure that she had everything.
We walked away and just at the end of the sσeet where the factory
ends , I felt emotional. I had tears and I just diOO ’ t understand. ’There was still
a debate in my mind as to whether I had concern for her or whether I was
worried about my own situation , re떠izing， “ Holy fuck , I did something
wrong." And I diOO ’ t understand. I didn ’ t th피kl’d committed rape. I fig따'ed
thatrnaybeifanything, 1’d get flack from her parents about slapping her or
misσ'eating her or something along that line (Levine and Koenig , 1982 ,
pp.3 4-36).

Jeff’ s rape was rather situational, not premeditated. His negative relationship with his
father seems to have been an important causal factor in bringing on Jeffs situational rape.
When the girl first refused Je ff' s attempt to have sexu 떠 intercourse with her, he did not

become desperate and he temporarily withdrew, saying, “ Okay, well, I’ 11 roll a joint and then
I ’ lllay it into you after"(Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.3 5).
However, when the girl ran away , he desperately chased and tackled her to the
ground because he was very much afraid that his father would see the girl running in the
sσeet

and find out what was going on. From then on Jeff’ s violent rage seems to have

escalated. He took the girl back to the factory and raped her.
It seems very likely that Jeff’s negative feeling toward his father was the main factor
σiggering

his situational rape. Earlier that night Jeff had to give up his plan to stop off at

home to get some money and change clothes because of his father's presence there. Jeff must
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have become quite frustrated at that time. And then later at the factory when the girl refused to
have sex with Jeff by saying she was virgin , his frusσation must have increased.
Finally, after Jeff chased and caught the girl on the sσeet ， he seems to have had an
intense mixed feeling of fear, anger, resentment 뻐d frustration toward his own strict father
and also toward the girl who refused to have sex after coming 떠I the way to the back of the
factory with him. Jeff was also under the influence of drugs and alcohol at the time.
Out of his fear and rage Jeff aggressively raped the girl. By doing so Jeff seems to
have gotten even with his oppressive and aggressive father who never even let Jeff bring his
friends home. Jeff said, “ ... there was a bit of rejection all along about me bringing anybody
home. I feel that that’ s what kind of motivated me to go 따ter her" α..evine and Koenig, 1982,
p .3 5).

Although Jeffs rape was a rather spontaneous happening, his own description about
the rape scene and his feelings about the rape and the victim in버cate that some character σaits
ofa potenti떠 rapist were 외ready deep within him at the time of the rape. πlese negative
character σaits include a sσ'Dng， self-<:entered attitude and apparent lack of social skills with a
consequent alienation from reality and aggression toward others.
Jeff’ s immature bully-like attitude toward the girl points out his self-<:enteredoess,
lack of soci떠 skills and aggression. 까le fact that he got emotional and was in tears after the
rape and did not know whether it was because he was worried about his own situation or
concerned for the girl also expresses his sσong self-<:enteredness.
Jeff said he viewed his rape as a game and never admitted to himself that his
aggressive sexual offense was rape. He instead thought he might be blamed by the girl ’ s
P없-cnts

for slapping her or misσ'eating her or something like tha t. When he was picked up by

the police, he still did not think his offense was rape. He said:
...The police came to my house and as far as I was concerned I

thought that they were coming for dope or something like tha t. Later on, I
found I was charged with rape so I had to go to jail for tha t.
I dido ’ t believe it. No, I dido ’t.It’ s not that I didn ’ t want to. It ’ sjust
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that I couldn ’ t understand. It was shocking (Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.3 6).
The above statement indicates that Jeffs self~ente:redness went as far as the point of apathy

and serious alienation 잠om reality.
The roots of Jeff’ s negative character πaits can be σaced back to his poor parental

relationships, especially his relationship with his ojppressive and aggressive father. Jeffs
father was successful and made a good livin 짙. on the other hand he seemed to have had a lot
of problems cφing at w따
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d disturbing his ，
f 때없띠lψy when he got drunk.
Jeff’ s parents were never legally manied and their relationship was neither stable nor
peacef버.

The father did not trust the mother and there was a lack of good communication

between them. Th ey 잔여uently engaged in physic~ fighting , with the father beating up the
mother.
πlis

disharmony between his parents disturbed Jeff very much and caused a lot of

conflict in him. When he witnessed his father beating his mother, he could not say anything
or do anything to stop it and this situation made him feel very enervated. He describes this
situation:
.. .I feel that I was pretty perc(:ptive, pretty aware of my feelings and
what was going on around me , at an 상arly age. I just couldn ’ t handle that. I
just diφ1 ’ t have the drive to say, “ Don ’ t do it, I hate you for that , I don ’ t like
it." I just couldn ’ t do that. I’ d go upstairs aI1ld I’ d cry. I feel this went on all
my life up ’ ti119 , when I was charged with rape (Levine and Koenig , 1982,
p.30).
1

The father was

sσict

with Jeff also. He did 110t allow Jeff to bring his friend 운-both

male and female- to his home up to the tim당 when: Jeff was 18 or 19. There was almost a
totallack of communication between the fathl~r andlthe son. Naturally, there was no
discussion about sex around the home and Jeff had to learn about the facts of sex by himself
in his own way. Jeff felt rejected by and fearful of his unreasonably sσict father. Jeff said:
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My father was pretty sσict and through that I guess there was a lot of
fear for me to handle as far as psychology goes. I had a lot of problems with
my father and with my parents in those respects. I feel that there was a lot of
rejection as fi따 as me being allowed to have friends in the house-girls or
m떠es.

It wasn ’ t a father and son relationship. At times he did show concern
but I just diOO ’ t respect him because of a lot of things that he had done in the
past that I still have memories of. I coulOO ’ t express my feelings for him, or
to him about a lot of things. I think if there had been more of a trust factor or
more of a father-son relationship, things would have gone a lot better. But I
wasn ’ t comfortable in expressing my problems and just built up and built up
and built up a lot of things (Levine and Koenig, 1982, p.29).
Jeff’s mother was much more lenient toward Jeff and thought that he should be
allowed to bring his friends to his own home. However, it seems that she was not sσong
enough to influence her husband into changing his attitude toward their son. It is quite likely
that both parents were too caught up with their problems and had no room in their hearts to
lovingly care and guide their own son.
Jeff felt alone and these parental problems were too big for him to handle by himself.
He learned to escape from the problems by ignoring what was going on around him. He
repressed his own feelings , became defensive and adopted a superiority attitude in order to
survive in his harsh environment Jeff said:
It all affected my personality in the sense that I couldn ’ t relate. I would
deny my feelings for a lot of things. I would run away from a lot of feelings.
I would never accept that I was to blame. I’ d always push it off or just forge t.
I ’ d say it never happened (Levine and Koenig, 1982, p.3 1).
I would just run from any problems I had with my father. It got to a
point where I was coming home stoned all the time. I wasn ’ t doing anything I
was supposed to be doing. I had the world by the ass and I kind of viewed
the world as being a patsy and I’ m going to do my thing (Levine and Koenig ,
1982, p.29).
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As early as age 15 Jeff had a good paying job with a bright future in 뻐 excellent
σade;

but he could not maintain this job due to his emotional instability. In his daily life Jeff

associated with people who took the same kind of attitude toward life as he did. Their
relations stayed at the superfici 떠 level and Jeff never experienced open and honest
human-to-human relationships with any of them.
Moreover, in order to repress his feelings and escape from his problems, Jeff began
using drugs. He even participated in three homosexual acts to get money for his drug habi t.
Through this type of behavior Jeff further degraded himself and lost more self-e steem. Jeff

described his superficial association with others as follows:
...We never shared dowl1-:따-e arth feelings and problems like other
people used to get into. I didn ’ t want to get into that because I didn ’ t want to
make myself out as having all these problems. I wanted to make myself out as
just going along smoothly: “ Hey, this guy ’ s got no problems, he ’ s a really
c。이 dude." And that was a downfall (Le vine and Koenig, 1982, p.3 2).
So , from his early childhood up till he committed rape at the age of 19, Jeff’ shome
environment was a very unsatisfactory and unhappy one. His parents suffered from their
own poor relationship and could not provide adequate loving care to their own son. His
father was unreasonably sσict with Jeff and rejected him. Jeff never experienced a warm
father and son relationship and his self-identity was shaky. As a natural consequence in this
case, Jeff could not build any self-e steem. The whole situation was too much for the young
boy to handle; so he closed himself up and repressed his feelings toward his parents and the
people around him. He is이ated himself from the world and never learned normal social
skills.
Confined in his own small world , Jeff also became exσ'emely self-centered to the
extent that he thought his rape was a game. He was unable to feel any of his victim ’ s
emotional pain.
With his lack of social skills, apathy, and alienation from reality, Jeff’ s mental and
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emotional state remained at an immature level, even at the age of 19. At the rape scene he
could not control his rage and , overwhelmed by emotion, could not judge his own deed at
al l. He was not aware of how serious a sexual offense he was committing. He was a bully
who used sexual aggression to release his pent up revengeful rage toward his own father.
The fact that Jeff never admitted that his violent sexual assault was rape also tells of

his hidden contempt toward women. He despised women to the point that he could not see
them as human beings. It was 떠I right for him to take what he wanted from the girl. It could
not be a crime of rape. Since his mother could not protect h따1 from his cold, sσict father and
she could not provide him with spiritual and emotional nutrition to grow up as a healthy
young adult , Jeff might have had a deep seated resentment toward her that could have easily
turned to contempt.
If Jeff had been raised in a more nonnal , warm and supportive parental environment

where he could ope띠y discuss his own problems and experience a loving and trustful family
life, his personality development might have been quite differen t. He most likely could have
learned much better soci떠 skills with a clear moral conscience and could have avoided the
plunge into such an aggressive crime as rape. Jeff reflected on his own crime as follows:
I feel that things could have been prevented a long way back with
regards to privileges pertaining to home and communication problems and me
sorting out my own problems before everything came to a falling poin t. Just
dealing with things instead of neglecting my responsibility. Just being more
mature overall instead of looking at the world as a negative thing. Like it ’ sa
party and I’ m going to go out and have my fun. An d fonning different
attitudes toward different people (Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.36).
Fortunately, Jeffs imprisonment that followed his crime brought a break to his poor
parental relationships. Facing this serious situation (rape and prison) both parties reflected on
their own attitude and mutually expressed their own feelings. As a result Jeff became
emotionally tied with his parents and this emotional improvement also extended to his brother
and girlfriend.
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Ray was 23 years old and seIVing a ten-yeari sentence for the crime of simple rape at
the time of the inteIView. After seIVing Itwo years oflthe sentence, he went before the parole
board in 1980; but parole was denied. He was expecting another parole hearing in 1984.
Ray said that he had raped five women , including acquaintances. He was not
particular about the type of woman he chased, but said that he would not rape an elderly
woman. He never beat women or threatened them with a weapon. He just forcibly subdued
them into having intercourse with him. ISince he was a large man , it was easy for him to
overpower them. In addition to raping his victims, hie forced some of them to perfonn oral
sex on him. He sodomized one and fori:ed his fist into her vagina.
Ray was married for three years. and had a son , but this did not stop him from raping.
He was violent with his wife (forced hi!; fist into her. vagina) and raped her when she would
not sexually respond to him. A few of his non-marital rapes were committed after he had
fought with his wife. When he got very angry with ~er， he would get into his car, drive
around and look for a victim.
Ray talked about three of his rapes in detail during the inteIView. He committed his

‘

irst rape at the age of 18 when he was imder the influence of ale )ho l. He met a woman one
evening in a lounge where he was drinking with a 떠end. They decided to go somewhere else
in her car. Whi le driving, he stopped th야 car alongside the road and asked her to have sex
with him. She refused and he proceede다 to rape her. !He described his state of mind at the
time as follows:
.. .I never met this worn당n before in my life. It was the frrst time. I

was just thinking of having sex with her, but: something bounced in my head
and said, “ Just do it," and I did it.
.. .I t’ s like an evil thing....,-like the devil is in my mind and your mind
tells you to do it (Sussm 삐 삐d Bordwell, 1981 , p.114).
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Apparently, Ray ’ s frrst rape was done under the influence of alcoho l. However, his
second rape was prem잉itated. He picked a 16-year old girl whom he had seen around town
with men he knew. He studied her daily routine and then raped her in 뻐 alley where he
decided would be the best spot to attack her. He walked away after the rape, leaving the girl
lying in the alley.
Ray was convicted for the rape (his last one) of a niece of the local police
department ’ s chief of detectives. 까le woman ’ s husband was in the service and she was
living alone with her baby. She had invited Ray ’ s brother to her home and then had sexu외
relations with him. When Ray heard about her sexual behavior from his brother, he decided
to go to bed with her too. He went to her home and knocked on the door. When she opened
the door, he forced his way in and took her to the bedroom. He overpowered her and then
threatened to kill her and her baby if she did not cooperate. He raped her, forced his fist into
her vagina and sodomized her.
Why did Ray become a rapist? Wh en the interviewer asked him this question, he

answered as follows:
.. .let me say how 1think it really started is that it happened way back

in my chil빼lood. 1 wa웅-I ’ d say nine or ten years old. 1saw my father do the
same thing to my mother....He raped her with a Coke bottle. He used his
hand on her and this and tha t. As 1’ mgrowin ’ up , you know , 1still had this
on my mind. My father left my mother when 1was fourteen , and 1’ ve been
living with her ever since. 1guess that ’ s what started me rapin ’. From the
violence 1saw from my father-what he did to my mother (Sussman and
Bordwell , 1981 , pp.117-118).
...You ’ d have to be there to really see what happened. He was doin ’
this to my mother, and 떠1 the agony and everything she was goin ’ throughit would stay in my head....So when 1 was old enough and 1would go out, 1
would look for a victim. And when 1’d 때ld her 1’ d do the same things he
did-see the expression on their face , 와1 the yells and screams. Never did use
a Coke bottle, though. 1 used my fist (Sussman 떼d Bordwell, 1981, p.118).
Apparently, Ray leamed and imitated his father ’ s sexual aggression toward women
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and by doing so, he might have unconsciously sought his father ’ s approval. However, what
made Ray rape women was not only the simple imitation of his father ’ s behavior. He had a
deep anger toward his aggressive father who violently abused his own wife (Ray ’ smother).
Ray 떠so had a hidden contempt toward his own weak mother who failed to defend herself
against her husband ’ s abuse.
The anger and contempt Ray felt toward his parents seems to have been the most

significant psychological force which turned him into a rapis t. Ray expressed this situation as
follows:
.. .I was angry at my father. Being angry at him, being he was a man,

I was angry at men. What I couldn ’ t do to them, I would take it out on a
woman (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.118).
...Wh en you start rapin ’ you don ’ t think. You don ’ t think at all. All

you want to do is attack that victim and get it over with. When it ’ s done , you
can say that ’ s one more that you raped. It ’ s mostly anger that you fee l. What
you ’ re doing is taking out that anger on her (Sussman 뻐d Bordwell , 1981 ,
p.121).
When Ray was asked why he σansferred his anger from men to women, he replied:

It was like he was learnin ’ me something and I was small and I didn ’ t
know any better. He didn ’ t really σy to learn me anything better than what I
saw. As I grew up with it, it got worse and worse, and I wanted to do it
myself. When I was eighteen I had one of my own. Th at ’ s when I f Irst σied it
(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.l 18).
The above statement tells us that Ray ’ s anger toward his own aggressive father

increased as he grew up; and this anger finally found its outlet in the form of rape which was
a very familiar behavior that he had learned from his father.
Ray ’ s father left home when Ray was 14 years old and after that Ray lived with his
mother. He spoke about his mother as being a gentle woman who would give him anything
he needed. However, she was also a weak woman who allowed her husband to badly abuse
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her. Being so weak, she probably failed to provide her son with finn spiritual guidance or
sσong

emotional support. It seems as though she could fulfill her son ’ s material needs but

not his sp피tual and ethical needs.
So , Ray probably created a hidden contempt toward his weak mother who did not
stand up against her husband ’ s abuse. She failed to nourish her son ’ s spiritual and ethical
needs. Although Ray said that his relationship with his mother was a very close and good
one, his hidden contempt toward her and women in general is very clear from listening to his
own words. When he was asked how he felt when he saw that his victims were in pain , he
frowned and replied, “They was in great pain. I just laughed in their face. I thought it was a
joke. It was a good feeling to me" (Sussman 때d Bordwell, 1981, p.119).
Wh en Ray was asked why it was a good feeling, he said, “ Why? Idon ’ t know. I

guess it goes back to my childhood, when I’ d seen my father do the same thing to my
mother" (Sussman 뻐d Bordwell, 1981 , p.119). Ray learned to express his contempt toward
his mother and women in general in the form of rape just as his father had done.
Ray ’ s definition of rape is as follows:
A rapist is a wild person. He ’ s sick. He has only one thing on his
mind, and that’ s a woman. He wants that woman. He wants to have
intercourse with her no matter how he gets it or where he gets it. He has
something wrong with him, a mental problem where he was brought up like
that or something (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.l 20).
Wh en Ray was asked to describe what it feels like being a rapis t, he replied:

You see, you have to be a rapist to know. After your 파st victim you
want to get another one. Maybe she ’ s better-looking or something like thatthe way she walks, the way she smiles and 때ks or something. It gets easier
after the fIrst time. Not only easier, it gets more violen t. The second, the
third , the fourth , the fift h-if I wouldn ’ t have stopped when I got caught, I
probably would have killed one of them (Sussman and Bordwell, 1981 ,
p.122).
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Ray had a very difficult childhood. Both parents failed to provide him with loving
parental care or good ethical guidance. Instead, he was exposed to his father ’ sabnormally
brutal aggression toward his (Ray ’ s) mother. He hated his father and men in general. He
despised his mother and women in general. He grew up as a young man full of anger who
had few social skills by which to control his own sexual urges. He did not know how to
relate with women in a positive manner or know how to use his sexual energy constructively.
He never asked women for a date. He just forcibly took what he wanted from them.
At the age of 18 , Ray committed his f Irst rape and then kept raping. As his offenses
continued, he began to notice that his aggression and vi이ence was escalating. He became
afraid that he might end up killing some woman. Therefore, he wanted to get caught before it
became too late. It was very fortunate that he was apprehended before he got that far.
Ray said that committing rape had left him with a deep psychological scar. When he
began his prison term , he suffered from very low self-e steem. He had not been given any
therapy while in prison and so he had to work on his problems by himself. Therefore, over
the years of introspection in prison , he had been able to change his attitude and had learned to
respect women. He said that he wanted to meet with his rape victims and apologize to them
even though he knew it would not help them much. He 떠so said that because of his deep fear
of being put back in prison again along with his new attitude of respect toward women, he
would never rape again.
Ray seems to be another victim of very poor parental relationships. If he could have
had a gentle and loving father and a sσonger mother instead of an aggressive father and weak
mother, Ray might have grown into a life-loving young man who could enjoy normal
relationships with women.
뇨뇨끄

John was given a 12-year sentence for participating in a gang rape and an 18-month
sentence for hitting a girl in the mouth and putting her in a coma for three weeks. Previous to
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these two convictions, he was imprisoned for two years for a crime not explained in the
interview. At the time of the interview he had already served at least ten years in
reformatories and penitentiaries.
John joined a motorcycle gang when he was 19 years old. Before joining the bike
group, he had 떠ready forced a number of girls to have sexual intercourse with him. All he
ever wanted from these girls was sex , and he never became emotionally involved with any of
them. Wh en a girl refused to have sex with him , he just forcibly took it.
John continued these aggressive sexual activities after joining the motorcycle gang.
He used his motorcycle to pick girls up and take them to his apartment or an ap따trnenthe
had borrowed to have sex with them. If the girls refused him , he would threaten or slap them
into submission. He had a few dozen of these experiences. During this time period he had an
argument with a girl in a motel and hit her in the mouth , putting her into a coma. He was
given a sentence of 18• nonths for this offense.
Although John ’ s aggressive sexual activities went on for many years , no victim ever
reported him to the police. He was fmally caught when he participated in a gang rape of a girl
committed by some members of the motorcycle group. He was convicted and given a
12-year sentence for gang rape.
At the urging of the group, John suggested a girl who he thought would agree to have
sex with the group all at the same time. John picked up a girl who knew and trusted him. The
group took the girl to a place in the counσyside and proceeded to humiliate, beat, kick , and
rape her repeatedly. They further assaulted her by sticking a com cob into her vagina and a
penis in her mouth.
Since John knew and liked the girl, he did not want to rape her at first; but he yielded
to group pressure and proceeded to rape her along with the other group members. John at
least managed to stop the group from 임lling the girl when one of the men suggested killing
her in order to get rid of the witness to their crime.
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Why did John commit rape? In John ’ s case, it is clear that his lack of social skills

caused by his sσict father was one of the significant contributing factors for his crime. His
father was sσict and kept him locked up in the house a lo t. 까lis situation limited John ’ s
socializing experiences and he suffered from it ’ s consequences. John said that his mother
was lenient, but it seems that she was not sσong enough to change the home situation for her
son. Because of his lack of social skills , John could not get along with people, especially
women.
John had a very disturbed and unhappy life during his youth. He was never satisfied
with his job. He was in constant σouble caused by too much drinking and fighting and
having problems with his family or girl당iend. When all of these accumulated problems
became overwhelming, John attempted a violent suicide on the sσee t. He poured gasoline
over his body and set himself on f Ire. His neighbors managed to put the f Ire out, but he spent
five months in the hospital recovering from his injuries.
John went to jail for two years sometime after the attempted suicide πhe reason for
his imprisonment is not explained). He returned to the sσ'eets after serving his time. He felt
insecure on the sσ'eets and so, in order to cover up his insecure feeling , he joined the
motorcycle gang to be a “ tough guy."
Because of his sσict father , John was fore잉 to alienate himself from people and he
developed a phobia as well as an inferiority complex toward people, especi외 ly women.
Consequently, his fear and inferiority complex toward women made him very defensive
toward women. Th is defensiveness further severed his healthy social experiences with
women , resulting in 피 s inferiority complex and phobia becoming worse.
John perpetually suffered from this vicious circle in his youth. His dates were always
arranged by his sisters or friends because he could not approach women by himself. At
dances he could not go up to a girl and ask for a dance for fear of being rejected.
John indeed suffered from the consequences of his lack of social experiences. He
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described his desperate, lost feeling that led him to the suicide attempt as follows:
I just couldn ’ t get along with people. I couldn ’ t socialize. I felt that
everybody was doing better than me. I just felt I couldn ’ t get along with
people anymore-τjust fed up with everything-the way everything works out
there in society and Ijust wanted to kill myself. You know , I didn ’ t feel I was
good enough for people. I just wanted to end it all (Levine and Koenig , 1982,
p.69).
John also developed a strong contempt for women, maybe because of his lenient and
weak mother who failed to protect him from his sσict father. John stated his mixed feelings
of fear, inferiority complex and contempt toward women as follows:
Ididn ’ t feel too good about women. I felt that I couldn ’ t pick them up
on my own. I took the lower-class woman and 며ed to make her look even
lower than she really was , you know. Cause what I really wanted was a
higher-class woman but I didn ’ t have the fmesse to actually pick these
women up. I just didn ’ t have the social skills for that (Levine and Koenig,
1982, p.72).
The following statement by John tells of his deep-seated contempt for women even

more clearly:
I used to like putting women down , like beating was just like putting a
woman down. I might have thought they were cheap, so I just kicked the shit
out of them, you know, if I could, or if I felt 파ce it. I did this quite often
(Le vine and Koenig , 1982, p.71).
So, John suffered from an inferiority complex, phobia and hidden contempt toward
women. Significantly, these negative complexes had been built on the very low self-e steem
he had for himself. Since his parents could not provide natural and loving parent 떠 care to
him when he was growing up , he could not learn to see himself as a lovable and respectable
human being. Moreover, his father took his sociallife away which was his other chance to
experience positive human relations and nurture his own higher self-e steem.
Because John could not accept himself as a decent human being, he could not see
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other people, especially women, as decent human beings. He feared women whom he did
not know much abou t. He also despised women because he saw them as extensions of the
image of his own weak mother or as extensions of his own poor self-image. In John ’ sinner
world , no decent human being, male or female , including himself, existed. He said:
I’ d say that I went around insulting people a lot and I di이1 ’ tactually
care for the way I really was inside myself. I wasn ’ t really proud of myself
and so I drank a lot and through drinking , this gave me this f;떠 se courage and
I’ d just do anything. I’ d take up any dare or do anything just to try and
impress the bikers that I was either a tough guy or a nut or wild guy or crazy.
A lot of different things they called me , and I thought that they really liked me
for these stupid things I was doing, when actually they were probably saying,
“ What an idiot this guy is," (Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.72).
John also said:
When I did date , when I was younger, I would pick up a girl and if
shedi마1 ’ t come across I would threaten her or slap her face and then tell her
she was going to fuck-that was it. But that’ s because I didn ’ t want to go
through the soft talk and I just didn ’ t want to waste time with any come-ons.
It took too much time. I wasn't interested because I di따1 ’ t like them as people
anyway, and Ijust went with themjust to get laid. Just to say that I laid them
(Le vine and Koenig , 1982, p.77).
These words express John ’ s psychological state as a rapist-his insensitivity toward

himself and others, and the obsession to experience power over women. Considering the
mental and emotional state that John was in, it was very natural for him to develop a sσong
craving for the feeling of power. He joined the biker gang because he wanted to be
“ somebody," or a “ tough guy ," and he p따ticipated in the gang rape in order to further

expenence power over women.
John ’ s statements explaining his joining the biker group and what made him take part
in the gang rape tell of his sσong urge to experience power at the time. He said:
Yeah , I was feeling very insecure and things like this , on the stree t. I
did join a motorcycle gang when I was on the sσ'eet and the reason I joined
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the motorcycle group was I wanted to get these colors on my back. They wear
a set of colors and I felt that by wearing these I wouldn ’ tbea “ nobody." I
would be a “ somebody" 따lportant like, say, a movie star, because everybody
looked up to people that were 띠 motorcycle gangs. Maybe they feared them ,
you know , they feared them and I liked this. I liked pretending that I was a
tough guy-actually I’ m not, but at the time I thought I was a pretty tough
guy. I think the reasons then were because I was actually a very shy, inward
person. I couldn ’ t soci떠ize and I had to prove myself somehow, so I proved
myself by just being a tough guy-going around beating people up and
playing the fool , you know , when I was younger (Levine and Koenig , 1982,
pp.69-70).
...On these gang splashes the sex p따t of it wasn ’ t what I really got off
on. Wh at I really responded to , I think , was the different guys participating in
sex. Th at ’ s what turned me on. I don ’ t know why (Levine and Koenig , 1982,
pp.71-72).
When the group of men exercised brutal sexual violence on the totally defenseless

woman , their infantile obsession for power over women must have been greatly satisfied.
John ’ s statement above suggests that he p따ticipated in the gang rape without a clear
awareness of his own deep-seated hidden craving for power over women.
John did not have any kind of constructive , p따posefullife either in or outside the
home. Nobody , including his parents, could give him adequate emotional support and he
was alone. Consequently, he failed to create healthy self-e steem and suffered from an
inferiority complex and phobia toward people, especi띠ly toward women. He 외so developed
asσong

contempt for women and abused many of them.

Fin외ly ，

he was overwhelmed by a

revengeful 따ge to overpower women and joined in the gang rape.
John seems very much like a victim of poor parental relationships. If his parents
could have provided normal , loving p따ental care , he might have grown up as a young man
with the proper social skills, self-<:onfidence and self-e steem. And he might not have had
such a desperate urge to overpower women which eventually led him to rape.
John regretted his unfortunate younger days as explained here:
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If I would have went and seen a psychiaσist before, I think it would
have really helped me, because I had so many-what’ s been described to me
as “ phobias" you know. Like I was scared of getting on buses, I was scared
of taking taxis and things like this. I was scared of being with crowds of
people, I was scared to soci 외ize in 뻐y way... (Levine and Koenig , 1982,
p.79).

In the early days of his prison life, John suffered from threats and misσ'eatment by
his fellow inmates. However, after spending 10 years in refonnatories and penitenti 따ies ， he
became calmer and acquired good reasoning power. Fortunately, he p따ticipated in some
effective group therapy programs including the role-play method. He learned proper social
skills for communicating with other people and changed his attitude drastically. He looked
back on his sσ'eet life as crazy and expressed the desire to never repeat that mistake again.
And to his inteπiewer he expressed his hope of associating with nonnal, conscientious
people and having good relationships with women in the future.
확l

Sal was 36 years old and serving a sentence of twenty-five years to life for the crimes
of murder and attempted murder at the time of the interview. He had served ten years and will
be eligible for parole in 1999.
Sal committed his fIrst rape, which was premeditated, at the early age of 15. He
picked a girl from his own public school as his f Irst victim. He followed her, studied her
d떠ly

routine and watched her through her bedroom window each night for a week.
Sal entered her room one night through the window, knocked her unconscious by

hitting her in the face, and tied her hands and feet to the bed. He then just watched her body
for awhile. The girl finally regained consciousness and struggled to free herself. Her
movements stimulated Sal and he raped her repeatedly throughout the nigh t.
As Sal continued committing the crime of rape, he became progressively more
aggressive and sadistic. He began murdering his rape victims when he reached the age of 20.
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Later on , he murdered his victims before raping them by stabbing them to death. Mter
killing three or four victims in this manner, he began to kill them in exσ'emely sadistic and
inhuman ways.
Sal fIrst hit his victim until she became totally defenseless or unconscious (he knew
where and how to hit a woman for this purpose). He then ripped off her clothes, tied her
hands and fee t: and stood her in front of a fulllength mirror. He would then hold her mouth
and stick a knife into her chest while she was still conscious. He became very aroused by
seeing his victim ’ s horrified reaction. He would then continue to stab her or cut open her
breasts (Salliked big-breasted women) while she watched herself being murdered. He
became very excited by the: flowing blood and raped his dead victim.
S떠

told the interviewer that he had raped hundreds of women and murdered 25. He

was fi빼y anksted

Howe「VeI·， he was neve때und at the scene of his crime and the police

could not tie him to a murdler weapon. They could only suspect h따1 of the murders based on
his other rape offenses.
Why did Sal become such a cruel and inhuman rapist? What caused him to develop
such an exσ'eme psychotic and sadistic character? Sal reveals in the interview that his
aggressive father had a sigIllificant influence on the development of his negative personality
σaIts.

Sal was born in New York City, the 이dest of three children. He had an eighth grade
education. He was close tOI his mother but did not get along with his father. When he got into
σouble

during childhood, t~is father would hit him. And when his sister got into σouble ， Sal

got blamed for that also. His father had a drinking problem. He became violent when he got
따unk 없ld

Sal was very afmid of him.

Once,when Sal was 14 years old, his father violently attacked him when he was sent
out to find his younger sister and came home without her. His father threw a Boy Scout knife
at Sal, who wa.s lying in bed at the time. Fortunately the knife blade was not open. But it hit
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Sal right in the testicles and he had to spend a few weeks in the hospital.
Sal said that psychologists had told him that his aggressive father was a significant
causal factor in his murders. However, Sal ’ s own introspection on the subject is very
shallow. When asked what he thought st없ed him to rape, he answered:
It was to break the habit of masturbating. I had chances of looking at a
girl, I wanted it from her. Th at kind drove me to it. I wanted her if she didn ’ t
give it to me. I got so mad I wanted to take it (Sussman 뻐d Bordwell, 1981 ,
p.64).
When asked if he felt it was his right to take it from her, Sal replied:
Of course it was my 디gh t. I felt that way. I figure if you ’ re not going
to give it to me, then it’ s my right to take it. So I took it any way I can
(Sussman 뻐d Bordwell, 1981, p.64).
The above statements reveal that Sal had never learned the social skills necessary to

deal with other people and that he was extremely self-centered. Sal admitted that ever since
his younger days he had never gotten along with girls. He did not go out with girls very
often. When he did take a girl out and 미ed to touch her, he was always rejected. As a result
of these negative experiences, he made up his mind to just take what he wanted from girls.
He describes his own attitude as “ I always had one thing in my mind when I was youngert와ce

advantage. You can ’ t get it voluntarily, you have to

t와엉

it" (Sussman 뻐d Bordwell,

1981 , p.59).
Sal’ s only concern during his crimes was to fulfill his own impulsive desires. He had
no feeling whatsoever about his victims. He said:
.. .I found more satisfaction when the girl is completely ou t. You can

take more advantage of her, get all the pleas 따e you wan t. Later on, in the
1970s, I killed them even before I fucked them. I would stab them first, kill
them, fuck them, and then beat the body with my fists (Sussman and
Bordwell, 1981 , p.62).
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The following conversation between the interviewer and S떠 shows his almost insane

level of ex밟mely self-centered attitude. The interviewer asks “ What made you so hard up
that you had to murder to Ihave an orgasm?" S 떠 calmly replies “ To me it was worth it.
Because eve:ry time I went to see a decent girl, she always refused me. So I took it upon
myself to punish them" (Sussman 때d Bordwell , 1981 , p.63).
Sal probably never experienced a normal and warm father and son relationship with
his aggressive father. He never Ie따ned proper social skills from him. Sal said that he had
been close to his mother but apparently she also failed to teach him the very basic concepts of
soci떠 skill운-how

not to be self-centered, how to respect other ’ s needs, etc.

As is the usual case in the family with a tyrannical and aggressive father, Sal ’ smother
must have b앙en a weak person who could not protect her own son from her brutal husband.
She could nCl t give fmn ethical guidance to her own son. As a result, Sal must have
developed contempt toward his own mother and extended this contempt to women in general.
He said:
.. .I got to despise them. By despising them , you get a girl that doesn ’ t
want it, and you despise girls , so you σy and take it away from them. But if
you take it from one girl, I found that in certain conditions I enjoy killin' them
(Sussman 뻐d Bordwell, 1981 , p.59).

Due to the lack of a loving parental relationship and proper social skills, Sal did not
have the bas(~ on which to Idevelop a normal personality as he grew up. The emotional pain
inflicted by 삐s aggressivel father must have been unbearable for young Sal. 까Ie problem
must have bc::en too profOlmd for the young boy to tackle and he shut himself off. He then
created a very hard anti-social character which deprived him of normal sexual relationships
with women 뻐d eventually led him to the crime of rape.
Sal ’ s normal personality growth was stopped at an early age and he became obsessed
with his deel• seated inner anger and the desire for revenge. And then , with his awakening
sexual desire:, he took his negative feelings out on women, all of whom he despised. He
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inflicted both iphysical and emotional pain on his victims and enjoyed seeing their terrified
reactions. Thi s feeling of power over the women gave him great satisfaction. He explained as
follows::
Three women , I used to tie their hands behind their back, put them in
:front of a mirror-o ne of those hall mirror운-tie ’ em in such a way where she
ban ’ t use her hands. I’ d put her entire fron t, face and body, against the

lnirror, squeez피g， touching , turning her around- 외1 sorts of things like that
(Sussman 떼d Bordwell , 1981 , p.63).
'These sadistic actions seem to have been done as revenge toward his brutal father

who had infliccted such unbearable pain on him in his youth , and 외so to

sa디sfy

his thirst for

the feeling of Ipower.
Sal was raised as a Catholic but later converted to the Jewish faith while he was in
prison. He saip the reason for the conversion was that Jesus Christ stands for only one thing
and he does nlO t have power over Almighty God. Sal wanted to have a bigger God.
Sal said that he got along with the other inmates in prison and that prison was a nice
place to be.

H~

said that converting to the Jewish creed in prison helped him to understand

women more , lHe realized that women should be understood , loved and cared for but
unfortunately he did not have one to love. He also said that he felt soπy for his victims and
was trying “ to lose the habit of taking it all the time" (Sussman 때d Bordwell , 1981 , p.64).
Although Sal sounded like he had gained quite an understanding on his own
self-c el1l tered attitude, there was still a lot of confusion in his min d. He said that since he had
learned more about women and had educated his mind , he no longer thought of himself as a
rapist but as allover of women. He admitted that he masturbated while thinking about his rape
and murder vi:ctims. It still gave him great stimulation 때d satisfaction , but as a lover and not
as a rapiis t. He also said that he would like for a woman to take advantage of him. These
confessions reveal that he was still confusing a genuine natural , loving and sharing human
relation 싸ip

with a rather power-o riented and abusive relationship when interacting with
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women.
For Sal, it could have been very difficult to σuly comprehend such nonnal human to
human affectionate relationships. One usually learns such basic human relationships through
loving parental care given to him at an early age. Sal was never given such care. He had
never been loved and therefore he did not learn how to love others. He simply could not give
others what he had not been given.
Salcamefrom 때 incredibly poor home background and spent his entire youth raping
and killing numerous women. He was in prison at the age of 36 and thought that he had
become a lover instead of a rapist when the memory of his victims gave him stimulation 뻐d
satisfaction. Even if Sal never rapes again, he will be a perpetual rapist in his heart. He seems
to be a σue victim of his negative parent 떠 relationships.
밸댄띤딱

Jeff’ s father was too sσict and did not allow Jeff to bring any friends home. The
father was 외 so violen t. Jeff was very much disturbed every time his father beat up Jeff’ s
mother. The parental problem was too much for the young boy to deal with. So , he repressed
his feelings and shut himself off from his parents and others.
Jeff had only superficial relationships with people , and by doing so he failed to learn
the necessary soci 와 skills in order to mature. He became a young bully with no consideration
for others. Unfortunately, his weak mother could not help the situation much.
At the age of 19 Jeff committed a date rape out of revengeful anger toward his strict
father. When he was apprehended by the police, he did not know why his sexual aggression
could be made into the crime of rape.
Ray hated his aggressive father who had raped Ray ’ s mother with his hand and a
Coke bottle. He also despised his gentle but weak mother who put up with her husband ’ s
sexual abuse and failed to give sσong moral support to her son. Raised in a poor home
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environment, Ray never learned the proper soqi외 skills for becoming an adult with a normal
moral sense. He did not know how to relate to women. Le arning from his aggressive father,
he raped his own wife and other women. His raping seems to have been an outburst of his
anger toward his unreasonably sσict and violent father as well as the imitation of his father ’ s
sexual aggression.
John ’ s father was too strict and often l~)cked him up in the house. John did not
,

experience enough interaction with people and consequentl~ could not develop good social
skills. He instead developed very low self-este~m ， a deep inferiority complex and a phobia
toward people, especially toward women. One time when John ’ s inferiority complex became
unbearable, he attempted a violent suicide in t~e street
John ’ s gentle but weak mother could npt rescue Johm from the situation and he
resented and despised her for it He craved the feeling of power to make up for his deep
inferiority complex and raped many women. At the age of 19 he joined a motorcycle group
and used his motorcycle to lure more women. \1e was fmally apprehended after participating
in a gang rape of a young woman.
When Sal was 14 years old , his father ~:hrew a Boy Scout knife right at Sal’ s testicles
which resulted in him spending a few weeks ir~ the hospital.1 Sal’ s mother was too weak to
protect her son from her aggressive husband or to provide moral guidance to her son. Sal
despised his weak mother and women in gener떠.
Raised in 뻐 exσemely rough home environment, Sal never learned the basic social
skills. In stead, he turned into a psychotic, sadi~tic anti-soci떠 character who raped and
murdered countless women in a horribly inh unlan manner. His sadistic crimes seem to have
been done in revenge toward his brutal father. Through sadistic rapes and murders , he
inflicted both physical and emotional pain-which he himself suffered from as a ch i1d-o n
his victims and 뼈 oyed the feeling of power which he craved for so much.
All four rapists in the "Domineering F"ther and Passive Mother" group had a sσong
revengeful anger against their domineering , sσict and often violent fathers. And just as
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Forward revealed in her book, 따E고 쁘뇨요 딘욕I흐 쁘I띤료딘 & 댄ξ 쁘g띤흐E 쁘뇨으 Lov흐 댄효낀1，
they felt resentment 삐nd contempt toward their weak mothers who not only failed to protect
them from their domineering fathers but also could not provide maternal moral guidance.
There was nQ close communication between these four men and their domineering

fathers. Their weak rl10thers could not improve the situation. Overwhelmed by their parental
problems, these men learned at an early age to repress their feelings and shut themselves off
from their parents and the rest of the world. As a result, they did not expe 디ence genuine
human냐o-human in~raction

with anyone , and their socialization process and personality

development were se:verely hindered. Because of this situation , they could not establish a
base for their healthy, positive self-identity and bitterly suffered from very low self-e steem.
까Ie

domineering fathers and passive mothers in these cases did not have hannonious

marital relationships. Therefore, dley could not provide the model for a natural, healthy
human sexual bond for their sonS.1 까lese young men never received proper sex education at
home , school or church. 까lerefore ， as they grew and gained a sσong youthful sexual
energy, they did not ~lave either the sex knowledge or the social skills to constructively deal
with their own sexuality.
With their poor social skins, these young men never learned to understand women as
real persons and fear¢ them. Most of them could not approach women with ease or even 잃k
them out for a date. 1꺼is situation'deepened their low self-e steem. In order to compensate for
this negative feeling flbout themselves, they wanted to feel power over women through
raping them. They se~m to have taken 외1 of their pent-up revengeful anger held against their
fathers and directed it toward women-whom they despised as extensions of their weak
mother• -and raped them.
According to Forward ’ sam며ysis of the case of a misogynist whose parents are a
tyrannical father/vic~m mother (Forward, 1986), these four men might have learned from
their fath~rs to see m~n as powerflUl and women as weak. Th ey learned to control women by
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scaring, hurting , and demeaning them. By doing so, they probably, consciously or
unconsciously, could have been seeking their a~gres:sive fathers' approval. Phil, who ’ s
father raped his wife , (phil ’ s mother) with his hfll1 d and a coke bottle, clearly stated that he
learned to misσeat women by imitating the way his father σeated his mother.
Forward also states that the weak mothe:r’ s dependency on her son for her own
emotional security makes the son confused and ~ven guilty because he cannot ful fIl his
mother’ s wish (Forward, 1986). Later, in his acJulthood , the son reacts to his partner’ s
emotional needs with disgust , anger, and contemp t. This analysis could be very pr매erin
understanding why these men could not becom앙 involved with women through love. They
instead had to take what they wanted by raping.
DOMINEERING MOTHER AND PASSIVE FATHER
냥E

Le n forced several girls, 와I acquaintances ofhis, to have sexual intercourse with him.
In four or five such cases he actually intimidate 띠 and Ithreatened the girls into having sex with

him. Only the last victim reported the rape. In tl'je interview Le n described his last rape that
sent him to prison:
..I’d been out drinking quite a bit and 디ilat seiemed to be my way of feeling
comfortable about myself, finding som~ security. I’ d met this girl in a bar and
I talked with her for a while and she seemed like a pretty nice girl. Finally, we
were out alone driving and we stopped iIDd I :w as feeling she was all righ t. I
felt comfortable with that. As we started. to caress each other I became very
angry. I became just lost in that anger. I want때 to have sex and at that time I
was defending things all that much mory. MYI desire inside was to really love
someone, as compared to just having s~x. I was hating the way I was having
sex. I just started to feel that this wasn ’ ~re떠， Ithis caring wasn ’ t re떠， and I
became more angry than ever before. I wanted to get this over really quick. I
wanted to have sex with her. I put my hiillds on her throat and I threatened
her. I said I was going to kill her if she \jidn ’ t give in. She did and it was
really unsatisfying. It was getting wors엔. It was over and I drove her home. I
didn ’ t σy to hide what I had done (Levi,ne and Koenig , 1982, pA8).
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When Len came home from work the next day, the police came to the house and
charged him with the crime of rape. Wh y did Len, when there had been an excellent chance
for mutually consenting sexual intercourse with this girl, have to rape her? Why , contrary to
his desire for having loving relationships with women , did he end up raping her? Why did
their caressing evoke such anger in him and make him rush to rape her? Through his talk in
the interview , it is easy to σace the root cause of his distrust and anger toward women to his
parental relationship.
Le n discussed his unhappy parent 떠 relationship and his reactionary childhood

behavior as follows:
My family gave me everything that a kid would wan t. You know,
clothes, a nice home. I just felt those gifts were more buying than real,
genuine caring-which I wanted more than anything. And I desσoyed those
things. I used them. I’ ddesσoy things that other people owned. I’ d be out
drinking and I’ d just go on a rampage and bust up cars and smash up cars as I
was driving. I ’ddesσoy thing웅-just malicious damage. I felt that was a
release for me. I’ d be off on my own , away from my friends a lot of times
when I did this. When I was around people, I wouldn ’ t be myself. I’ dbea
fron t. I’ d be something that they ’ d like and then I couldn ’ t maintain that. I’ d
have to get off on my own and that ’ s when I destroyed a lot of things. I ’d
take all my hostility out there-I wouldn ’ t show it to any of my friends.
My family σied to help me , but I was pushing away from them. I
mistook a lot of trying to keep me sσaight for disliking me or rejection of me.
I’ d get most angry at my mother. I’ d turn her off. I’ d want to σeat her bad
because she was σying to help me and I didn’ t see that
She was forcefu l. She σied to stop me from going out with my friends
and she was questioning what I was doing, what kind of trouble I was getting
into and doing a lot of assuming, because I didn ’ t say anything. I hated her. I
wanted to kill her. As far back as I can remember, I had that feeling about her.
Th at I wanted·her out of my life. She was hitting home at times. When she
was off base and said , “ Well , you're doing this" and I wasn't, that was
further backing for my anger and my dislike of her. I was saying, “ I don ’ t
want anybody close to me."
I didn ’ t spend that much time , really , with my dad. We shared a few
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things together, I felt good about that I wanted more and I never asked. I had
pretty clear ideas about what a “ together" family was: to go out and share
things , to have good times together, sit down and have serious talks. I just
di마1 ’ t f~el that happened at home and I just got into retaliating against tha t.
And I l~)oked elsewhere-to other people-and I ended up re빼ating ag떠nst
them tQo (Levine and Koenig , 1982, pp.37-38).
Coming from this kind of very unhappy home environment, Len felt uncomfortable
and unsafe with people. He felt that he was a little odd and not nonnal in public schoo l. He
could not be hi p1selfJ When he was with other people, he σied to please them by acting out
the way he th O\lght ~ley would like him to be. He avoided any serious interaction with people
and kept his relationship with them at a superficiallevel only.
’There had belen

sexu 외

problems in Le n ’ sf;없nily in the past and sex was never

discussed openly at lwme. At school, his peers σ'eated sex as gross , dirty and something to
laugh abou t. Ollt of fear of exposing his insecurity , Len never discussed sex with his family
or other people. He received very little sex education in school and , consequently , never
learned the fact s of sex or that sex was a very important p따t of the human experience. Len
,

talked about his attitude toward sex as follows:
When I started going out with girls , it wasn ’ t really sex that I was
thinking of. I just wanted to be around somebody and have a little bit of
warmth. Sex seemed to be the thing that I was most afraid of. As I went out
with a girl , she was showing me what sex was abou t. And I really felt unsure
of that. I felt Ithat it wasn ’ t clean , that it was uncomfortable within myself.
까lough， I kne:w that it was a natural thing to happen, I di마1 ’ t feel it was
natural 'within myself. I didn ’ t talk about that at all. I di마1’ t say that I feel
uncomfprtable , that I don ’ t know what the hell I ’ m doing. And the more I
went ol.\ t with girls, the more I wanted to prove that I felt comfortable , that it
was all ;right with me and that I was in control of the situation. and I became
more fearful , more self-<:onscious. I felt that I had to put up a bigger front to
look co p1fortable, to look like I was satisfied with sex (Levine and Koenig ,
1982, p.43).
In his first relationship with a girl, Le n liked the girl very much and

e매 oyed

being
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with her. However, when the girl took the initiative for sexu며 intimacy, Le n could not
respond properly because of his lack of sexual knowledge or experience.
At age 16 Le n experienced his first sexual intercourse with a girl who had just broken
up with her boyfriend. 까leir relationship did not last long because soon after their affair, the
girl went looking for her old boyfriend. Le n was deeply hurt from this experience and his old
distrust and anger toward women deepened. He described his bitter feelings as follows:
It didn ’ t change my attitude towards women , it just backed something

I was feeling: that I was going to be hurt in relationships , that I was going to
be the sucker, that no matter how much I put ou t, that people don't love. They
pretend to love, and in the end you ’ re hurt through feeling that way-if you
say you do care, or allowing yourself to care α.evine and Koenig , 1982,
pAS).
Although he was disappointed with his frrst unfortunate love affair, Le n still σied to
seek good, loving relationships with women. However, his disσust and anger toward
women , learned at an early age , was very stubborn. He could not break through this negative
situation to create trusting and loving relationships with women. After attempting several
pitiful struggles for good relationships with girls he took out on dates , he was always
overcome by his compulsive negative emotion and began raping these girls. He vividly
expressed this p없nful emotional passage in becoming a rapist as follows:
I was still going out with girls and I was taking a little bit of a chance,
still saying I’ 11 σy this out, I’ 11 σY to relate to them , I’ 11 σY to see what
happens. There was a lot of doubt still. So little hurts ended up being big
hurts to me. I blew them way out of proportion so I’ d end up being more
superficial with people and saying, “ I love you" because it seemed like those
were the words that people wanted to hear. I wouldn ’ t admit that I didn ’ t feel
them.
After a number of relationships where I was the one that was going to
behurt 떠1 the time , I pushed further and further away from people. I made the
relationships more and more superfici 떠 and I became more angry. I carried
that inside and I showed it in my actions. I σeated girls cheaply, that my
relationships were just going to be sex and once in a while I threw in a word:
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“ Well, maybe I care" or “ I love you." But without feeling.
I think by my actions they got the understanding that all I wanted was
sex. They ’ d hold on with a ho야 that I was going to really care in the end.
Th at maybe underneath some of this first p따t of the relationship , that it’ dbe
sustained by their caring. Th at’ s what I looked for: someone that would give a
lot in a relationship. Eventually, that ’ s how I looked for a person. A person
with a lot of feeling , a lot of caring, to carry what I didn ’ t have. Or what I
wasn ’ t going to give at that time. What I was afraid of.
I got to a point where I was almost feeling like it was going to happen.
Th at I was going to submit to that feeling , that I really do care and I want to
be with this person. And I’ d become angry. I’ d be with someone and having
a good time at a bar and we ’ d be out alone and kissing. Then I did a lot of
inward thinking. I was saying: “ All I want is sex." I kept having to back
myself, saying to myself, “Th at’ s 떠I I want-sex. I can ’ t allow myself to
care." I’ d become very aggressive. I’ d be threatening in a lot of subtle ways ,
a lot of ways that to me are rape.
When I was becoming angry , I wouldn ’ t take “ no" for an answer. I’ d
go to any exten t. I felt like I had to do that, I had to fulfill my desire at the
time to have sex and that would be satisfaction. I felt that I had to have sex at
any cost as a reversal of caring. To go as far as I could away from that caring,
to cheapen that person, to have them give in to me the way I wanted it instead
of my giving in the way they wanted, through love, which I wasn ’ t able to
do. I wouldn ’ t do tha t.
I became more angry at these times. I felt that I was losing control,
that I had to get this over with and it was a scary feeling within mysel f. I had
to finish it, I had to huπy up and get away from it. And the having sex itself
wasn ’ t very enjoyable. But it seemed like a relief for what I was feeling , a
way out of my anger inside, a way out was to give it to somebody else and
then run, to leave them.
AndI ’ d half-assed patch that up. I wouldn ’ t take any precautions to
keep myself from getting into σouble for it. I was panicky then and if
somebody 미ed to say no, then I’ d really become angry. I’ d become more
panicky. I’ d threaten them physically, that I wa'i going to kill them if they
didn ’t. I’ d let them know how wound up I was inside. It didn ’ teven seem
like I was consciously thinking: “ I have to let them know how angry I am
right now." It was just flying out allover the place. There were a lot of
subtleties in my actions and my kinetics, that I was going to have s
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them to give in. For them to feellike: “Thi s guy ’ s really nuts and I can ’ t take a
chance in fighting that off."
I was hoping there ’d be some comfort. Something down inside that
kept saying: “ Well, it’ d be nice if it was real sex but this is what you ’ re going
to do."
Idon ’ t thi따<: at all that they felt comfortable with it. It was a
당ightening experience, I think, all the way around. Th at ’ s not what I wanted
(Le vine and Koenig, 1982, pp.45-47).
Th ere was another unfortunate incident that increased Le n’ s anger and instability and

pushed him toward the path of raping. About the same time that Len had his first sexual
experience with a girl he was also sexually abused by a man. Le n was drunk at the time and
,‘

the man took advantage of the situation. Thi s experience made him fecI very low and also
dubious about his own sexuality.
As Len got older and began abusing women, he thought he probably could relate with
men. He wondered if maybe he was homosexual. He tested that theory out and found that it
was more repulsive than raping women. As a resul t, he became more angry and insecure and
projected all the negative feelings toward women. He said:
... I wondered, “ Am I homosexual?" Maybe I care for guys , maybe I
can have a relationship that way. I tested that out and r felt more repulsion
from that than I did from getting to the point of raping a girl. Th at felt more
sickening.
So I was , at that point, really los t. I didn ’ t know where to go. My
anger inside, my instability just got heavier. When I was with a girl , I took
out all that (Levine and Koenig , 1982, pAl).
Le n’ s parents provided him with all the material goods but not the genuine parental

loving care which he really desired. Le n hated his domineering mother to the point that he
even wanted to kill her. He was not close to his father who was not sσong enough to support
and guide his son. In this kind of home environment, Le n could not establish any
self-e steem as a lovable good child. Young Len was st따ving for some close and loving
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relations at home and his self-identity became very shaky. As a result, ~..en became 잠usσated
and revengeful 때d began desσoying things maliciously. As he grew up he felt that he was
somewhat odd-not a normal boy-and avoided serious interaction wi1:h people.
During puberty Len could not achieve proper sex knowledge

~ause

he could not

talk about the su비 eet with his parents or people around him and the sex education classes at

school were q띠te inadequate. Unfortunately, the girl with whom Len hlld his first sexually
intimate relationship beσayed him. Moreover, at about the same time, ~en was sexually
abused by a man. Th is experience left him confused about his own sex~Jality as well as
lowering his self-e steem. All of these unfortunate events had a combinefd effect to strengthen
Le n’ s distrust and anger toward women which was the product of his ul1 healthy relationship

with his domineering mother.
Although Lenhad asσong desire to have normal, loving relatiopships with women
and worked toward that end, he was always overwhelmed by his deep-,·seated distrust and
anger and ended up raping many women. He could not σust and love women because he
could not trust and love his own mother who was the closest woman to him. Insteadlof σust
and love, anger was the main emotion that ftlled his he따1. Le n projecte\i this anger f@r his
mother on other women through rape. Len clearly stated this process as follows:
,

At the time of raping somebody, you feellike that’ s 떠1 it is, is sex. i
πlat you have to have sex. Th at ’ s the only answer. Afterwards it feels like
you ’ re taking your anger out on them , that you ’ve directed all tGe problems
and what ’ s happening to you into sex because that’ s something~at you feel
uncomfortable with. An d it’ s easy to say to somebody, I want t9 take 떠lmy
feelings out on you. There ’ s a putting-it-o n-some body-else sllrtisfaction that
youdon ’ t get by busting up property. You ’ re putting your anger into
something that ’ s a body. Just like you feel it.
I feel a lot of what rape is isn ’ t so much sexual desire as a person ’ S I
feelings about themselves and how that relates to sex. My fears pf relating to
people turned to sex because it ’ s a pretty wide area. A sexual rO le and sex just
happen to be the fullest area to let your anger out on , to let your feelings out
on (Levine and Koenig, 1982, p.42).
I

,

,
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So, rape was the expression of anger toward women for Len. It is very clear in his
talk that by raping women he also satisfied his craving for power over women which was the
expression of his insecurity.
Le n said that when he was young he thought that “ Sex was a very sacred thing, that it

was something to be shared really personally with someone and it was going to be a very
beautiful experience to have that Just like believing in God" (Levine and Koenig, 1982,
p.37). It is very pitiful that instead of actualizing his sexual aspiration, Le n ended up
becoming a rapis t. Fortunately, after a few years of hospitalization , Len was able to work out
his fears and insecurities. He was then able to relate to men naturally without sex and relate to
women with love. The little hurts that happened in relationships did not bother him anymore ,
and overall, he could feel very comfortable with women (Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.49).
Le n’ s self-analytical reflection on his own rapist psyche helps us to understand how

a young boy who hated his domineering mother suffered from the inability to trust and love
women and ended up becoming a rapis t.
단희

In the latter part of his first year in college, Hal began peeking into windows at 띠ght，
hoping to see women undressing or in their bedrooms. Finally, he broke into an

ap야trnent

one night to rape a girl. However, she was not home at the time. After waiting for a while for
the girl to come home and eating her food and drinking her liquor, he gave up and left.
On his second attempt, Hal broke into an ap따tment in the same building of his f Irst
break in. Th is time he found a girl sleeping in her bed. After waiting for a while to build up
his courage , he climbed on top of the girl and woke her up , threatening to kill her if she made
any noise. The girl was frighten 잉 and began to scream and struggle. During their sσuggle he
accidentally cut her hand with the knife he was holding. This quieted her. Although he tried
very hard for three or four hours, he could not rape her. He was not sexually aroused and
could not main 뻐n 때 erection.
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Hal ’ s rape attempt failed. When he finally let her go to the bathroom, he gathered up
his knife and clothes and ran away. The girl reported the crime right away and he was caught
four days later. He confessed his crime immediately to the p~)lice llnd felt great relief
afterwards. When he saw the victim in court later, he was greatly ashamed and could not
,

even look her in the eye.
D따ing

the rape attemp t, Hal was 외so very ashamed of what he was doing to the girl.

In his fantasies , he had always remained hidden and nobody ever knew who he was. But in
his actual rape attempt the girl saw him face to face and saw everything he was doing. πlat
made him feel very ashamed of himself. At the same time he: was also very much a담aid that
the girl would be able to recognize him and have him arrest려.
Wh y did Hal attempt rape? In the interview he said:

I think now , the real reason I committed my 다rimelwas that I felt very
inferior to others. As a child I felt overprotected by rpy mother, especially.
And later, when I grew up I never really stood up to tha t. I allowed myself to
be tied to the apron sσings. I felt rotten about myself and by commit 마19 rape I
took this out on someone I thought was weaker than me, someone I could
control (Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.28).
The above statement proves that, owing to two year~ of intensive group therapy, Hal

could reflect back and get a good perspective on his own CI꾀e and its cause. In the interview
he clearly described his poor parental relationships and the s~bsequent personality
development that led him to the crime of attempted rape.
H외

talked about his family background as follows:

I grew up in a rural community. I lived a mo~iellif:e as a child. I never
got into any σouble. I did well in scho 이. Our home~fe Wi as f，떠fly normal.
My parents don ’ t drink. Th ey get along. I have five prothers and sisters. We
were a religious family. We never talked about sex at home. It was just left
out. My P따ents were embaπassed to talk about that. Other than that , we got
along very well as a family. They took go때 care of~he children.
’There was some lack of emotion at ωnes. Th,e em<i> tion was there but
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wediψ1 ’ t

know how toexpress it to each other. We di마1 ’ t say to each other
that we loved each other.
During my early childhood , I wasn ’ t very honest with my mOLl-ter and
father. I presented a perfect picture to them. I resented being disciplined by
them or resented their telling me what to do. My mother was over-protective
or tended to prevent me from doing some things I wanted to do. As I look
back on it now , I never stood up to her to do what I wanted to do.
My father was less protective in that he let me do more what I wanted,
but he was also influenced by my mother (Levine and Koenig, 1982,
pp.18-19).
Hal received good grades through high school but did not enjoy his schoollife. He
was afraid of other people and stayed away from them. He didn ’ t have any girl당iends and
had only superficial relationships with boys. He also had a poor image of his body and an
inferiority complex about his physical ability in sports. So , he stayed out of school sports
most of the time and became involved in music and more academic studies , which allowed
him to stay away from people.
H떠

started having sexual problems when he was thirteen. He felt guilty about his

sexual desires and could not talk about this problem with his parents or anybody at school.
He began to look at hard core pornography material which contained sadism and rape and
this partly resolved his sexual desires and conflicts. He was too scared to actually proposition
a woman. He masturbated while looking at pornography, using it as an outle t. His high
school sex education was in health classes and was very inadequate. Hal received most of his
sex knowledge from pornographic mate디떠.
Hal began dating girls during his last two years of high school mostly because he was
afraid of not being soci떠 ly acceptable. He liked some girls he took out but he was always too
self-<:onscious and could not be himself. His self-image was low and he nervously worried
about making a manly enough impression on the girls. When a girl accepted a date with him,
he wondered why. He was also turned down many times by girls and suffered from feeling
rejected.

,,,
‘

m

Hal avoided any type of soci외 life in college. He had p따t-time and weekend jobs and
did not date girls at 떠1. At the same time he escaped into pornography. In the latter p따t of his
freshman year he began peeping into windows. In the beginning he prowled around after
dark about once a week. But as time went on, his peeping habit became progressively more
compulsive.
In reσospect， Hal tells us how, under his domineering mother and passive father, his

negative character σaits were developed and how these character σaits persistently affected
his behavior as he grew up. His parents were religious. His mother was overly protective
anda sσict disciplinarian. His father was more lenient but 떠 so influenced by his wife. So
Hal could not really trust him either. Moreover, the whole family did not express their
emotions to each other. Raised in this kind of family atmosphere , young Hal resented his
parents. But he learned to protect himself by hiding his σue feelings and presenting the best
picture as a model child.
As Hal denied his own true feelings, he was dishonest to himself as well as to his
parents. Because of this self-<leception, he did not have a firm base on which to develop his
own genuine self-identity. 까lis lack of self-identity made him see himself as a weak person
and he suffered from a deep inferiority complex. Consequently, he isolated himself from
others. Deprived of proper social contact with others, he severely hindered his own mental
and emotional growth. As a resul t, his self-e steem was never established and his inferiority
complex deepened only to bring on more isolation from others.
꺼lis

vicious cycle of “ inferiority complex-isolation-more inferiority complex-

more isolation" persisted throughout young Hal ’ s life up to the time of his crime. He is이ated
himself from others at schoo l. He did not have girlfriends and when he did associate with
other boys, they were only shallow affairs. At age 13 he had nobody to talk to about his
awakening sexual problems and escaped into hard core pornography which contained sadism
and rape. When he dat해 girls du디 ng his later high school ye따s ， he still suffered from his
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poor’l self-im~ge and could not really enjoy being with them.
H외

ne:ver dated girls in co따ge and totally withdrew into the fantasy world of

porn, ographY.IHe started peeping in~o windows at nigh t. He eventually lost the desire to
stud:y , quit sch。이 and got a job. 까lis was all very frusσating. He was going nowhere and
had po p따pose in life. He was

suf쳐ring 때eeply

from his inferiority complex then. It was at

this point thatl he finally broke into 3r girl ’ sap따tment and attempted to rape her.
H떠’ s

isolation 단om people, which has it ’ s roots in his inferiority complex caused by

his poor parental relationship , is the mainl contributing factor for his crime. He said:
It might have been possible to prevent the way my life turned ou t, if
I’ d bec~n able to talk honestly to people and relieve the guilt I fel t. Until the
time of my crime, I never talked tiD 뻐yone about my sexual ideas, my
fantasies , or what I thought of myself. I kept it all to myself. I wasn ’ t honest
with my parents or any doctpr or clergyman. I never talked to anyone ’ cause I
felt guilty about the things 삐at I was thinking. At the same time , I liked the
things I was thinking. I wan~ed to keep it to myself because it was sort of a
privat1e fantasy world (Levi~le an며 Koenig , 1982, p.27).
,

In addition to his deep-seate:d inferiority complex , Hal created an 뻐gry and

revepgefu1 spirit toward his dominejering mother. His peeping habit was apparently a secret
revepge on his sπict mother. He saili:
I felt very adventurous or:free, while I was doing this. It was a way of
forgetting all my frusσation~ of the day. It was almost like I was living in a
fantasy , like I was a commando, sne밟ing around at nigh t. I was doing
something nobody else wan~ed me to do. It felt very good. It was something I
just coul따1’ t preven t. It was a compulsion. As I was looking into the
windows , I wouldn ’ t have any seimal release , but later on I would fantasize
about it and masturbate wh e: n I was back at home (Levine and Koenig , 1982,
,

,

p .2 1).

Hal ’ s ,case is a good exampl~ of how an over-protective and domineering mother
crea~es
year~ ，

a weak and dependent son

~빼

a deep-seated inferiority complex who , in his later

resents:and hates women and attempts revenge by overpowering and controlling them.
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Hal ’ s remark on his own behavior toward his victim during the attempted rape clearly tells us
that the real purpose of his crime was his desperate need for experiencing power over women
in order to compensate for his inferiority complex and anger. He said:
I think I didn ’ t talk to her because I wanted to be more than I really
was. If I had talked to her, she would have seen me as a pretty weak, fragile
guy, where I was trying to pretend to be pretty sσong. I wanted to dominate
her and rape her, and I couldn ’ t do that if I showed her the actual guy I was
(Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.26).
It is also clear that pornography played a significant role in the cause of Hal ’ s crime.
Because of his isolation 당om his parents and others, he had no chance to discuss sex with
anybody. The sex education that he received at school was very superficial and did not help
h따1

at all. Th roughout his adolescent years and up to the time of his crime , his only sex

education source was hard core pornography material.
Hal created an unrealistic fantasy world about sex through reading this pornographic
material and became more and more obsessed by it until he 뼈떠 ly σied to act out his fantasy
by attempting the rape. Hal talked about the effects that pornography had on him as follows:
I think reading some of this pornography did lead up to my crime. It
gave me ideas. It helped me to stay away from women , because this was a lot
easier. I kept farther and farther away from women. I di따1 ’ t know what they
actually wanted or liked, and I just had my own w따ped ideas about them
(Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.20).
From reading 며1 the pornography and from my w따ped views on sex ,
I think I exaggerated a lot in my mind. It was supposed to be a bigger thing
than it really is. Up to the time of the crime I never had sex with a woman and
it was really something special to m용-something that I coul마1 ’ t attain. I
thought it was going to be a big de떠， but when I σied to rape this girl , it
didn ’ t meet up to those expectations at all (Levine and Koenig, 1982,
pp.26-27).
Hal never experienced an open 뻐d honest human relationship with his parents, other
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family members or other people. He was alone and did not have his roots in the real world.
His crime may be seen as his desperate attempt to connect himself to others, to the real
world. It was veη unfortunate that he never learned about naturalloving human relations and
he had to express his willingness to connect through his revengeful sexual assaul t.
Fortunately, through two years offairly intensive group therapy , Hal shared his
views about sex with others and found out that they suffered from problems similar to his.
πlis

experience made him relaxed with himself and greatly improved his self-image. At the

same time he gained a nonnal view of sex which freed him from his guilt complex about sex
and the obsession for power over women through sex. He discovered that there were many
other important things in 파'e besides sex and he began to have hopeful feelings about his
future (Levine and Koenig , 1982, pp.27-28).
드i피S

Chris committed seven crimes of rape and attempted rape before he was arrested and
incarcerated. He began raping women after two years of unhappy marriage life.
Chris committed his frrst rape while he was waiting for his wife to get off work.
Wh ile 따iving around to kill some time , he saw a girl get off a bus. He followed her and then

raped her. After that he began to rape more women in the same fashion. He was p따ticularly
drawn to atσactive women. When he saw one on the street or just getting off a bus, he would
follow and rape her in a secluded spot. He even raped one woman in freezing cold weather in
December.

Most of Chris ’ s crimes were committed outdoors but in some cases he broke into the
houses of his victims. In one such case he broke into a woman ’ sap따tment after watching
her through a window. He broke into her bedroom and made some noise. When she came in
to check on the noise , he threw a bedspread over her head. The woman panicked and
sσuggled vi이ently

against him. When it became very difficult to conσ01 her, he threatened

herby sa피ng that if she did not cooperate with him, he would harm her two c피l따enwho
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were sleeping in the next bedroom at the time.
’The above rape was a very unpleasant experience for Chris. He especially felt real

bad about threatening the children ’ s safety in order to get control over the woman. The victim
reported the crime and it appeared in the newspaper. Chris Ie따ned from the newspaper that
the victim had been taken to the hospital and suffered from abrasions as a result of the rape.
He was very disturbed by this news.
Chris ’ s last crime happened when he stopped at a cafe for something to eat and saw a
girl get out of a car across the street He followed her into an ap따trnent building and gained
access into her apartment by pretending to be a delivery man. Th e terrorized girl fought so
persistently against him that he finally gave up and left without succeeding in raping her. He
left his pen, lost in the struggle with the girl , behind in the ap따trnen t. The pen had his
company ’ s name, address and phone number on it and he was arrested the same day at work.
Hep 떠licked

when he realized he had left the evidence in the ap따tmen t; but at the same time

he felt relieved that it was finally all over.
Why did Chris rape? In the interview, Chris himself reflected on the cause of his
crime as follows:
In the seven years I’ ve been here , I believe I’ ve studied almost every
possible avenue as to why I did rape. I think I have a fair understanding of the
world I came from. My inability to remain in touch with my feminine side of
my personality had a lot to do with why I raped. Not homosexual tendencies,
but what I got from my father. My mother was very domineering, called 떠l
the shots in the house , seemed to be the aggressor (Levine and Koenig , 1982,
p.IO?).
Chris ’ s mother was aggressive and punished Chris abusively. Chris ’ s father was a
weak man who not only failed to protect his son but persecuted him unreasonably in order to
please his own aggressive wife. Consequently, young Chris was in constant teπor. He
described this situation as follows:
I was terrorized most of the time, by my mother, and terrorized with
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the 힘nd of punishment that would be held ov없. my head until my father came
home and administered it And he would punish me according to how
dramatically my mother would layout the mis:deeds that I’ d done througho~t
the day.
I would see my mother as some kind of arresting officer or perhaps
even a judge in passing sentence on to my father in the way she would relat~
it, and my father would take the form of an executioner handing out
punishment in efforts to pacify my mother.
I was very anxious 외I the time. I woulld be very edgy and almost
neurotic , I guess, about what I would do and what I would get into. It wou~d
make me feel guilty, as if I hadn ’ t actually done anything on Monday, but
because of what had σanspired on Sunday I’ d feel guilty about just kind of
enjoying myself, or doing whatever I wanted to do (Levine and Koenig ,
1982, pp.95-96).
The following episode shows how unreasonable and abusive Chris ’ s paren1:s were to

him. When he was seven or eight years old and as ol1le of their scare tactics , his p따~nts
pretended to send him into one of those detention homes for children. His mother packed his
,

suitcase for him and his father drove him in the truck to the institution. A terrified ehris had
to walk toward the depressive looking building by himself with his suitcase in the qark.
Chris did not remember whether his father had called him back or he hadjust ran b<j.ck to the
σuck.

An yway , he didn ’ t go to the detention home. The worst part of this incident ~s that his

parents never told him the reason for the punishment.. He never knew why he was punished
by this kind of cruel scare tactic.
Added to such an aggressive home environment was the sσict church teachipg about
sex that young Chris suffered from. When he was about nine years old, he attendeq church
three or four times a week and two or three times on Sunday. In church he was taught that
masturbation was sinful and people should not do it At that time he was engaging in some
forms of sexuality while playing with twin girls in his neighborhood. He undresseq the girls
and himself and they rolled around on each other. 까비 s playing was just out of chil에ish
curiosity. However, because of the church teachings , he felt guilty about it.
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Raised in this kind of emotionally sσessful childhood environment, Chris felt that he
had to hide everything from 비 s parents in order to protect himself. He was doing things that
he thought he should not be doing and he hid everything from his parents. Th is situation led
him into a constant state of guilt and anxiety. He especially did not know how to handle his
childhood sexu떠 curiosity and he suffered.
Chris ’ s association with girls was pretty normal during his early teenage years. He
was atσacted to a girl in his school who had big breasts. He never did anything more than
neck with her. One night he pee야d through a window in her house in an attempt to see her
big breasts. At about the same time, when he was thirteen years old, he caught a girl at the
community hockey rink. He undressed her from the waist down , took his pe띠 s out and laid
up against her. However, nothing more happened because neither he nor the girl had enough
knowledge about sex. After that incident Chris felt very stupid because he didn ’ tknow what
to do.
Later, in his mid-teens , Chris got into the peeping tom habi t. The habit started one
day when he and another boy were waiting for their friend to finish his paper route. They
happened to look into a window and see a man and a woman getting ready for bed. After this
initial incident, Chris became obsessed with peeping and started looking into the windows of
good-looking school girls in hopes of seeing them naked.
During this period Chris still suffered from guilt and anxiety about his own deeds and
about the lack of confidence in asking girls out on dates. At this time he also masturbated
while watching sexy scenes in TV movies late at night while everyone else was asleep. When
the movies couldn ’ t arouse him , he went out peeping and masturbated when he got back
home.
Chris ’ s dating situation was 띠 so limited by the sσict rules of his church. He was told
to only go out with girls who belonged to the same religious denomination (Protestant) that
he did. He went out with three or four such girls and experienced heavy necking and pe띠 ng
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with them. But guilt feelings on both sides prevented them from going further with their
lovemaking. He fmally met a girl who belonged to the same religious denomination and
whom he felt was God ’ s chosen girl for him. They were married when he was 24 years old.
Before Chris and his wife were married, they had quite a long courtship , during
which they had sex a couple of times. Both Chris and his wife were virgins when they me t.
Chris said that their lack of sex knowledge plus the guilt feelings over their prem 따it외 sex
relations , which was against their church ’ s teachings , made their love life unfulfilled and
unhappy.
When Chris was growing up , there was a time when he shared paperback sex novels
with his peer group. These pulp novels usually contained rape scenes where the woman
wouldfm 떠ly

get turned on. From this he formed the idea that when he would have sex with

a woman, she would finally respond and he would expe디ence this earth-shattering orgasm.
Since Chris was occupied with a guilt complex about his sexuality and was too insecure to
have sex with girls, he clung to this idea of rape and created his own fantasy world around it.
Chris was very disappointed after having sex with his wife for the first time. It was
not what the church had taught-that sex was the most permanent way in which two people
could express their love for each another. He was also literally disillusioned because sex was
not anything like what he had read in the sex books either. He never attained the σ'emendous
orgasms described in these books.
Chris ’ s marital relationship did not satisfy him. Although he σied very hard to satisfy
his wife during sexual intercourse, their sex life was not doing well. So , eventually, he σied
to pick up women who were not in his religious denomination and this made him feel more
guilty.
Chris ’ s mother never provided her son with genuine motherly love. Chris ’ s father
also failed to support his son with fatherly love. Nor could he teach his son to love and
respect his mother because a realloving and respectful relationship was lacking between
himself and his wife. It is easy to imagine that Chris ’ s father might have resented his
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aggressive wife and Chris leamed that negative feeling from his father. ’TIle whole situation
prevented Chris from developing a soft feminine character within himself. Instead he
developed resentrnent, anger and contempt toward his own mother and women in general.
Added to lthis khld of oppressive home environment, the religious teaching through
the church made the mind of young Chris more confused and sσ'essed. He was taught that
sex should be a base for sp피tual union for a man and woman and such acts as masturbation
were sinfu l. For a perso메 to develop spiritual aspiration of any kind, he must first have a
positive self-image so th'at he can accept himself as a good human being. Tormented by his
parents, Chris coulld notcreate such a positive self-image about himself and was spiritually
rootless. The church tea<l: hings about sex which emphasized spiritual quality was far from
Chris ’ s re떠ity.

H앙

was caught between the religious teachings and his own awakening

sexuality and suffered from confusion and a guilt complex. He described this state of his
troubled feelings as follows:
I rlβ외ly felt that I had to hide everything from my parents and that I
had to just live a llie. I was living kind of a double life, and it really created a
lot of anxieties, alnd at the same time I di따1 ’ t know what to do with all the
nat따al pu lJerty-1lype feelings that were almost compulsive. It jψus
앙tkeptme in a
const
a뻐
찌
n
1따
d sinfu
띠
ilia뻐
찌
n
l띠
d I shouldn ’ t be doing it, and on the other hand there was an
almost infantile pleasure from doing it-just childish curiosity (Levine and
Koenig , 1982 , p.97).
1

Another important problem for Chris was that he was alone in de와ing with his sexual
problems. It was impossible for him to talk about them with his abusive parents.
Unfortunately, he did not have 없ly other adults around him with whom to consult about his
problems. As he 뱉came older, sex books became his main source of sexual information. He
became obsessed with rape scenes in the pulp novels and created his own fantasy world
around them.
Apparently, Chrils's misconception about sex-created through pornographic
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material- had a sσong influence in leading him into his rape crimes. He s떠d:
...and I remember that one aspect in these pulp novels was that there
always seemed to be a rape scene in them, and at some point during the rape,
the woman always seemed to get turned on. Th atjust fixed in my head: if!
were to have sex with a woman, at some point she ’ d really get turned on by
it, and I’ d have a σemendous orgasm, and perhaps the lights would go out,
even the room would shake. And that really stuck in my mind , and I c따Tied
that with me for years and years and years. And, because of my own
insecurities and the guilt feelings that I was having, about my sexuality and
about the feelings I was having, I wasn ’ t assertive with girls and was insecure
about asking girls for dates. So, itjust seemed kind of natural to act out this
fantasy that was in my head , because I kind of regarded it as a re외ity-that's
what would happen (Levine and Koenig, 1982, p.97).
The failure of achieving a happy rnaπiage was another factor which accelerated

Chris ’ s movement down the path toward the crime of rape. He said that his marital f:없lure
was mainly due to the sexual ignorance of both he and his wife and their guilt feelings over
the prem따ital sexual relations. However, the true reason for his marital failure goes deeper
than tha t. Problems such as sexual ignorance and guilt feelings about premarital sexual
relations could be s이ved through the aid of proper counseling or other available methods.
But there seems to have been a more fundamental and deep-seated problem between Chris
and his wife.
Their problem was that Chris and his wife did not share a mutual deep love and

respect that naturally ties a husband and wife together. Chris had never received genuine and
nat따떠 P따entallove

and he had never experienced loving and respectful human relationships

outside his family circle. Th erefore, Chris had never learned to love and respect others.
Above 떠1 ， because of his parents ’ constant abusive punishment, he had a very low
self-e steem and could not love and respect himself. This situation made it very difficult for
him to open up to his wife and love her.
When Chrism 따ried ， he must have had a dream to achieve a happy and loving
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relationship with his wife , but he failed. He could not give his wife what he had never been
given. He could not create a loving human relationship with his wife because he had never
experienced it himself. Bitterly disappointed, he raped other women in seeking sexual
fulfilmen t. But he found no pleasure in raping either. He expressed his disillusionment about
rape as follows:
The fact of rape is that I’ m taking it by force , 없ld there ’ sa
double-bind , where I’ m taking it by force because she ’ s not giving anything.

At no point during the rape does a woman end up giving you anything of
herself. She ’ s simply submitting to it, and you ’ re forcing it upon her. So , it ’ s
not reciprocal.. It’ S just totally out of whack with the fantasy. The fantasy
doesn ’ t become a reality during a rape. It’ s not ful fIl ling at 떠I (Levine and
Koenig , 1982, p.98).
Chris ’ s domineering and abusive mother and his weak father implanted in him a low
self-e steem and hostility toward them and others, especially women. He could not create a
normal and loving relationship with women. He f:머led in his marriage and plunged into
raping only to find out that it did not give him any satisfaction either. He was desperate and
became increasingly aggressive. His capture and imprisonment saved him from committing a
worse crime, murder. Chris himself felt relieved when he was finally caught by the police ,
knowing that his life as a rapist was finally over.
Chris read 댄료 단쁘 E탤따 while in prison and it helped him understand the facts of
human sexuality. He said:
I liked the idea in 돼효 당~R탤따 that somehow it 퍼nd of relieves
press따e from me to be a performer in bed because women aren ’ t looking for
performers. They ’ re looking for closeness and warmth , and I ’ ve found , at
this point in time , after therapy, that that’ s what I want too. I’ m not after a big
orgasm. I’ m just not kind of orgasm-아iented， re며ly. That’ s not saying I
don ’ t enjoy it, but that it ’ s not the kind of high point for me (Levine and
Koenig , 1982, p.105).
It was very fortunate for Chris that he could lose the rapist psyche and that he was
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able to reach such understanding of human sexuality. With his new attitude, it seems possible
that he can work toward having constructive and humane relationships with women.
파얀호

Steve developed an aggressive rape and sexual killing fantasy in his middle teens.
One summer when he was almost 15 years old, he attempted his first rape but could not carry
it out. He called a girl over to a change room in order to rape her but when they got there he
knew he could not do it. So, he talked with her, hoping that she would consent to make love
with him. But the girl became tense and left. He felt very guilty about his behavior
afterward.
When Steve was 15 years old, he made his second rape attempt at a σack mee t. He
planned the whole thing well ahead of time and waited at a chosen spot for the chance. When
a girl came by, he went up behind her and grabbed her by the waist and mouth. He was
planning to pull her into a nearby room, but suddenly he lost 외1 of his drive to rape her and
got scared. He ran from the scene and escaped across town by bus. He again bitterly
regretted his behavior and swore never to do it again.
However, five months later Steve repeated the same kind of indecent assault which
ended up with the same result as the previous two incidents. As soon as he grabbed a girl, he
lost all of his sexual desire and ran away with a bad feeling.
After failing these three rape attempts, Steve frnally caught a girl to rape. However,
instead of raping the girl he ended up killing her. He had a place 떠1 staked out this time and
waited for a girl to come along. Finally, a girl about 10 years old came by. He thought at first
that the girl was too young but he pushed himself to attack her. Once ag떠n ， after grabbing
the girl, his sexual desire was gone. Instead, he became overwhelmed by his long pent up
emotional turmoil and beat her to death.
There is no statement saying when Steve actually killed the girl. However, it seems

safe to assume that he committed the murder when he was only 15 or 16 years old. What
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made him commit such a serious crime at such a young age?
Steve received 23 months of very effective group therapy while serving time in
prison. Through the therapy he began to understand himself better. He also began to get a
good perspective on his crimes and the reasons why he had committed them. He said:
I understood why I wanted to rape and why I wanted to kill. It was an
expression of what I was going through. I was experiencing a lot of turmoil
inside and I wanted to get that out and the only way I could express that was
by raping or, as it turned out, by killing that girl (Levine and Koenig, 1982,
p.16).
In the interview Steve clearly described the root cause of his emotional turmoil that

finally led him to murder. He began by describing his parent외 relationships as follows:
My childhood wasn ’ t good, it wasn ’ t bad. It was kind of in-between.
It ’ s this 뻐ng where I dido ’ t really feel too much love. I wanted to look for it
and I had a drive for it because I just couldn ’ t feel it. I disliked my mother a
lot because I felt that she σ'eated me a little harsher than she needed to. She
might have given me a bit more shit than what I needed for maybe one
incident or another incident, so that created some dislike and a lot of hurting.
I got along good with my father, but I guess he was a sap in a way.
He was really loose-reined on me. My mother- was really regimented and my
father was really loose-reined. I was sort of caught in between the two
different lifestyles; there were a lot of contradictions I didn ’ t understand. My
father was Roman Catholic-a French Roman Catholic-and my mother was
a Protestant Canadian. An d my mother’ s upbringing was really regimented
and she was always looking after her brothers and her sister but my father
was loose all the time. He was going around doing what he wanted to do.
And so when I was being raised , I would get into σouble and my
father would say, “ Well , he ’ s just being a kid." My mother would say, “ No ,
no , he ’ s no t, he ’ s not supposed to do tha t." so there ’ d be clashes between my
parents and I’ d get caught in between. I suppose I di마1 ’ t really know exactly
which was right and which was wrong. My reaction was that I liked my
father because he was loose and I disliked my mother because she was more
regimented. I didn ’ t want to be regimented, I wanted to be free and running
around.
I didn ’ t want to feel as much. I sort of felt a lot of hurt at home. I
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denied my feelings , I suppose. I was labelled a psychopath.1 Th at’ s a person
who ’ s devoid of feelings. I think that’ s the right word (Levine and Koenig ,
1982, pp.5-6).
Steve said that his life in public school was not so good. Al though he did not want to
fight , he often ended up fighting. His mother told him that he stole a lot from other children
but he was not so sure about tha t. When he was 12 years old" he had his first crush on a
1 6-ye따-old gkl. He had very IittIe knowledge of sex then, sj theineladOIlship was purely a

mutual pre-p uberty sexual curiosity.
At the age of 13 or 14, Steve discovered masturbation on his own and began doing it
‘

frequently. He felt that masturbation released his frusσation and he felt good about it.
However, one day his mother caught him smoking in his room , which was forbidden , and
said to him , “ Aha , I knew you were doing something wrong. Ei ther smoking or
masturbating" (Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.?).
These critical words from his mother strongly affectedl Steve and helped in creating

his misconception of sex. Steve described this misconception formation as follows:
So right away all kinds of misconceptions stalt. Smoking ’ s wrong so
that means masturbation ’ s wrong , and so from there it carri<td on. Okay , if
masturbation is wrong , there ’ s other wrong things such as sexuality. I was
told homosexuality is wrong , so that m않nt that if I was masturbating I would
turn into a homosexual. These sort of misconceptions Istarted creating a lot of
frusσation ， a lot of anger, and drove me to want to have sexl with a woman
because that seemed to be the only right way to have sex (Levine and Koenig ,
1982, p.?).
At this same time Steve developed a 잔usσating 따ive for lov뼈 없ld began to confuse
sex and love. Finally , he created the violent sexual fantasy which led to his crimes of rape
and murder. He describes this psychological passage as follows:
Also around this time I had a frusσating drive for love. It was going
on, this drive here , and then 따1 of a sudden sex comes along and I have this
drive for sex 떠1 of a sudden. What’ s going on?
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Like now , I got two drives and so it ’ s like what do I do? So I got the
two confused and so sex was love and love was sex and I wasn't too sure of
what was what and I couldn ’ t have a separation there.
It turned into a thing of violent fantasy. I can ’ t say when it started but
somewhere around this time I started to develop these misconceptions, have
fantasies with a bit of violence. More and more rape was involved, and now
and then it would be a murder. But I couldn ’ t really picture myself actually
killing the girl. That p따t I couldn ’ t picture. But I could picture myself raping.
The fantasies would usually be violent at the beginning. I’ d attack this girl and
it would go on like that and then all of a sudden she would give in 떼dl
would give in 뻐d it would be the st따t of a loving relationship. We ’ dbe
madly in love by the time I finished raping her. I guess I knew that was a
fantasy at the time as well because I knew realistically that wouldn ’ t happen. I
got love confused in there so what I felt was rejection of love. It got
channeled in through sex (Levine and Koenig, 1982, pp.7-8).
Steve ’ s deep-seated anger toward women , which had it’ s roots in his poor
relationship with his mother, surfaced in his violent sexual fantasy. Out of his anger, he
fantasized about sexually subduing women and even killing them. However, during his first
three rape attempts, he lost his sexual desire and dropped his intention of rape as soon as he
grabbed the girls. And then he was overwhelmed by the guilty feeling about his own
misconduct and could not really face his own underlying anger and frustration that had led
him to the rape attempts. Finally, by the time he had committed murder, he was totally
obsessed with his 단usσation and anger and wanted to express them through sex. He said:
When I had done that it had gone to a point where it was so

uncontrollable that one day I was looking around for a girl to rape.
...I grabbed her and it was a sexual thing, a bit of a sexual thing
before I grabbed her. As soon as I grabbed her there was none. Th ere was
absolutely no sexual thing. And all of a sudden when I saw I was just facing
that sort of emotional thing , that I had to face it and unfortunately , this girl
was facing it with me and she was getting the blunt end of it.
.. .It was like I had to push myself to get this sort of feeling out, get it
over with and that ’ s what I wanted. I just wanted it allover with. I didn ’ t
want to hurt anybody , but I had to get it over with somehow. That was a
σansition. Li ke the sex was just sort of a channel of it that I found long before
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with my sexual fantasies (Levine an d. Koenig , 1982, pp.1 0- 12).
Through Steve ’ s insightful reflections: of his own crimes , it seems clear that the cause

of his crimes had it’ s basic root in his poor parental relationships. His regimented mother did
not give him any tender loving care. His fathe:r apparently failed to give him enough fatherly
guidance and supp 야t Steve felt rejected and :received no love at home and it hurt him very
much. The young boy closed himself up in order to survive in his harsh psychological
environment and created a psychotic character within hims:elf.
During his critical period ofpuberty, Steve discove:red masturbation. His mother
accused him of this habit and reprimanded him for it. 까lis resulted in him creating a distorted
view of sex in which he came to believe that sexuality in gβnera! along with masturbation was
bad. Since he was in a stage of sexual awakening, this misconception was very frusσating
for him.
During this same period Steve had a strong desire f'or love and he consequently got
love confused with sex. It was natural for him to have thislkind of confusion because he had
experienced very little love in his life. He just did not know what love or nonnal human
sexuality really was. He thought that forced sc~x itself, as alphysical contact between both
sexes and based on a sσcng instinctive drive , would unite iii man and a woman and bring love
between them.
Steve’ s confused view of love and sex was mixed up with his long pent-up
frustration and anger toward his dominant mother. 까tis combination resulted in his creation
of the violent fantasy of rape and murder against women in general. His basic feeling
underlying the fantasy was “ I desperately need love and sex. If you cannot give them to me, I
will just have to take them." ’The following statement by Slteve expresses how confused and
desperate he was when he fmally killed the gbrl:
I guess the only way she couldl have escaped from being killed is if I
hadn ’ t of been crazy. If she showed 뼈 affection , I probably would have
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stopped. I don ’ t know if I could have given her a chancel because I was pretty
violent at fIrs t. The way I was being vi이ent， if she showed affection , I
probably wouldn ’ t have noticed it (L evine land Koenig , 1982,1' .13).
Because of his poor parental relationship, young Steve could not experience a nonnal
and warm childhood life. Consequently, his inner 잃rowth was

s다vered

and he suffered for it.

He was already very 잔usσated with and angry at his parents in his early life, especially his
regimented mother. During his crucial time of puberty his mother added more serious damage
to his awakening sexuality. By doing so she again denied him an important element in his
young life. Th is time , Steve ’ s frusσation and anger burst out intID the revengeful aggression
of attempted rape and actual murder.
There were several other factors which contributed in pushing Steve into his crimes.

One such factor is that unfortunately he received very little sex education at school, basically
just a few clinical details. His sex education class excluded female students. He never had a
discussion about the subject with a woman or girls of his age. Therefore, his knowledge
about sex was very limited and he was very much s. usceptible tOlmisconceptions.
Although Steve admitted that he was aroused when he looked at pict따'es of women in
men ’ s magazines such as Penthouse , he didn ’ t think that pornography influenced him.
However, his encounter with pornography could have enforced lthe young boy ’ s sexual
misconceptions and had some impact on the forming of his violent sexual fantasy.
Another unfortunate factor is that Steve could not develop healthy friendships with
his peers because of his closed attitude. He could not openly discuss his problems with his
peers nor could he fI nd a girl with which to have a normal sexual relationship. When he
heard his peers boasting about their sexual experiences, he felt inadequate because he had
never experienced sex. He wanted to prove himself by having sex with girls. All of these
negative factors, combined with his poor parental fielationship, led Steve into his crimes.
After the murder Steve realized the seriousness of his offence and suffered greatly
from remorse. Fortunately , the therapy he received in prison helped him a great deal. As a
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result, he came to understand himself and others much better and he began to have some
hope for his future life. He said:
.. .I grew up , in more ways than one. The fantasy p따t of me has died.
wanting to dominate or get back or release all kinds of feelings , I don 't
need that anymore. I can talk to people about it. I feel pretty open inside. I
could talk to almost anybody , within reason (Levine and Koenig, 1982,
p.13).

까lis

If Steve could have talked openly with his parents in his childhood, his personality

development might have been q띠te differen t. He probably would not have had to suffer from
the severe emotional turmoil which made him kill the girl at his young age. Steve seems to
have been the real victim of his poor parental relationship.
파파띤펀X

Le n was provided with all of the material goods he needed in his life but not the

genuine parental care which he so desired. He was 단usσated and full of revenge and
maliciously desσoyed things. He hated his domineering mother so much that he even wanted
to kill her. Len’ s passive father could not support and guide his son and Len had no close
feelings toward him.
During his puberty years , Len did not receive any proper sex knowledge because his
sex education classes at school were inadequate and there was no family member or friend
with which to discuss the subjec t. He was unfortunately beσayed by his f Irst girlfriend and
became more distrustful of women. Le n bitterly sought loving relationships with women but
he was always overcome by his deep-seated distrust and anger toward them and ended up
rapmg many women.
Hal resented his mother who was overly protective and a sσict disciplinarian. He
could not trust his father who was more lenient toward him but constantly influenced by
Hal ’ s mother. The whole family was not 0야n to each other and consequently Hallearned to
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deny his σue feelings in order to survive this kind of home envirQnmen t. This self-deception
resulted in a lack of positive self-identity, a deep inferiority complex and consequent
isolation 잠om other people. The deprivation of social contact wittl others hindered his mental
and emotional growth. Hi s inferiority complex became worse , Catlsing further alienation
from people.
H떠

repeated this vicious cycle of “ inferiority complex , isqlation , more inferiority

complex, more isolation" throughout his early life, finally creating a phobia to~~ard people,
especially toward women. Young Hal had nobody to talk to about his sexual problems. He
escaped into a fantasy world of hard core pornography which promot 잉 sadism and rape. He
began peeping into windows at night and fmally broke into an apartment and attempted to
,

rape a girl.
Chris ’ s mother was aggressive and forced her husband to abusively punish their son.
The domineering , abusive mother and weak father constantly telT~)rized him. Th ey implanted

in him low self-e steem and hostility toward them and others , esp<;-cially toward women. Th e
teaching of the church made Chris guilty and anxious about his

s~xual

feelings:and

masturbation habi t. But he had no one to talk to about his sexual ~)roblems. Hel also escaped
into the world of pornography and learned sexual aggression.

H~

began peeping into

windows during his frrst year of college.
After two years of unhappy married life, Chris started raping women in his search fo~'
sexual fulfilment and love. He wanted the love which his aggress~ve mother had not given
him. However, he found it impossible to find this love in rape an~l became desperate and
more aggressive. His arrest and imprisonment saved him from co~tting the more horrible
crime of murder.
Steve ’ s regimented mother did not give him any tender loying care and his passive
,

father did not provide him with any fatherly love or support. Stevl( felt totally rejected and
withdrew from human contac t. He created a psychotic character within himsel f. He did not
have any male fl다ends with whom to discuss his problems nor co~ld he find an y girls to
,
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associate with.
Steve received very little sex education at school and his knowledge of this subject
was limited. Moreover, his mother confronted him about his masturbation habit and caused
him more confusion and guilt feelings about sex. Eventually, his sσong desire for a woman ’ s
love, his lack of proper sexual knowledge, and his expos 따e to pornography led him into
developing a very aggressive rape and sex ki피ng fantasy. Steve came to believe that by
raping a girl he would achieve a lov뱀 relationship with her. He attempted his frrst rape at
the age of 15. Mter failing three rape attempts, he fmally killed a girl.
All of the four rapists who had a domineering mother and a passive father created
distrus t, resentment, and haσed toward their overly protective and sσict (sometimes
abusively

sσict)

mothers. They also nurtured a deep distrust toward their passive fathers who

could not rescue them from their domineering mothers.
All of these rapists suffered from very low self-e steem caused by the lack of genuine
maternallove during their childhood. They were not πeated as loveable, descent individuals
by their mothers, the closest persons to them in their life. Therefore, they could not establish
their own positive self-identity. According to Forward ’ s analysis of misogynists with
domineering mothers (Forward, 1986), these men felt very dependent , weak and helpless.
Th is resulted in very low self-esteem for 외lofthem.

Because of this low self-esteem, these men repressed their feelings and shut
themselves off from their p따ents and other people. They alienated themselves from reality
and did not learn the proper social skills in growing up. Their personality growth was limited
and this in turn lowered their self-esteem even more. So, they developed into young adults
with normal bodies, inferiority complexes and childish personalities filled with anger and
resentmen t.
These men had almost no communication with their domineering mothers and passive

fathers and consequently could not discuss the subject of sex at home. Neither could they
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discuss the subject with anyone else because they had alienated themselves from everyone
around them. They never learned the facts of sex or normal human sexuality. Most of them
had guilt feelings about their own sexuality and feared women whose image was the
extension of their own domineering mother.
Meanwhile, consciously or unconsciously, they craved women ’ s love which had
never been given to them by their own mothers. There was also the confusion between love
and sex. They thought that the act of sex itself would bring a love relationship between a man
and woman. Believing in this 넙nd of misconception , they created rape fantasies which were
often stimulated by pornography.
Forward states that misogynist sons of domineering mothers suffer from the constant
power sσuggle with their female p따tners (Forward, 1986). Each of these four men also had
asσong

urge to overpower women in order to compensate for his deep-seated low

self-e steem and inferiority complex toward women. Indeed , each of their rapes seems to
have been brought on by a pitiful thirst for love and seems to have been a direct expression of
their distrus t, resentment, and revengeful anger toward their domineering mothers.
ABUSIVE M01HER
쁘낀I

Phil committed three sexual offences and was charged with being a dangerous sexual
offender after his third crime. At the time of the interview, he had already served 13 years in
pnson.
Phil described his f Irst and second offences as follows:
My fIrst sexual offence happened when I had an argument with my
mother. It was kind of a highly violent argument between us , and so I just
more or less stomped out of the house. And coming along the sσeet ， there
was a woman coming along , and just outright I saw the anger of my mother’ s
argument with m용-so I just more or less took a violent attack on this
wom aI• -just a general complete sσanger. And during the attack, my blows
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따nd

of hit her in her private areas of her body and consequently instead of a
common assault charge , it was laid down into an indecent assault charge. And
out of that sentence I ended up getting a six-month definite , six-month
indefmite turn.
And the second one was another argument with my mother. Because
of the fact that now that I’ d been in jail she was the holier-than-thou
mother-'“ Well, my son ’ s let me down, given me a bad reputation"-which
was one nag after another to the point where we got into a real hefty
argument At that time I got into the fight with her, and dislocated her neck a
bit for her. Well , I grabbed her around the neck with my ann and sort of put a
headlock on her, just wrenched it, threw a blow at her and pushed her into a
chair. I stomped out of the house just to get away from the argument and get
away from her, period. Apparently she ’ s had to wear a collar off and on , to
keep her neck in a sσaight position at times because it gets very painful for
her.
I stomped out again , and -same situation , another sσ따1gewoman
walking along-and the violent attitude. 까lis was it. I just took the anger out
on this woman. Blows Ian벼ng in private areas again. At that time there was
no intention of sex. I think some of the blows did end up where I was feeling
her, maybe accidentally, maybe intentionally. Like I say, it was a blind rage at
the time (Levine and Koenig, 1982, p.113).
Phil was drunk when he committed his last crime. He broke into a house to get
money for more alcohol and ended up attempting to rape and murder a woman. The
following passage is Phil ’ s description of his last assaul t:
The psychological pressure of being sent to prison for life-or what I
C외Ian “indefu바e life"

because that’ s what it actually is-they ’ II say “ Well, I
can ’ t leave a witness around , I’ ve got to kill her," and that’ s it. Th at ’ sthe
way they go.
I had already had two previous offences of indecent assault when I
committed my last assaul t. I was drunk when I committed this one. And still
the cold thought on my mind was , “ All righ t, I got a chance to go to lifeplus get lashe s- just for breaking into a dwelling place after dark. I should
get rid of the witness." And the only intent I had of going into that place at the
time was just to see if I could find some money , to go out and do some more
boozing up.
I had broke into a house and a woman suddenly appeared on the
scene , in the house , and so I decided that rather than do the break and enter,
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I’ d σY to get sexually involved with her. I failed to have intercourse with her,
so it dawned on me , well , that this woman can identify me because she
spotted me. She turned the light on. From past experience of two other sexu떠
charges , I could end up getting life on a charge of a dangerous sexual
offender. So, rather than be left with that charge, I’ d rather not leave a
witness around to identify me.
So I definitely σied to kill this woman , by beating her to death , and
somewhere along through the beating and that, I more or less came to my
senses. What really brought my senses was there was a baby there. To leave
the baby motherless kind of woke me up to the fact this could be happening to
my son, and I just up and left the place. The baby cried and that did it right
there. Just completely tm끼ed me off. I felt very sick about the whole
situation-σyi !1g to kill somebody. I wondered what kind of an 뻐피1떠 I had
turned into (Levine and Koenig, 1982, p.lll).
It is quite apparent from Phil ’ s talk that his f Irst two crimes of indecent assault were
σiggered

by the quarrels with his abusive mother. Right after each quaπel ， he projected his

rage on sσangers in the

sσ'eet

and attacked them.

While committing his third crime, Phil failed to rape the woman because she sσongly
resisted and he was too drunk to attain an erection. He then σied to beat her to death so that
she would not be able to iden 디fy him. He finally quit beating on her after he heard her baby ’ s
cries. The cries brought him back to his senses and he felt very ashamed of this bad deed
afterwards.
There is also another statement by Phil that reveals his remorse for his third assault

crime. He said that after seeing the photos of the woman ’ s bruised and battered face later in
court, he became sick and wanted to apologize to her.
If Phil felt that much sensitivity about his own bad conduc t, how could he even

attempt rape and murder? It seems that in addition to his drunken condition, his general angry
moo 파--c aused

mainly by the poor relationship with his abusive mother-'Overwhelmed him

and pushed him into the crime at that time.
Phil ’ s anger toward his mother must have developed over the years of their poor
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relationship. From this deep-seated anger, he developed a ho t, violent temper in his youth.
When he was 18 years old, he almost killed his sister ’ s boyfriend who had attempted to rape

her. Phil σacked him down and they fough t. Phil finally grabbed him by the throat and was
banging his head on the ground when a couple of people came along and pulled him off. Phil
might have killed the man otherwise.
Phil talked about his sexual knowledge and attitude as follows:
In my teenage life, sex was a taboo situation. People just didn ’ ttalk
about sex as freely as they do now. I learned about it from the guys I used to
hang around with. They ’ d go out on dates and that, and ask me to go along
with them , and I was completely lost with sσange women. I wouldn ’ tknow
what to say or how to approach them. It would be hard for me to get involved
because I wouldn ’ t know how to go about it, and I felt more like I was the
guy sitting out on the fence while everybody else was making the scores and I
was making nothing. It would make me feel , “ Well, I’ ve got to make out to
prove that I’ m as good as the next guy," (Levine and Koenig, 1982, pp.113114).

Phil did not mention his father at 떠1 in the interview. It is not clear if his father was a
member of the family. However, the above statement suggests that even if his father was
there, he was not close enough to Phil for Phil to be comfortable in discussing sex with him.
Phil ’ s abusive and hot tempered mother not only deprived her son of loving care, but
implanted anger and rage in his mind. There was no father to guide and support young Phil.
Having never been loved, Phil never learned to love and respect himself or others.
Phil was also ignorant about the facts of sex. With all of these disadvantages, he was
very vulnerable for becoming sexually violent when he grew up and had sσDng sexual
energy. His three sexual offences were very much like the direct expression of his anger
toward his mother.
Sex offenders are shunned by other prison inmates. Phil was badly beaten by other
inmates during a prison riot , but managed to survive. In spite of this unfortunate experience ,
he greatly improved his life during the 13 years in prison. Through the σeatment program he
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received, he learned to understand his problem and to function well with women. At the time
of the interview, he was on a work release program (day parole) and worked in the city as a
bookkeeper three days a week. He had female bosses but accepted the situation very well.
Once a month he got a “ resocialization outing" where he went out with a woman for a
friendship date under the supervision of an escort
It was very fortunate that Phil could receive such an effective treatment program and
that he was able to improve so much. The following statements show how much his attitude
changed under the σ'eatment program:
Through the program llearned that women are more or less something

that you put “ special" in 파e， that they ’ re not to be abused. Like in the man
world you can be abusive as you wan t. It’ s the old teaching of life that man is
a dominant factor, where today man is really not the dominant factor. There
it ’ s an equal partnership out in society. Female and male factors are equally
involved, and I found that with women now I don ’ t have to be forceful or
force my attentions on them. I find that women accept me (Levine and
Koenig , 1982, p.llS).
Iwon ’ t rape again because I have my σeatment team on hand. If a
problem comes up I can come to them. They will advise me how to handle the
situation. And rape is the farthest thing from my mind now , because I’ m
σying to get back the human factor of life instead of the animal instinc t. And I
뻐따 I ’ ve come this far-that I ’ ve done very well- out there , on my release ,
on day parole-that I can handle the situation (Levine and Koenig, 1982,
p.116).
L파호

At age 16, Luke was arrested and charged with six counts of rape and three counts of
attempted murder and armed robbery. He was committed to prison as a Sexually Dangerous
Person-a classification that calls for intensive psychiaσic treatmen t. Luke said that he raped
for two years , two or three times a month. He actually remembered raping 26 women , most
of them between twenty and forty years old.
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Although his crimes were serious, Luke received preferential σ'eatment from the
courts because of his young age and was released from prison after serving only four years.
He was returned to prison a year later for committing another rape. Th is time he was
sentenced to ten to twenty years. After serving ten years , he was released on supervision in
1980. Luke was 28 years old at the time of his interview.
Luke described his last rape as follows:
... Idiψ1’ t plan on raping. I think it was built-up frusσation that
finally made me do it Things weren ’ t actually going my way. It looked like
things was tumblin ’ down. ’The job was no good, I broke up with a woman.
When we broke up I thought about it three or four days. I acted like love ’ s
foo l.
It was one of those nights I started watkin ’. I dido ’ t plan the rape. I
saw this woman, and I can ’ t even describe to this day how I fel t. I remember
when I grabbed her she screamed lightly. I told her to shut up , and she said,
“ All righ t, just don't hurt me." I took her behind this b버lding and made her
take off her pants. I raped her, and then I made her give me a blow job. So
then somebody came down the stairs on the other side. I made her cross the
sσ'eet ， and she still dido ’ t have her pants on. We went across the sσeet behind
this other building, and I committed sodomy on her and raped her again. Th en
I left.
Somebody must of saw us when we crossedthe sσ'eet. I started
runnin ’ to a train station , and I was waitin ’ for the σain. I threw away the
jacket I had on, and I threw away the knife. But two cops came over and said
they wanted to talk to me. I knew I had fucked up. I dido ’ t want to go back to
the pe띠tenti 따y， so I σied to bluff my way out. It dido ’ t work , and they
arrested me (Sussman and Bordwell, 1981 , pp.18 0- 181).
Luke was 20 years old when he committed his last rape. Why did young Luke rape?
He said that his raping of women was the result of conflict with his mother. He explained:
I was born in Chicago 피 195 1. I was raised Catholic. My father
worked nights , and my mother was suffering from multiple sclerosis. About
1962 I noticed a change in her personality. I was about twelve. She started
talkin ’ more and more to me and not ge띠ng along with myoid man. She
st따ted σansferrin ’ some of this frusσation toward me. She was getting on my
case and stuff. I was σying to understand what was happening, and then
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ag떠n，

I wasn ’ t picking up everything. Th at is what set me in the sσeets ，
started me hangin ’ out in the sσeets (Sussman 뻐d Bordwell , 1981 , p.178).

...A majority of times me and my momma would get into it, or she ’ d
st따t buggin ’ me in some way and I’ d leave. And I carried a knife with me
always. And I’ d just get to walkin ’ thesσeets σying to figure out what was
goin" on. I’ d see some woman , and I’ d get to looking at her. I’ d get relatin ’
her to Mom , you know? Here Ma talked 떠1 this shit, and I’ d get the urge to
fix her. So I’ d follow the woman along , and the first dark alley or darkest
sσeet they come to with nobody around , what I ’ d do is go threaten her. I ’ d
grab her and make sure they see the knife. And I told them, “ If you scream
I ’ II kill you ," (Sussman 때d Bordwell, 1981 , p.179).
As in the previous case history of Phil , in most of his offenses , Luke went out and
assaulted women right after he had been agitated by his abusive mother. He was angry and
revengeful toward his mother and released all of these negative emotions onto his victims. He
wanted to overpower women by humiliating them just as his mother had done to him. The
following statements express this rapist psyche very well:
...In a way it was a thrill for some reason because they were scared.
Youknow-'“ I gotcha." Th ey didn ’ t want to do it, and that’ s what really
turned me on. I was makin ’ them do something they didn ’ t want to do. Then
they got to cryin ’ . If they cried it was just a bigger kick (Sussman 때d
Bordwell, 1981, p.178).
...Th at was my goal. It was to humiliate them. Th at’ s what the goals
of rapists are-to humiliate. To me it was more like a revenge type of thing.
During the rape 외I I was thinking about was watchin ’ them. I remember there
was one or two women that seemed like they enjoyed it. They might ’ ve been
faking it and σyin ’ to keep me from hurtin ’ them. And I really didn ’ t get as
big a thrill out of it. The ones that seemed really frighten 엉 is the ones that
really turned me on. Th at ’ s what I’ d need , you know (Sussman 때d
Bordwell, 1981 , p.179)?

So, in Luke ’ s case, just as in Phil ’ s case , it seems very clear that his poor relationship
with his abusive mother was the responsible factor in turning him into committing the crime
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ofrape.
After each rape , Luke felt bad about what he had done. He knew he was doing
something wrong. There was a couple of times when he even wanted to talk with a priest but
he never did. He especially felt sorry for his last victim because he saw her afterwards in
court and realized what she was going through as a rape victim. She was spending her own
money on a lawyer and had to endure painful exposure in 잔ont of the people in court.
Having this kind of sensitivity, Luke could have grown out of his rapist psyche if he
had received proper σ'eatment However, it seems that he failed to overcome his sexual
aggression. Th ere was.no statement about him receiving any 임ndof σeatrnen t. When the
interviewer asked Luke if he would rape ag없n after his release , he replied:
Ri ght now I believe I won ’ t do it anymore. But it might be a

combination of tensions and σoubles and disappointrnen 빠-just like a
combination to a safe. If they all come together and click at the same time , it
just might make me do it again (Sussman 때d Bordwell, 1981 , p.l 83).
Luke also said:
I raped for two years. If you want to put it on an average , maybe two
or three times a month. It seems to me like every time something didn ’ tgo
right in the crib, I’ d leave and rape someone. It wasn't like no sexual urge that
I gotta have some, cause I got some 떠1 the time...with my little 이’ girlfriend.
It wasn ’ t because I couldn ’ t get sex (Sussman 뻐d Bordwell , 1981 , p.178).
Anytime I get through-I reach climax-I leave. A couple of women I
cursed out while I was having sex with them. I leave, and an hour later-I
might not even get home-I ’ d get to feelin ’ bad about it. Like I said, I knew I
wasdo피’ wrong , and I didn ’ t like the idea I was actually doin ’ it , but I felt
like I just gotta. There ’ s one thing I ain ’ t figured out yet is why, since I have
this anger through the home life, why I gotta take it out on women. Th at I
don ’ t even know (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.180).
Young Luke craved for his mother’ s love but did not receive it. The frosσation he
expe다enced

because of his abusive mother was overwhelming. He never learned to cope
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with 잠usσation

피

life. Instead, he σansferred the anger which he felt toward his mother to

his victims and σied to get rid of the frusσation by raping them. Although he questioned
himself why he had to attack other women when he was angry at his own mother, he could
not stop doing it.
It is very unfortunate that Luke never received effective therapy. He still held the
same rapist psyche at the age of 28 after having served many years in prison. Hi s advice to
women who are rape victims clearly .shows continued low sensitivity about the real and
serious nature of the crime of rape. He said:
...You scream, you might scare him , and you could get hurt. If he ’ s
not up on you , scream and run. But if he ’ s up on you , don ’ t fight it. Submit.
It’ s humiliating, but it’ s not as bad as the way everybody is thinking. If
you ’ re not pregnant, stop and think. It ’ s not 떠1 that bad. It’ 11 be in your mind,
as it’ 11 be in his mind. And he ’ s sick. All you do is let yourself get sick-'“ I ’ m
a nervous wreck, and I can ’ t mess with men anymore." That’ s not cool either.
But I don ’ t thi따‘ it ’ s all that bad (Sussman and Bordwell, 1981, p.182).
The interview with Luke was rather brief and there was little information about his

father. In any case, it seems clear that his abusive mother played an important role in creating
the rapist psyche in young Luke.
훌E효

Ze ke was 24 years old at the time of the interview. He had been charged with

attempted rape and selling narcotics. He received a five-t o-ten-year sentence and , after
serving a little more than five years, was par이ed.
Ze ke began raping when he was 18 years old, committing rape six or seven times

between 1970 뻐d 1972. He was a pimp and bought lingerie for his women at women ’ s
clothing stores. He found most of his rape victims in these stores. When he found a
favorable woman in the lingerie department, he would approach her. If the woman refused
him , he would follow her all day long until she went home. Once in the house , he would
approach her again. If she refused him , he would hit her, tie her to a chair or bed and rape
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her.
Zeke sodomized his victims in addition to having nonnal sexual intercourse with

them. He described his most vividly remembered rape as follows:
There was a woman I met at the racetrack. She had a real chic outfit
on, a clinging dress that was green. And I’ d say her ass was as wide as that
window.
I was up on the sixth landing, and she was down by the fence. She
must have had a filly in the race or something like that. I would look at her
from behind, and she looked very pleasing to me. There was no possible way
I could ’ ve talked to that woman. There were so many people around her. She
used to call somebody, and when she did, she ’ d tum all the way around. And
her body was like a model ’ s. Her back was just fantastic. I seen her, and she
left in a Rolls-Royce. So I figured she lived somewhere out on Lo ng Island.
So I followed her up to her house , and I seen that she had about three
kids-unless one of them was her grandson. I seen two couples leave the
house , so I figured that was my time to go in there. But something told me
no , there ’ s still someone in there. So I waited a little longer, and a man came
ou t. She kissed him at the doorway, and I’ d seen him-he was checking his
watch. They was speakin ’. He got into the car, and she went back into the
house.
Now , the house set off the road a good sixty feet , and she had σ'ees in
the front p따t of the house. I was standin ’ by one ofthe σees noticing all this.
So when she was goin ’ back into the house and the car was comin ’ down the
driveway , I worked my way up the side of the house and I wound my way
into the back door. I dido ’ t have to use no window or an뼈ing-just creep
my way through the back door. So I got into the house , and I’ mdown on the
first landin ’ andcomin ’ through a dining room , and I hear a voice. 까le voice
is calling somebody. At that particular time , being that I’ m in the dining room ,
the voice seemed like it was in the next room. I hid under the table.
At that time I was scared. I didn ’ t know what I was going to dσwhether I was going to kill this woman or no t. Is there a maid in here , or was
that her boyfriend or her son? Maybe her husband was still there and I would
have to figh t. The noise of her calling stopped, and I creeped my way into the
living room. I got behind this sofa chair, and I heard the door slam , and I
heard her-which I didn ’ t know at the time-<:oming down the stairs. Still ,
I’ m not near any window. I’ m not moving either. I’ m waiting to see if there ’ s
anybody else in the house.
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She comes into the room, she picks up a book that was on the vanity,
and she goes back upstairs. Now I waited for two minutes so I could hear if
there was anybody else in the house. And I followed the stairway up, and I
don ’ t know which room it was. Now I had to search the rooms , and I
searched two rooms before I found her in the room which as soon as I opened
the door she screamed.
She threw the book at me-the one she was reading. 까len she came
up to me with a pair of scissors. And I knocked her around the room. I don ’ t
remember if I bruised her that bad, but I do remember hitting her repeatedly
on the face. She was the most fightingest woman. She gave me a big figh t. I
hit her with a closed hand, and she hit the back of the bed. She had one of
those sturdy beds. I never did want it on the bed, so I tied her to the floor-to
the bottom of the be아-and I went from there.
I took her the right way frrst , then she gave me some head , and then I
had to turn her over. I told her I wasn ’ t going to let her go until I’ m satisfied.
And she told me she did satisfy me. I said, “ No , that was only one time." She
told me her husband was coming back and her daughter was coming.
We ’ re up on the second floor, and as I was entering her from the
back-and I just did about peneσate her-that’ s when I heard a car comin ’.
Th at’ s when I had to get out. And I just got out in time , because as I was
gain ’ through the kitchen, I heard the front door close. So I had to go all the
way to the front of that lawn and come all the way around to get away. Th at
was the time somebody almost caught me.
I was arrested by word of mouth. 끼lat rape right there was the
attempted rape I’ m in for. She said it was attempted rape. I guess she didn ’ t
want to say she was raped.
I was in upstate New York σying to bail my brother out, who was in
on 따ug charges. When I was doing that , this detective from the rape tactics
squad of New Rochelle had a warrant for me. When they was doing that, the
cops in Manhattan 외so had a warrant for me on narcotics. And being that
narcotics is a more powerful charge than rape-mainly attempted rape- they
pushed the rape charge on the side and got me with the drug charge (Sussman
and Bordwell, 1981, pp.38-40).
Why did Ze ke rape? He clearly stated in his interview that his raping of women was
revenge for the sexual abuse he suffered in early childhood. Ze ke was born in Los Angeles,
the oldest of sixteen children. His father was a pimp and his substitute mother was one of his
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father ’ s prostitutes. He nevel1 knew his own mother. He was raised by other prostitutes, all
of whom made him call theml mother.
When Zeke was nine years old , he was maliciously raped by a prostitute who was in
,

her mid-twenti앙. He described the experience as follows:
Well , we were playing around in a park one day , and I got all dirty
and mudCiy. Her name was Shirley. She wanted to spank me because I got so
dirty. So I told her at that time , “ You ’ re not my mother. You have no right to
spankm 당"

So what she did , she sent me to my room , tied me down. She said,
“ Now , you know I ’ m not your mother. You know what I do?" I said, “ I have
a general idea of what you do. You take care of my father sexually and with
money." She says, “ Yes, I do , and now I ’ m gonna take care of you."
She got me all aroused and upset and did her thing. And that. I
believe.-J·I hate her to today for that. Because if it wasn't for my bein ’ tied
down, I probably would have enjoyed it al l. But she did what she wanted to
do with me.
Well, she hadlme eat her-which I don ’ t like- she used my body,
she ... sHe put somethiing in me-in my rectum.
I :d on ’ t know. II can ’ t go back to it. I ’ m σying to visualize it right now,
the way it was. I can ’ It figure out what it was , but it hurt. Then she got on
me...
I !tried to fight lit at the time. I σied to tear the ropes that she tied me
down wit.h. But I couldn ’ t get away. I ... I don't want to talk about it.
~fter that incident she disappeared for awhile. I seen her again when I
was fourteen. She was in Saint Louis with another guy, but that guy was
working lor my fathe J;'. I guess my father found out something about what she
did and He s이d her o~ whatever. I ’ ve seen her again off and on before going
into the jioint. I desp;j:e her (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pp.3 Q-31).
,

Ze ke ’ s home environment was too rough for a young boy. He never knew his real

mother and was lraiSed by many prostitutes who worked for his pimping father. These
prostitutes told Zeke that his own mother was also a prostitute who roamed the sσ·eets. Zeke
leamed to despisl~ women at a very early age. After being raped at the age of nine by one of
these prostitutes, he became angry, hateful and revengeful toward women. He expressed all
of this negative feeling , whiclh led him to raping women , as follows:
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I was eighteen. Yeah , that ’ s when I enjoyed it. What I really enjoyed
was when I tied them down. I tied this girl in a position where she couldn ’ t
move. And I just used her. I did everything I wanted to do to her, as Shirley
did to me.
Yeah , she struggled because she didn ’ t want to be tied down. I used
my masculinity to overpower her-to tie her down secure-and I did what I
had to do. I felt at that time it was my rightful payment for what had been
done to me. This is why I took it out on her.
I said , “ This is what somebody did to me , let me see how you feel ,
how you like it , being that you ’ re a woman and this is what you did to me." I
got gratification from it. I relaxed after I did i t. As a matter of fact , I liked
them all to sσuggle after tha t. Not literally to put bruises on them , but to tie
them down and watch them struggle (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.32).
...The pain p따t of it was the best part. Especially when I sodomized
her. All six or seven of them. I had to get pain from entering them from
behind. Because I had been entered in that way. It hurt me , and I knew it was
going to hurt them (Sussman and Bordwell , 198 1, p.33).
When Zeke was asked if his raping satisfied him sexually , he replied:

.. .I t felt good. Yeah, that ’ s one of them. I got one of them. I thought,
“ I got you back , Shirley. I paid you back for what you did to me." I ’ dbe
smiling. I ’ d be happy that I used a woman. I felt an overall happiness that
she ’ s stilllaying out there tied up on the bed , and she won ’ t come around
until a half an hour or so-o r until somebody finds her (Sussman and
Bordwell , 1981 , p.38).
For his victims , Zeke selected women with large thighs and hips-women who were
built like Shirley (the woman who raped him). He was so obsessed with his vengeance that
he could not think about his victim ’ s situation at all. He believed that his revenging rape was
his legitimate right and he had no remorse about it whatsoever. He even said that he wanted
to meet with his victims again and tell them , “Let’ s do it again" (Sussman and Bordwell ,
1981 , pAO).
Zeke said that he was not a rapis t. He was a sodomizeI' instead who forced women to
have sex with him and who taught them anal intercourse , a new experience for them. He also
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insisted that his victims had enjoyed the sex with him and had experienced orgasm during the
rape.
After each rape , Ze ke knocked his victims out because he did not want to hear their
pleas of “ I am going to tell my husband ," or “ I am going to tell the p이ice ，" etc. He especially
wanted to avoid the plea of, “ Please don ’ t kill me. I ’ 11 do anything for you." Th is plea
단ightened

him. When one of his victims said that to him for the fIrst time , he almost killed

her in order to eliminate her as a witness.
Ze ke described his prison life as follows:

... In here they just put power on me. I got a good crew-that ’ s
eighteen hundred inmates. I could call close to fifteen hundred of them to
carry my bags and throw down on someone in a given situation. No one
messes with me. The offI cers , the majority you got in here are brand-new,
kids that come out of high scho 이. they don ’ t know about jailhouse rulesthat there ’ s inmates in here , people in green , that ’ s entitled to respect
(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pAl).
Asked if he ever received any psychiaσic

σeatrnent ，

Ze ke replied as follows:

... Onmyown , ’ cause I kinda got scared one time because I was
goin ’ to get married. And this girl heard I used to sodomize women , and she
said that being I wanted to marry her, to get some psychiatric help. I visited a
doctor for eight months. He just took my money , and he didn ’ t help me. I had
to help myself by talking it out, explaining the type of things I went through
as I explained it today (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pAl).
Ze ke apparently never received any treatment during his prison life and his rapist

psyche never altered one bi t. In prison , he fantasized and masturbated while watching
women on TV disco shows. He said:
... I think of how I would do it with these women. Would I tie her
up? And being that I’ m looking at these magazines with sadomasochism ,
bondage , I believe that ’ s my thing. As far as tying a woman down to a chair,
bed , anything-to have her tied up and have her say no to me , that ’ s my thrill
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(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pA2).
Ze ke was to be released from prison the same year of his interview. He said that his

plan was to operate a photography and filmmaking studio for pornography. When asked if he
would rape again after his release , Zeke replied , “ Iwon ’ t say I’ 11 never tie a woman down. I
might do it. I might do it again. There ’ s no tellin ’ "(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pAl).
When the interviewer asked Ze ke if he would kill his next rape victim to get rid of the
witness , he said:
Yeah. I don ’ t ever consider myself ever living this hell again. This is
my first time , and for me to come back again it would have to be for murder.
Murder of who I have no thought of yet , but that would be the charge. But to
ascertain that thought at this time-I don ’ t see myself as a murderer (Sussman
and Bordwell , 1981 , pA2).
After all of this conversation , the interviewer asked Zeke whether he believed he was
sick and in need of psychia며c care. Ze ke formally denied it, saying:
No , I don ’ t think I’ m sic k. ... Look at all the fre 따(y things happenin ’
out there. There ’ s people making love in discotheques , exhibitionists , people
making love on trains and things. That ’ s sick. People that likes to be watched
by hundreds and thousands of people-those people are sic k.
What I do and what I ’ ve done as f:따. as these women are concerned is
undercover. Th ey wasn ’ t into bondage. they wasn't into anal sex , and I just
introduced it to them. Th at ’ s the way I see it. For me to go into it again , that ’ s
the way that I’ 11 probably see it again. Just introducing them into another way
of having sex. Being that they're virgin back there , they ’ re no longer virgin
after that (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pA2).
Being raped by the substitute mother figure at an early age , Ze ke believed he had the
absolute right to rape women as his revenge toward the m. He never admitted to himself that
he was a rapis t. Instead , he defined himself as a sodomize I' who instmcted women in a new
form of sex , anal intercourse. He never felt within himself any repulsiveness by his sexual
aggressIOn.
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It is difficult to imagine that young Ze ke ever received any genuine loving care from

his pimp father or the prostitutes acting as his substitute mothers. It seems that his character
was shaped by and conformed to that rough environmen t. He had no one to give him moral
guidance or to educate him about normal human sexuality. After he was raped , there was
nobody or nothing in his home environment to pacify or alter his revengeful anger toward all
women. It seems as though it was just the natural course of events for him to become a
rapIs t.
Ze ke ’ s home environment was very unusual. The kind of sexual abuse he

experienced was overly vicious. His case is a very extreme one. However, it provides us
with a clear picture of why and how a young boy could become a rapist after he has been
severely abused by his mother or a substitute mother.
략핀띤따 X

Phil hated his abusive mother and developed a very hot temper fueled by the rage
within him. At the age of 18, he was almost going to kill his sister’ s boyfriend in a violent
rage when he found out that the man had σied to rape her. Having never been loved , Phil
never learned to love and respect himself or others. He had no factual knowledge of sex and
could not relate with women at all. He committed two indecent assaults on women , each one
coming right after he had a violent argument with his mother. He finally broke into a house
with the intent to steal money but ended up attempting to rape and murder the woman
occupan t. He gained his senses back and did not kill her only because he heard a baby crying
in another room.
When Luke became agitated after arguing with his abusive mother, he went out into
the streets armed with a knife and raped some strange woman who happened to come by. He
had raped 26 women by the time he reached the age of 16. He intensively sought but never
received his mother’ s love. He was angry with and full of revenge toward his mother and
released all of this negative feeling by humiliating his rape victims.
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Luke was released from p' rison after serving four years but returned one year later for
committing another rape. He didlnot plan to rape this time. However, unable to cope with all
of the frustration in his life at thel time , he attacked a woman whom he randomly met on the
street.
Ze ke never knew his real mother and was raised by several prostitutes who worked

for his pimping father. He was fllped by one of these women and consequently became very
hateful and revengeJful toward her and women in general. He enjoyed inflicting the same kind
of pain on his rape victims which he had suffered from when he had been Isodomized by this
prostitute. Ze ke beHeved that this: type of revenging rape was his legitimate right and he
consequently had no remorse fOll his actions. He did not regard himself as a rapis t. He
instead thought of himself as a sodomizer who taught his victims the pleasures of anal
intercourse which was a new experience for them.
Forward states that an abusive mother’ s boy feels helpless , inadeqiliate and afraid
when his mother terrorizes him with abuse , coldness and severe punishment (Forward ,
1986). However, since the boy needs his mother for his survival , he does not isolate himself
from his abusive mother. He instead clings to her desperately seeking her love and comfort
which he will never ge t. Th e bOyl suffers from overt cruelty <li nd pain during his entire
childhood and devellops neediness , rage and humiliation. Growing into adulthood , this boy
will develop both a deep hatred fior women and intense hunger for a wom~n ’ s love (Forward ,
1986).
In accordanc:e with Forward ’ s analysis , these three men with abusive mothers (or a
substitute mother) starved for a mother ’ s love and suffered from the feelings of humiliation
and rage in their childhood. Th ey never received a mother’ s Itender love and attention. So ,
they could not perceive themselves as lovable , descent children and suffered from low
self-e steem. They i s:이 ated themselves and did not have good social interadtion with other
people. Their personality growth Ihad been hindered and they became men filled with
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child-like uncontrollable rage.
These men never had a chance to learn about nOlmal human sexuality at home , school

or elsewhere and were ignorant about the facts of sex. Besides craving motherly love in their
adult life, they also developed a strong revengeful anger toward their own mothers and
women in general. Their rapes seem to have been the direct expression of this revengeful
anger. Phil and Luke had gone right out and attacked women immediately after having
arguments with their mothers. Ze ke was so obsessed by revenge that he never felt any
remorse over his crimes.
What kind of relationships did these men have with their fathers? Phil did not mention
his father at all in his interview. It is not clear that his father was even in the family. Luke
said that his father was in the family and worked at nigh t. But he never mentioned anything
about his relationship with his father. The father ’ s night job might have prevented close
interaction between father and son. Zeke also never mentioned anything about his
relationship with his father. All he said was that his father was a pimp who had many
prostitutes working for him.
REJECTING MOTHER
잭m

Tom , age 30, was charged with battery and attempted rape and sentenced to four to
ten years in prison. After serving three years and two months of his sentence , he was
paroled. The interviewer visited Tom’ s home where he was living with his wife. Tom grew
up in Chicago, served in the Army , and had a previous marriage, which lasted three ye띠·s.
He described his two assaults as follows:
I was coming home from work , and I seen the woman. I don ’ tknow
what attracted me to her or wha t. .. I don ’ t know what it was. But I looked at
my watch , and I noticed the time. And I went home. The next day I was
going home the same way , and I got to watching for the woman going into
the apartmen t. And I looked at the time , and I noticed it was earlier than
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yesterday. So I parked , and I got out of the car, and I went to see if she
would be by. As she came by I went into the hallway. I p비led a knife , and I
put it at her throa t.
She sσuggled a minute or two , and she hit the door buzzer twice.
Luckily nobody came down , and she seen that she couldn ’ t get away. She
said she didn ’ t have no money. I started to feel around her, and she said, “ I ’ 11
give you what you want if you put the knife away." So I put the knife away.
She took off her panties. She didn ’ t want to lay down. I told her to stoop
down , and she stooped down , and I more or less kicked her feet gently from
underneath her. And she was down , and I got on top of her. I got her, got up ,
and left.
Li ke I say , what attracted me to her I don ’ t know. Afterwards , the
reason I got busted, the reason they busted me-I went back. I thought it was
an easy score. She went down easy, no fighting , no resistance-not that
much fighting , not that much resistance. She gave in to me right away. I
thought it was easy. I thought she liked it. So I went back to see if I could get
it again , and the cops got me.
The second one I raped , I also got her in the hall with the knife up
against her throat , and she froze. And I started to feel her up. She broke away
and started screaming, and I ran ou t. The first one , if she would have been
able to break away and start screa때 ng， I probably would have run ou t. That
would have deterred me. But like I say, she went down easy (Sussman and
Bordwell , 1981 , pp .l 87-188).
Asked if he would have used the knife , Tom said no. He thought that he could not
have even hit her. He said that he always got his victims in the hallway and used the knife to
scare and subdue them. He did it this way because he did not have the courage to drag a
woman into an alley or car.
Why did Tom rape? He explained as follows:
After I went to Stateville, I got involved in group therapy. Through
that I found out the reason I was doing it was proving to the men in my family
that I was more of a man than they were , and proving to the women that I
wouldn ’ t be henpecked like the men were. You see , my wh이e family-my
father would go out , and he ’ d work eight hours , nine hours a day , and he ’ d
come home and clean the house , he ’ d do the dishes , he ’ d do the wash , he ’ d
do the ironing. He had to , because if he didn ’ t do it , it wouldn ’ t get done.
My uncle , I used to see him bust his ass in the shop and go home and
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sit down to a nice hot meal. He’ d get halfway through with it and have to get
up to take his mother-in-law someplace because she had to go someplace.
And she would never ask. She says , “ Well , I ’ m going here or I ’ m going
there." And he would get up from the table , take her, and then come back to
finish his supper. The supper is cold by that time.
It was my younger childhood that actually made me do what I did in
getting back at them. I remember my older sister-she ’ s a year older than I
am-when she hit sixteen she had a 바iver’ s permi t. Before three months had
gone by she had a license. When I hit sixteen I had to argue , beg, plead,
fight , anything I could do to get my license. Two days before I went into the
service I finally got my license. I was over in Germany for two years. I didn ’ t
see my family for two years. I wrote home , and I tell them I want to come
home for Christmas and need a little help with the money. They can ’ t afford
to send any money at that time. I got home , and my little sister got every
damn thing she wanted. Yet my mother kept telling everybody she wanted a
sonjust like her husband (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pp.186-187).
Tom’ s mother favored his sister and rejected him. Tom ’ s rapes seem to have been an
expression of his resentment , anger and revenge toward his mother and sister. He must have
felt that his rapes were his righteous revenge toward his rejecting and unfair mother. He
never felt any remorse about his climes or victims. He said:
For myself I actually didn ’ t feel any remorse about it or anything. I
felt remorse to the point where it ruined my marriage with my first wife. After
I had done it and I was busted for it, then I realized how bad I hurt my wife.
After I found out why I did it , I still felt real bad about it because by getting
back at my family I hurt my wife worse-something I didn ’ t want to do. I
didn ’ t want to hurt her in any way. That was the only remorse I had about the
crimes themselves.
I didn ’ t feel anything. I looked back when I seen the woman when I
was going to court. She wasn ’ t hurt. I know I didn ’ t beat her. I know I didn ’ t
cut her. I know she made love before , because she had a child-I found out
afterwards. There was nothing mentally. I know she wasn ’ t hurt , so I didn ’ t
actually feel any remorse in that way (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.189).
Tom ’ s interview was Sh Oll and there was very little infOlmation presented. However,
the brief talk with Tom suggests that his l'태 ecting mother was the main cause for his crime of
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rape. Fortunately, he received treatment which helped him to grow out of his immature rapist
psyche. He said:
Through therapy I found out what my problem was. I found out how
to handle it or cφe with it-whatever you want to say. I realize that
nowadays women are closer to their mother. I don ’ t know. I don ’ t blame
women in general for what I did. Some women are domineering , but I think
it ’ s more or less the man who should put his foot down. The man is supposed
to be the man. If he acts the man , the woman won ’ t be domineering (Sussman
and Bordwell , 1981 , p.18?).
When Tom was asked if he would rape again , he replied:
I had a chance since I ’ ve been ou t. I was going over to a store in the
neighborhood , and I had my car parked half a block away from it. And
coming back , there was a young woman-the way I like them dressed and
everything, you know? And she went into the hallway , and I helped her open
the door. And it flashed back in my mind what happened. And I just looked at
her, and she said thank you , and I said you ’ re welcome and turned around
and walked away. The urge wasn ’ t there. Nothing was there. I seen how she
dressed , and it didn ’ t dawn on me at the time.
Later on that night, when I came home and I was all by myself, it
entered my mind again. And I thought , hey , that was a beautiful setup. And I
didn ’ t even think about doing it. Another thing.. .I used to carry a knife ever
since I was nine years old. Since I’ ve been out of the joint I haven ’ teven
considered carrying a knife. I don ’ t need them. I don ’ t need the crutch
(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pp .l 90-191).
Tom said that when he came out of prison , his friends-who knew about his
problen• -wannly accepted hi m. It seems that Tom had a very good chance of being able to
adjust to a nonnal social life. When the inteπiewer thanked him at the end of their meeting ,
Tom replied:
It ’ s hard. I don ’ t refuse to talk about it, because it happened. No
matter what I do , I can ’ t forget it. I have to live with i t. And if I can ’ t talk
about it, I can ’ t live with it. I know what a hellhole prison is. I know what it ’ s
like to wake up in the moming and know that I' m going to be back in that cell
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at nigh t. I don't know if!’ 11 be in one piece, if I ’ m going to be attacked by
guys for being a rapist, or wha t. I don ’ t want to go through that
again ...(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.191).
앨괴II

Phil, age 42 , was out on par이e after selV ing nine years of a fifteen-to-twenty-year
sentence on five counts of rape, kidnapping and aggravated assaul t. He described his earlier
sexual offences, rapes and subsequent arrest as follows:
.. .I found myself wandering around the streets naked at night looking
in homes for a naked woman. And then I started breaking in homes. There
was one woman in the neighborhood , I broke in with the intent of raping her,
and I got all the way over to the bed and pulled the sheet back , and she was
lying there naked. I panicked and ran away. I went back to the same woman
again , only this time she woke up as I was leaving and knew someone was in
the house , and she called the police. That was about six months ap따t.
Then that situation finally degenerated , and one night I was coming
home from school feeling really depressed. I had been drinking a lot-the
drinking thing , you use that as a justification for a thing you know you ’ re
going to do all along anyway....So I started roaming the sσeets in the old
neighborhood where I used to live in Cicero , and I found a girl walking the
streets , and I attacked her. She screamed and I ran off. That happened again
about six months later, the same way (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 ,
pp.167-168).
.. .I’d be coming home in the evening, and all of a sudden I' m not
going home , and I ’d spend the rest of the evening driving around and maybe
attack two or three girls. I only succeeded in picking up five girls. Each time
the behavior was the same. I ’d pick them up by gunpoint , put them in the car,
blindfold them with tape, gag ’ em and tie their hands , and I ’ d take ’ em back
to the house , to the bedroom which my wife and I had used. I ’ d act out this
whole conflict situation I had with my wife , and this was a sUlTogate
substitute. Of course she didn ’ t respond , and it was just me aggressing on
her.
I didn ’ t hurt any of the girls other than psychologically. But I did
some pretty bizaITe things-stick Coke bottles up them, and that kind of
stuff. ...This is the thing. It was a sexual aggression. But there was no
violence on my part. I didn ’ t want to hurt the women-I wanted the women
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to love me is what it was. But of course it was impossible under those
circumstances. But that’ s the kind of state of mind I was in.
So this happened five times , and the fifth time I picked up two girl~‘
simultaneously and took ’ em back to the house and tied ’ em down to the bc~d.
I shaved their pubic hair and did 외I sorts of acting-o ut behavior. And after the
fifth time they finally had enough information on me to pick me up on the
basis of the description of the car. I was going out to see a customer in
Naperville, Ill inois , and I guess they had a bulletin on me. The cops stopped
me and arrested me.
Th e funny thing about this is the state of mind I was in. I had read
about this and seen my picture in the paper-you know , they ’ d drawn a
sketch of me. I wanted to be caugh t. There ’ s no question about it. I just
ignored that and continued to go about my daily affairs , ψiving around-and
I had a bright yellow car, you couldn ’ t miss it. ... And out-o f-state license
plates-I mean , really... (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.169).
Why did Phil rape? Wh en the interviewer asked him about the reasons for his rapes ,
he replied:
..Oh , a wh이e lifetime. It’ s just living, really. It’ s not easy-that ’ s
why it’ s taken so long to think it all ou t. From what I’ ve gotten out of my
analysis , a lot of things have emerged. How pivotal this is depends on how
you approach it, I suppose. I was raped myself when I was nine years old. I
never told Mother about it. It left me with very strong feelings of shame and
guilt and difficulty in relating to women. Instead of σying to seek any
relationships with them in the real world , I would retreat into my fantasies.
Even at the earliest stage , I can remember doing tha t.
Th e primary problem, as I see it, is a failure to ever learn to love and
how to love. That stemmed from a blocked love relationship with my mothler
at a very early age. It wasn ’ t that my mother didn ’ t love me; Mother never
knew how to express the love to me. She was just never able to do it. ...
So I grew up with tremendous feelings of inferiority in this area ,
tremendous feelings of not being able to relate to women. Of course , when I
reached puberty I was sexually atσacted to them. But it was a thing where I
was atσacted to them and there was fear at the same time. I knew a number of
girls when I was young , but I never had any satisfactory relationship with any
girls. They all turned sour, every single one of them.... Never had a
satisfactory sexual relationship. In fact , I never had a sexual relationship until
I was married-and then it wasn't satisfactory. It never has been.
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I might say that to this day I ’ ve never had a loving sexual relationship
with any woman. Looking back at my life, I can see a number of elements
running through it because of this blocked relationship with my mother. I
grew up continually seeking love from a woman but always not being able to
relate to them in a manner which would allow them to reciprocate. So I just
began to reσeat more and more within myself and my own fantasy world
(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.164).
Phil ’ s mother never expressed her love to her son and young Phil was starving for
love. He was also raped by someone when he was nine years old. This incident left a deep
emotional scar and strong feelings of shame and guil t. He had difficulty in relating to women
as he grew up. Also , while still young , he suffered from very strong guilt feeling about his
masturbation habit because of his being Catholic. These sexual conflicts resul ted in some
bizane behavior-he would run naked through his neighborhood at night when he was very
young.
When Phil was nineteen years old , he wanted to be a musician and began studying
piano in music schoo l. The Korean War soon broke out and he would have been drafted if he
had stayed in music schoo l. He did not want to be drafted and go to war. So , he changed
schools and became an engineering major, which had always been his parents' wish.
Phil was also involved in a love relationship with a seventeen year old girl at this
time. They were both serious about the relationship and had strong mutual sexual desires.
However, both being Catholic , they did not have sexual relations. This affair finally ended
when Phil went into the service. Phil suffered from lingering , strong guilt feelings over the
whole affair for years to come.
Phil met and married a woman while stationed in England. At that time , his wife had
just gone through her second unfortunate love affair and was looking for an escape.
Meanwhile , Phil was looking for a sex partner. From the very beginning , this hasty m aITiage
lacked the firm base needed for a tme loving bond.
Phil and his new wife came back to the states, moved in with his parents , and began
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experiencing marital problems. His mother and wife disliked each other from the very
beginning and there were constant daily conflicts between them. Phil always took his
mother’ s side and blamed his wife in each situation.
Phil ’ s wife finally had a nervous breakdown and was hospitalized. After receiving
σeatment and

therapy , she returned to England and had more problems with her parents

there. Meanwhile, Phil was working days and studying nights for his engineering degree. He
also got a contract to do some field engineering. Wh en he completed this job , his wife
returned from England and re-joined him. They began living with Phil ’ s parents again and
had a daughter at this time.
The conflict between Phil ’ s mother and wife continued. His wife was taking care of
the house and his mother constantly dictated to her. His wife began breaking down again ,
started drinking and

t와이 ng

pills , and threatening suicide.

One day Phil ’ s wife attempted suicide by taking an overdose of sleeping pills. Phil
wanted to call the hospital but his mother stopped him , saying that she did not want 때y
p이 ice

coming to her home. So , Phil just sat by his wife ’ s bedside all night long and she

finally recovered by hersel f.
The whole situation got worse. Phil continued to work during the day and go to
school at nigh t. He was having a lot of pressure at work and the family conflicts became
unbearable. It was at this time that he committed his first sexual offenses. As described in an
earlier quote, he twice broke into a neighbor’ s house with the intent to rape her and attacked
two women on the stree t.
Phil got a new job in another state and was finally able to take his family out of his
parent ’ s home. His marital relationship was much better during the first three or four years of
his new job and life. He did not commit any more crimes. However, his job began to
degenel따e

and he again became very anxious and insecure.

Phil finally quit his job and returned to his parent ’ s home by himself to work in his
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father ’ s business. He missed his family and suffered from loneliness. His parents took a
vacation several months later and left the business and home in :h is care. The pπre않ssure 아
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complex and never learned to love himself or others.
To make the situation worse , Phil was raped when he was nine years'old and
suffered from shame and guilt feelings. Being a Ca삐i띠1e alsb suffered deep guilt feeIings
about his masturbation habi t. At the age of nineteen , he fell in love with a girl but could never
have a sexual relationship with her, leaving him feeling very bitter.
Philm‘arried his wife on the basis of sexu띠 need and cmild not createla deep
understanding and constructive marital relationship. He had neve;:r experienced love in all of
his life , and he was desperately seeking it. He was attached to his mother and could not
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negative co뼈queIres into his marital relationship He was alsd suffering fro뼈locked
communication with his wife. Th rough his rapes , he acted out all of these conflicts.
Phil picked young girls like Catherine , who was the only girl he had yver had any
serious emotional involvement with , and raped them in the sam~: bed where he h때 slept with
his wife. He said:
All of these girls were young , in the area of abo Ult fifteen to twenty. I
was thirty-seven when I was doing all this. A lot of wh.at I was doin 딛 I think
was not only acting out a conflict with my wife and , of <c ourse , with rny
mother, but with this girl Catherine that I had known at ~lge seventee l1l. That
had been my velY first strong relationship with a wom aJl , the most intimate
level I’ ve ever reached with a woman. And because that 'thing had been left
unresolved , I think a lot of this acting out that was goin 장 on was tryiqg to
relive that situation with Catherine. I think that was part pf the reason I picked
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girls in this age bracket, because I used to deliberately look for women in this
age category (Sussman and IBordwell , 11981 , p.171).
Although Phil did not openly express his negative feelings toward his mother and his
wife , his rapes seem to have been th'e projectionlofresentment and anger he had toward these
two closest women to him. His inner hostility toward women is very clear in the manner in
which he treated his victims. When dle interviewer asked Phil what he talked about to his
victims , he replied:
Very little verbal contac t. Th ere was some. There was no attempt to
kiss the girls or to relate to them as human beings or as individuals. That ’ s not
where I was at. I was using them sσicllYI as a sex object in which to act out all
these conflicts and blocked relationshipsl with my wife. Mainly in the sexual
area , but not completely. Thi~re was a co!mmunication problem with my wife.
We were never able to comrtlU nicate. Th at’ s the theme that ’ s been running
through all of this. I’ ve never been able tlO effectively communicate until this
therapeutic breakthrough. I just couldn ’ tl bring myself to do tha t. I just
couldn ’ t talk about it. In fact , my brother-in-laws, one ’ s an attorney , and the
other ’ s a psychiatrist-they Isaid , “ Godd:amn , Phil , why the hell didn ’ t you
talk to me about this?" I says , “ Well , I c,? uldn ’t." And at that time I couldn ’ t
(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.170). I
Phil grew up as a man with ;a discontented , loveless and rootless sou l. He was
extremely vulnerable to the stresses in life. He lost his self-c onσ01 and committed all of these
sexual offences when he was burdened with pressures from family problems and stress at
work. He described his state of mind that existeci when he finally began to drive down
looking for victims as follows:
...This is when it hit me and I came to find the whole responsibility of
the business on my shoulders all of a sudden. The sense of loss I was feeling
for not having anyone- I was on my own totally , and I couldn ’ t handle that
sense of insecurity. The aw띠"eness was just too much.
So I began driving dbwn streets , and I wasn ’ t really in control of
myself at al l. My subconscious mind was in contro l. It was just my needs
finally taking over. I don ’ t know how many girls I attempted to pick up at the

sσeets
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point of a gun... .1 looked at that very carefully. There was never any serious
intent on my p따t of ever using that gun. But the fact was that it was loaded,
and I could have if I panicked. There was a real danger there , there was no
question about it (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pp.168-169).
Fortunately, Phil received effective therapy during his prison term. 까lis therapy
greatly changedl his attitude. When the interviewer asked him if he would rape again when he
wa~

released , he replied:
No , 1’ ve blown tha t. In fact , the title of this book I’ m writing is titled
Ex-Rapist. See, what I had to do in this therapy is relive that whole doggone
relationship problem with a woman , a significant female. In this case it was
my mother. I can now accept σying to relate with a woman and risk rejection.
All my life I’ ve had rejection from everyone, and I couldn ’ t handle it. Now I
know what I want out of life. I’ ve turned my priorities around , and now I’ m
seeking love and loving relationships with people. I want only honest
relationships with people. No more forcing , no more phoniness , no more fear
over having to expose myself and become vulnerable- 녁especially to a
woman. That’ s what I had to do over there , allow myself to become
vulnerable and to feel hurt if there was to be hurt. And there was hurt
associat잉d with it , and it was difficult to handle it. But I handled it. I went
through it (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.l 73).
Phil was normally a man of gentle nature. He did not really want to hurt women.

However, when: life ’ s pressures mounted , he seems to have been overcome by the
deep-seated rage created by his poor relationship with his rejecting mother and he raped
wo\nen. After committing the five rapes , he was scared of his own uncontrollable , escalating
agg;ression. He qid not try to escape from the police and he felt very relieved when he was
fin~lly

caugh t.

I

It was v당ry fortunate that Phil was apprehended before plunging into a worse crime
an d, that he could straighten himself out through tile therapy received in prison.
A따os

Amos , age 27 , was given a sentence of ten to twenty-five years in prison for the
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crime of f Irst degree rape. After serving six years of his sentence, he was conditionally
released.
At age seven, Amos was already having sexual encounters. At age twelve , he
committed his first rape. He committed twenty or more rapes before he was finally
apprehended. Although he raped women in a very violent manner, he never used weapons to
hann them. He used a knife only to threaten them by running it’ s blade across their necks.
Amos ’ s first rape victim was his own sister. She resisted his advances but he
overpowered and raped her. Th is offense sent him to reform school for eighteen months
when he was twelve years old. When he was thirteen years old , he raped a school teacher.
He described this rape scene and it ’ s consequences as follows:

Th e rape took place in schoo l. Another fellow that I used to hang
with , he was feelin ’ up a girl in class , and I was smackin ’ at him. And the
teacher turned around and caught me in motion. She says , “ Get out of here."
She raised her voice at me , right? When she did that , I jumped up and I
looked at her and said , “ I ’ m gonna kill you." Just like that I went off on her.
And in the process of me going off on her, she said , “ Amos , leave me alone."
And she was backin ’ off. I threw her down the stairs, and I told evelyone to
get out of the class. Behind the desk I threw her down. I ripped off her braeverything-and as I was raping her I kept saying in her ear, “ I hate you , I
hate you , you remind me of my mother." I kept saying this constantly in her
ear.
.. .After I had sexual intercourse with her, I got up , looked at her, and
I was gonna hit her , but I didn 'to And then I just walked out of the room. The
cops came to my mother’ s house that afternoon and said, “ We have to take
him." They put me in a detention home. Th ey said, “ Well , we can ’ t send him
upstate because he ’ s too emotional at this time to actually deal with other
people," (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.74).
Amos described one rape he committed while still very young as follows:
..This one particular case when I was young I seen this girl. She was
fourteen. She had a body that was tremendous. She had a woman ’ s body at
age fourteen... .I saw her comin ’ from school-I just happened to be around
school that day-and I saw her and said I want her. But I wanted her to love
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me. I didn ’ t want to rape. I really dug her. I was really into her.
I was kinda shy with words to actually express myself to her, comin ’
fromaman ’ s point ofview to a woman-my emotional feelings or whatever.
I think that’ s because of the fact that my mother gave me a set pattern of
rejection. In the event she rejected me when I approached her, said , “ Get lost,
I don ’ t want to bother with you."
I waited to the day of the prom. I didn ’ t go to the dance or nothin ’, I
just waited outside. When she came out I knocked her boyfriend out, threw
her in the car. I had an assistant this trip. He ’ s dead now. He got caught in the
act in a bedroom and got killed. He had the car, and I threw her in the back
sea t. I gagged her, and we took off to the mountains. And we raped her, we
sodomized her, and we did everything to her (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 ,
pp.74-75).
Why did Amos begin raping at such an early age and then continue to rape? Amos
explained the motive behind the rape of his own sister. It was revenge toward his mother
who always rejected him when he asked her for something. He said:

.. .I think overall why I raped my sister and continued to rape people
was ’ cause of the fact that I guess I was lonely and I wanted attention. I
wanted a mother image , right , ’ cause I hated my own mother-someone else
I could have loved ’ cause she would have σeated me nice , spoiled me and did
what I wanted her to do (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.69).
Amos ’ s second victim , the school teacher, was very much like his mother and he
hated her. He said:
She was every bit the image of my mother. “ Amos , you gotta do this;
Amos you gotta do that"-I couldn ’ t stand her. I used to humiliate her. I used
to come to school , I used to hit her in the ass with paper clips because I hated
her, man. But she used to pass me every trip , but I just couldn ’ t stand heryou know , her ways , the way she would caπy herself, her conduct-and she
had a very strange look. It made me paranoid. I didn ’ t like it. She would look
at me , she would squinch her eyes like if to say , “ I ’ m waitin ’ for you to do
something wrong." It was like a testin ’ thing. This is when I was thirteen
(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pp.73-74).
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When the interviewer asked Amos how he felt when he threatened his victims by
running a knife across their necks , he replied:
...Gratification , cause I actually thought it was my mother. I never
wanted to have sex with my mother, I wanted to kill her. I really hate her to
this day (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.75).
The above statements show that Amos ’ s rapes were revenge toward his rejecting

mother. Amos talks about this more as follows:
...The women I raped , I had it in my mind that it was the image ofmy
mother. Th e slightest little thing , the slightest little thing that σiggered a nerve

in me and a spark in my mind , was reflected in my mother, and I would rape.
Say , for instance , if I was sitting down with a lady and we ’ re speaking. And
she says something derogatory to me. I see more or less an image of my
mother. I see my mother in her place. Mentally. It’ s a picture. When I get her
alone I rape her. And when she asks me why I done it , I tell her, “ Because
you remind me of my mother, and I hate my mother-I don ’ t want you like
that ," (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pp.70-71).
.. .I don ’ t think I really just chose people to rape them. It just came if

the person was like my mother, I would rape ’ em. It was a thing where I got
to get this (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.7l).
Amos was born into a poor family. When he was three weeks old , he was abandoned
in a carriage in the stree t. A man found him and took him to a local hospita l. Nobody claimed
Amos. After a period of time the man who had found him went to the authorities and adopted
him. He took Amos in and raised him as his son.
At age seven Amos was reunited with his real mother and family. His foster father
agreed to give up custody. The life with his foster father had been comfortable and full of
love but life with his own family was very miserable. He was mentally and physically abused
by the adult family members (excluding his real father who he never knew). At age nine , he
became involved with crime and spent most of his youth either in refonll school
He described the situation as follows:

이.

prison.
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As soon as I met my immediate family , it seemed as if something was
tooken from me. The gift that I was gifted with was drained from me because
I was being humiliated. I was bein ’ beat by anything they could get their
hands on , because I would rebel. I used to tell them , “ Don ’ t hit me , talk to
me." I was very sarcastic and very open about how I fel t. I dealt with my own
feelings at that time. I think my uncle thought, “ I ’ m gonna have hell with this
young man , so I ’ m gonna straighten him out now ," (Sussman and Bordwell,
1981 , p.70).

I

I

.. .I "m exposed to the sσeet gangs , I ’ m exposed to the slang of the
street, the fast girls at school, the drugs-the whole scene. That ’ s my world
because th a.t ’ s what I chose. I felt I had friends in that world at that particular
time. At that partie비ar time I was also out for anything I could do to get
attention from my mother. I guess the rapin ’ of my sister was to get my
mother ’ s attention (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.70).
As Amos grew older, he was introduced to swinging bars and singles bars. He
learnep to use and manipulate people, and began forcing girls into prostitution. To make:
these 센rls obey him , he would tie them up , leave them in the house for three or four da~s，
and h~ve sex with lthem during this period. He even forced minors into prostitution. Helgot
arreste: d for white slavery and pimping when he was eighteen years old.
Being abandoned while still just a tiny infant must have left a deep scar on Amos ’ s
sou l. He must have felt that he had been rejected by his own mother in a very harsh
disgra~eful

떠ld ，

manner:. He probably did not feellike a very loveable and respectable Iperson after

being /Teated that vvay by his own mother at the beginning of his life. Thus , he m~lst have
sufferyd from a rootless feeling and from the lack of self-e steem.
Young Amos desperately sought his mother’ s attention but never got it.

Ht~

dev e; loped

a deep hatred for h~r to the point of even wanting to kill her. At age twelve he raped his lown
sister 1lS revenge toward his rejecting mother and continued raping many other women based
,

on the same motivation. Amos said that since childhood he had been treated for variou S!
nerv Ol,ls disorders. He was also examined by several psychiatrists when he was first selllt to
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reform school. However, he received no more treatment after tha t.
At the time ofthe interview , Amos was soon to be conditionally released from prison.
He said that there was still no mutual understanding between his family and himself, that they
were not speaking to each other, and that he still really hated his mother. Unfortunately,
Amos was still carrying his rapist psyche after serving six years in prison and was soon to be
conditionally released.
There is one bit of good news. Amos was studying in prison and hoped to obtain a

college degree before being released. Th e interviewer said that Amos had been nervous
during the interview because he was scheduled to take college exams Sh Oltly thereafter.
학쁘쁘딱χ

Tom held deep anger for his mother who had always favored his sister and r멍ected
him. His rapes were revenge against his rejecting mother. Tom never felt guilt or remorse for
his crimes or victims.
Phil was raped at the age of nine and suffered from the feeling of shame and guil t.
His mother was incapable of expressing her love toward him and he felt rejected. Although
he continuously sought love , he could not learn to love or how to be loved. He could not
relate to women and suffered from a deep inferiority complex. The failure of his sex-oriented
marriage increased his inferiority complex problem. His rape seems to have been the
expression of the resentment and anger he felt toward his rejecting mother and his wife , both
of whom he could not conununicate with. His rape was also an acting out of his unfinished
first love which was never consununated.
Amos was abandoned in the street when he was three weeks old. When he was
finally reunited with his family , his mother constantly rejected him. He craved her attention
and love but received neither. He got to the point of hating his mother so much that he
wanted to kill her. He raped his sister and many other women who reminded him of his
mother. Like Tom , his rapes seem to have been revenge against his rejecting mother whom
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he really hated.
These three men with rejecting mothers felt deep resentment and hatred for their

mothers. Because of their loveless and rejecting mothers , they could not learn to love or learn
how to be loved. They could not relate to women in a positive manner, although they
intensively sought a woman ’ s love in their he따ts. 까ley suffered from low self-e steem and
exercised revengeful sexual aggression in the form of rape to compensate for their inferiority
complexes.
Forward ’ s analysis fits these three men ’ s cases very well. A rejecting mother ’ s son
feels hurt and vulnerable when deprived of her attention and love and becomes defensive
(Forward, 1986). He may develop bullying and macho behavior toward women to cover up
this vulnerability.
Being denied his mother’ s love during childhood , a man often becomes very
insensitive to his partner ’ s emotional and physical suffering. So , by causing rage and
humiliation in her son by inflicting emotional suffering and pain , the rejecting mother, just
like the abusive mother, can be seen as a clear and direct precursor of misogyny.
Forward also states that a r멍 ec디 ng mother frustrates her son by heine cold and
withholding her love from him (Forward , 1986). In this case the frustration is too
overwhelming for the boy to cope with and he never learns to deal with frustration in difficult
situations in his adult life. Phil ’ s case is a good example of Forward ’ s analysis. He
committed rape during a period of time when he was alone without his wife and parents and
he was totally responsible for the family business.
What about these men ’ s fathers? Amos never knew his fi때ler. Both Tom ’ s father and
Phil ’ s father seem to have been passive men who could not rescue their sons from their
rejecting mothers.
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BROKENHOME
으웰효

Dave, age 25 , served two years of a five-year sentence for attempted forcible rape

I

and was paroled in 1979. He described his first rape as follows:
I guess it all started with this chick in Texas. She was a
prick-teaser....1 raped her just like the chick in Abbeville , but this time I got
my enjoyment out of i t. .•. She ’ d go so far with a dude , and she ’ d shut him Off
right there. I was dealin ’ some drugs , and I met her at a party. I turned her on
to some mescaline and stuff like that , and I met her brothers and all tha t. So II
talked her into taking me home. Before this I busted a wine bottle and had the
neck. So when we started drivin ’ I brought up the question let ’ s go get a lid,
and she said yeah. I said I knew a place on such and such a road.
So we started ditty-bopping out there , and I pulled over to the side of
the road. She says , “ What you doing?" And then I put the bottle up to her I
throat , and she was scared. And she didn ’ t give me no trouble or nothing , all1d
I took her out there. And she got to enjoyin ’ it and never did cry. She ate me
first , and then I screwed her and she played with my ass. About all that came
out of that was a fight with her brothers (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 ,
p.128).
It is not clear how many more rapes Dave committed after this initial offence: and up'
to when he was finally caught for attempted forcible rape. He described his last offence as
follows:
It was one of my girlfriend ’ s best friends , this woman I had raped.
My girlfriend had left the bar early that night, and her girlfriend came lookin ’

for her at this bar where I hung around. This was in Abbeville , Louisiana.
And so I told her my girlfriend went home , and she stayed at the bar drinkin ’.
So I had a lot of money on me-about four hundred dollars-so I was
buyin ’ the rounds at the bar and all tha t. And I had bought some Valiums and
some other drugs. My girlfriend ’ s about three hundred pounds , and she get씬
those diet pills , you know , so I always have those. So it gets about two
o ’ clock and the bar ’ s closin ’, so we had to leave. That ’ s when I told her I ’ d
take her home ....
I ’ m sidetrackin ’. I' m gonna have to go back into the story a little bit
more. See , I always looked at her in a lustful way. Did stufffor her when my
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chick should have seen through it, but she didn ’t. I bought her pizzas and
carried her to the store. I never went through that with my own girlfriend.
So while we was at the bar I kept throwin ’ these pills in her beer, and
she never did notice it. I guess I was tryin ’ to knock her out or get her head
really spaced ou t. So we started walkin ’ home , and I put my arm around her,
and I was doin ’ things in my head about her. I guess I was σyin’ a slick con
on her-I don ’ t know. So instead of me takin' her home , I went and took her
to the dump where I used to drive a dump truck at. And I couldn ’ t raise a
hardon ’ cause of that speed. I ’ d been takin' it so long that it messed up my
body....
So she says , “ Quit now , and I won't call rape. If you keep on I ’ m
gonna call it rape." I didn ’ t tear no clothes or I diOO ’ t hit her-I only hit a
couple of chicks in my life. I thought somehow that maybe I ’ d build
something inside, so I busted a bottle. I didn ’ t have to have the bottle,
because I done had all her clothes off without bustin ’ the bottle , but I guess I
was doin ’ something with my male ego. It didn ’ t work. It still diOO ’ t work.
So I held it to her throat and got on top of her, and it still didn ’ t work. So I
tl1few it way out in a field maybe ten or fifteen feet away. The cops never did
find it. ...
I ’ m the one who ratted on myself. She left town two days after it
happened. But anyway , I ate her and tried to get her to suck me off, but she
wouldn ’ t do i t. It kinda made me mad , but I wasn ’ t gonna make her
physically do something-because, like I say, my mother diψ1 ’ t bring me up
that way to hurt a woman. I can tum around and kill a man a hell of a lot
quicker.
.. .She was shuck-shuck---c ryin ’. You know what I mean? By
shuck-shuck-she was cryin ’ a little bi t. That’ s what I couldn ’ t figure out ,
’ cause usually when a girl ’ s getting eaten she ’ s digging it. But this chick
wasn ’ t digging i t. She says , “ Please stop , please stop. What am I going to
say to Hilda?" Hilda ’ s my girlfriend.
My mind was so spaced out that I just acted like she was a rag dol l. I
talked to her every now and then ...and she kept on sayin ’, “ Take me home ,
take me home." And finally I told her, “ Here ’ s the goddamn truck. Get in it
and leave. Just get in it and leave. I don ’ t care how I make it back." But she
wouldn ’ t do tha t.
... It was peculiar as hell to me. When I told her that , it broke us up ,
and I went to the truck ....Dope don ’ t fall back on rape or nothing like tha t. I
don ’ t think it does, because if a person ’ s gonna rape somebody, he ’ s got it
in his head. He ’ s gonna do it
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out in my head , but I never...fulfilled it. Because to me somebody that rapes a
girl is the lowest thing on God ’ s green earth (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 ,
pp .l 24-126).
After the rape, Dave felt so bad about what he had done that he wanted to kill himself.
He took the girl home , handed her a hundred dollars to give to his girlfriend, and told her he
was going to kill himself.
Soon after leaving the girl ’ s house , Dave ran a stoplight and the police began chasing
him. He crossed a bridge and , with suicide on his mind , quickly turned his σuck around in
the middle of the road. The police car stopped on the bridge. Dave then ran his truck off the
bridge and into the river. He survived the crash , escaped into the water and hid himself next
to the bridge pilings. At dawn he climbed up to the road and escaped , leaving the police
searching for him in the river.
Dave walked home to his rented room. When he reached home , the landlady told him
that the p이 ice were looking for him and that she had tried to cover up for him. When the
police came searching for him again , he surrendered to them right away because he did not
want to involve his landlady. At the police station the effect of the drugs finally wore off. He
felt very ashamed of his crime and confessed everything to the police.
Dave hated himself for doing this bad deed. He wanted to kill himself after the
attempted rape of his girlfriend ’ s friend. He was also disgusted with being a perpetual rapist
and attempted suicide twice while in prison. If he was so unhappy about his offences , why
did he rape? When asked for the reason , he said that he really didn ’ t know why. He did say
that he was attracted to women ’ s large breasts and this triggered his desire to rape. He said:
.. .I like big titties , like Dolly Parton. I drool over her. But that ’ s what
kicks it off. That ’ s what kicks my head off. It starts me thinkin ’ she ’ s got
some pretty nice knockers. I start planning and scheming in my little
head... (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.l 27).

In another statement on the same topic , Dave said:
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...what burns me up sometimes about chicks is dick-teasers. Th ey
lead a man on and then shut him off right there. 1guess that’ s what made me
just go ahead and forcibly take it. My mother raised me differen t. She raised
me to respect my elders and stuff like tha t. 1wouldn ’ t have normally done that
if 1 wasn ’ t drunk and all speeded up (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.124).
Dave explained his home environment as follows:
1 grew up in the country, in Texas , and from seven to fourteen 1 lived
in the city. My parents , they didn ’ t get along too well , and my dad , he was an
alcoholic , and he was pussy-whipped....He and my mom had a few
falling-o uts , and they ended up getting a divorce. 1 had a younger brother
than me , and my mom had to take care of him. My father wasn ’ t payin ’ no
child support or nothin ’, so 1told her 1 ’ dm와ce it on my own at fourteen ..
So 1left home , and 1’ ve been on my own ever since. And 1 went and
worked around horses and livestock , and from there I went into the service.
So 1came back out of the seπice in ’ 73-1 only stayed in the service maybe a
year and a month , ’ cause they wouldn ’ t let me stay overseas. Th ey wanted to
send me back to Norfolk, Virginia. I didn ’ t like that place. so 1 got out on a
drug exemption. ’ Cause I’ ve done some drugs in my time. And from then on
I ’ ve been hitchhiking around , more or less (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 ,
p.124).
Young Dave had to leave home to make his own living because his divorced parents
failed to support him. How did this broken home situation affect his personality development
and cause him to become a rapist?
Li fe was too hard on young Dave after he left home to make his own living at age

fourteen. He did not attend high school and therefore missed the chance to mingle with girls
of his own age in a normal social setting. In his tough life, he probably never had a chance to
learn about nonnal human sexuality anywhere. His parents failed to provide a model situation
of a healthy and loving sexual bond for him. So , young Dave had no base for his own
healthy , normal sexual developmen t.
Dave ’ s alcoholic father failed to support his son both financially and morally.
Because of the poor relationship with his father , Dave must have suffered from lonely ,
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helpless , and insecure feelings which brought him very low self-e steem and consequent lack
of good communication with others, including women.
How was Dave ’ s relationship with his mother? When the interviewer asked him if he
would rape again after his release from prison , he replied:
It depends on what kind of crowd I hang around with. If I get back in

that dope crowd and my mind st따ts gettin ’ spaced out again , I know I will.
But if I stay back home-East Texas-where I can stay around my mom and
look after my mom shuck-shuck, she ’ 11 snap me back to reality (Sussman and
Bordwell , 1981 , p.129).
These words express Dave ’ s loving and respectful feelings toward his mother. He
also expressed his affection and respect for his mother in an earlier quote by saying that he
would not hurt his victims because his mother had taught him to respect people. However, it
is also possible that young Dave developed an unconscious resentment and anger toward his
mother because she did not keep him with her.
To

in벼cate his

hidden resentment and anger toward his mother and women in

general , Dave expressed his intolerance toward dick-teasing women. He also talked about
feeling very powerful when he raped. He said:

.. .I felt like I had everything in the world. I could do what I wanted.
When you rape these women- I really can ’ t expl띠 n it-it makes your male
ego really souped up. Li ke if you had Superman powers , you know? But
after it was over I felt ashamed of myself that I did enjoy it (Sussman and
Bordwell , 1981 , pp .l 28-129).
Dave never received therapy and could not develop an insight in seeing through his
own rapist psyche. His mother complex remained hidden to him. However, it seems clear
that his unconscious anger toward his own mother, which extended to all women in general ,
and his lack of good communication skills with women (both caused by his broken home
situation) were the main forces leading Dave into the crime of rape. A pitiful fact is that Dave
sought his mother ’ s warm breast in his victims-he was attracted and stimulated by women
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with large breasts.
As Dave mentioned , he probably would have never raped if he had been near his
mother. Unfortunately, the broken home situation took this precious deterrent for the crime
ofrape- the loving bond with his mother- away from him. Hopefully, Dave returned
home to live near his mother and did not repeat his crime.
Q쁘맥E

Quentin , age 33 , was sentenced to seven-and-a-half-years in plison for simple rape.
After serving five years , he went before the parole board and was denied parole. He
described his first rape as follows:
...This is when I was a freshman in college-Memphis State
University. The lady was an economics teacher. I played tennis with her, and
this is how the relationship evolved. Her husband quit playing doubles with
us , and I was seeing one of these Mrs. Robinson things coming on.
.. .Her complete understanding was that I was nothing more than a
nice-guy studen t. I was having all these fantasies that this was going to be my
이der-woman-all-through-college type thing. What happened was that I was
in a fraternity at the time , and they had a rush week. She had brought a friend
of her husband ’ s over to the fraternity house. There was some drinking
involved , and we left in her car and went to a place called Overton Park. This
is when I started telling her all these feelings that I had towards her. And it
completely blew her mind. She had no idea that this was goin ’ on. I forced
myself on her, started kissin ’ her. The force involved was holding her back.
And then , after awhile , my belief now is that she knew she was about to be
r때ed. That is why she just completely submitted to i t.
...She went home , told her husband , and he came over and said he
was going to castrate me , beat my balls off and all this kind of stuff. One of
the fraternity brothers at the house had to restrain him. And they called the
cops. Her husband explained to them what the situation was , and they went to
her house , took a statement, and came back and arrested me (Sussman and
Bordwell , 1981 , p.138).
The victim did not file charges against Quentin. However, this experience did deter
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him from raping again for seven years. He described another one of his rapes as follows:
...The crime that I’ m here on was that I met a girl at a disco. She said
that she ’ d seen me there before and noticed me. And when she said that I
immediately knew that this was going to be another jump-in-the-sack
situation. As it turned out, her hesitancy brought the rape on. At one point
there was an agreement that we were going to have sex. But then it seemed-I
don ’ t know-like we both sobered up and she became aware of where she
was at , who she was with , and that I wasn ’ t her fiance.
She came from a very religious , moral background , and she snapped
and went completely cold. And when she went that, I went the complete
reverse. She ’ s a very small woman. She ’ s about five foot three and weighed
about one hundred and ten pounds. I’ m six one and weigh two hundred and
five pounds , so it was no problem at all in respect to forcing her.
Her bra was off-I ’ d taken that off. I’ d had some foreplay with her. It
just consisted of taking her pantyhose and underwear off and laying on top of
her. At one point she did scream , and I raised up off her and looked at her.
She started crying. Th at ’ s when the rape was committed.
...The sexual thing was in mind , and that was the whole thing. I felt
that if I could get inside her physically and st따tmype 야'ormance ， that would
circumvent whatever problems we had. As it turned out, it just multiplied
them....
Afterwards I had a lot of remorse. In fact , immediately after we were
even talking about it. And she had more sense about her than I did. This may
sound petty , but I was crying. It wasn ’ t so much a forgive-me thing as that I
had snapped to what had happened-the act itself constituted a rape.
...Th at’ s when I first knew I could commit the ac t. There was no
power involved. I felt like a little kid that just got his hand slapped (Sussman
and Bordwell , 1981 , pp .l 37-138).
Why did Quentin rape? He recognized that at least one of his two rapes was done out
of his feeling of sexual inadequacy. He said:
.. .I n respect to the period of time I was being raised by my mother ,
there was a lot of suppression about masturbation due to the fact tllat we had
an extremely heavy background in the Protestant church. It was frowned
upon. For instance , if you jacked off you 're going to hel l. I was confronted
with tllat so many times tllat the few times as a child that I did masturbate I
was looking for death-a car to run over me , tllat type of thing. I' m sure it
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had an effect somewhere. When I got to the point where I could talk a girl into
going to bed , it built this macho idea. I had to be the best just from an
inadequacy thing , to prove to myself that I wasn ’ t (Sussman and Bordwell ,
1981 , p.141).
In discussing his home background , Quentin mentioned how his relationship with his
mother and her female co-workers whom she brought to the house was another source for
raising his rapist psyche. He said:
My father ’ s a retired lieutenant colonel in the Air Force. I have a
brother with a degree , a sister with a degree; my mother’ s older sister is a
psychologist here in the state of Louisiana. There ’ s a heavy educational
background throughout the whole family on both sides. Financially , we ’ re
very stable on my father ’ s side. On my mother’ s side, they ’ ve always worked
for a living, that kind of thing. Everything they ’ ve got they ’ ve had to struggle
for, but now they ’ re reaping the benefits in their elder age or whatever....
I think the problem developed when I was eleven years old and my
parents were divorced. I went with my mother and younger brother. ... The
situation with my mother and I was an oveφrotection thing at first-I could
say a six-year period throughout the later part of elementary school , all
through junior high school and the freshman year in high schoo l.
I think she was trying to shelter a lot of things that my dad had done
within the marriage that was being brought to my attention by other family
members-that is , drinking , and he had numerous women friends. He was a
pilot and had all these super affairs all over the country. Th is was always
being brought up. I idolized my dad. I thought it was pretty 싫r←out to be able
to have all these women all over the country and still be able to maintain the
family image that he did for so many years prior to the divorce.
...It had its effects in so much as when I was in high school or even
freshman year in college, there was a lot of frustration that developed because
of the relationship that I had with my mother and the people she would bring
to the house. It would be a lot of secretaries she worked with , women that
would be anywhere from about six to twelve years older than I. And there
was a lot of kidding-you know , “ If he was a little 이 der ..." and that kind of
stuff. It built a lot of fantasies up. I think this is where the rapist thing stm1ed
developing (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , pp.135-136).
When asked by the intelviewer in what ways was his mother overprotective , Quentin
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replied:
...Staying away from the wrong side of town , that kind of stuff. This
was one of her biggest objections was hanging around with the wrong kind of
crowd. And the right girl, that was brought in a couple of times. I had a crush
on a girl who got pregnant from the preacher ’ s son of the church we attended.
And there was a question that I might have been involved in it. Th at was
really , I think , the only ill feeling I had toward my mother was the
suppression of tha t. Because I really had a crush on this girl (Sussman and
Bordwell , 1981 , p.136).
When the interviewer asked Quentin if his resentment toward his own protective
mother was a contributing factor in his becoming a rapist , he denied it by saying:
...Not so much that it brought anything to the surface. If anything , I
think it brought a compassion for the victim because of the protection that my
mother had given me for so many years (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 ,
p.136).
When the interviewer asked Quentin if he had ever entertained any violent feelings
toward women , he denied having such feelings and mentioned one more strong motive for
becoming a rapis t. He said:
...None. Not so much in a physical thing where I’ m going to chop her
head off or shoot ’ em orcut ’ em. As far as the rape thing , the frustration that I
released was in the sexual act itself. I had this image of being the Don Juan
when I would be with a woman. I figured if I could overpower her sexually ,
then plus my sexual gratification , I was accomplishing an ego thing where
they ’ d want to see me again (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.136).
Quentin also said that he enjoyed the feeling of extreme power during his raping. But
when he made love to a woman under nonnal circumstances when there was mutual consent ,
he felt that it was more of an ac t.
All of this information suggests several factors in the development of Quentin ’ s rapist
psyche. First of all , young Quentin suffered from a strong guilt complex about his
masturbation habit , due to his religious teaching. This created the feeling of sexual
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inadequacy. He felt very insecure about his sexuality and tried to prove his manliness and
sexual prowess through rape.
Quentin ’ s overprotective mother added to her son ’ s sexual insecurity by interfering in
his serious love affair. Although he did not consciously feel anger or resentment toward his
mother, he might have nurtured a subconscious revenge toward her and women in general.
Th is situation might have strengthened his desire to prove his sexual power through rape.
Th e sexual teasing by his mother’ s female friends triggered sexual fantasies in

Quentin ’ s mind , which in tum developed into fantasies of sexual aggression. He wanted to
be a Don Juan and sexually overpower women in his rape.
Quentin ’ s mother became more overprotective after her divorce. It could have been a
natural process stemming from the fact that the responsibility of raising her son was solely on
her shoulders.
Quentin admired his father , a retired Air Force pilot, who was able to have many
women friends and still maintain a family image. If young Quentin could have lived with his
father, his life might have turned out differently. His father could have helped him with his
feelings of sexual inadequacy and insecurity and kept him from becoming a rapis t.
Considering these factors , Quentin ’ s case can be seen as the victimized result of a broken
home.
Quentin was an intelligent man. He was a self-taught legal expert in prison who
helped his fellow inmates review their legal briefs and write letters to their attorneys. His
nickname was “ Lawyer" and he was respected by the inmates. He was also working through
the district attorney ’ s office in Baton Rouge on a program to educate women on rape. He
even had an offer to work with the Southern Prisoner Coalition in organizing some prison
reform committees.
Unfortunately , there was no therapy program available for Quentin in prison. He tried
to deal with his own problems by himself. When the interviewer asked him about his general
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attitude toward women , he replied:
... For so many years it was a necessity to have one. I ’ ve always had a
half a dozen close relationships with females , and generally it was always the
most beautiful thing I could find on campus or wherever it might have been.
But now there will be a lot of curtailing of the four-hundred-a-year type
thing-you know , the in and out of bed with everybody. I think a relationship
will probably have a hell of a lot more meaning in it now. And more so in
what can you do besides screw a chick-that kind of thing (Sussman and
Bordwell , 1981 , p.140).
ζ따l

Carl began to molest , abuse and rape women while he was a student in college and
continued to do so after finishing schoo l. None of his victims protested or rep 0l1ed the
crimes against them and his aggression toward women escalated. After his last rape , he
finally realized that his own sexual aggression was becoming uncontrollable. He was
flightened by what he had become and turned himself into the police after this last rape. He
described the situation as follows:
So then you may want to quit; but you can ’t. The last crime I did , the
one I went to the police about, I was out of contro l. I was. I wanted to qui t. I
tried to stop and I went a month without molesting anybody or bothering
anybody. In that day I molested five or eight women and I went home. I
masturbated to my collection of pornography two or three times. I was so
exhausted I fell asleep. I got up. I went out and did a robbery. In the middle
of the robbery I was turning my car around to go get the stuff out of the
snowbank. I saw a girl from a distance. I followed her. Even following her , I
didn ’ t want to rape her. My mind was warped. I thought I ’ d do no harm by
knocking her out and then molesting her and then getting away , maybe even
robbing her. I thought that would do her no harm. That ’ s how twisted my
mind had go t. But then I did pick her up. I threw her over a fence. When I
saw her afraid of me , I saw the fear in her eyes , the old thing takes over
again , with the power, and I raped he r. I had no inten t. I had nothing. It just
was spontaneous. So , when you want to stop , you can ’t.
I know at the time I was committing rape I was los t. I was wandering
the streets at night , forgetting where my car was. I was climbing balconies in
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high-rise ap따trnents and staring in windows under the pretence of doing
robberies. At times I did rob when the opportunity presented itself, but really
I was more interested in looking in people ’ s windows at them. I was so
crazy. I know I was crazy. I worked with emotionally disturbed children at
the same time all this was happening and I knew I was crazy but I kept
kidding myself that I could stop it, that it was a game. I could stop it. But
when the last rape happened , I was out of control and I knew it, and I went to
the police. But I told my girlfriend fIrs t. I might not have gone to the police
except when I told her, it was easy to tell the whole rest of the world , once I
told her (Levine and Koenig , 1982, pp.56-57).
Why did Carl become sexually aggressive and rape women? He said:
When I was raping I was maniacal and I was a monster. I would not
shave. I would not clean my mouth. I would wear clothes that everybody
despised. Th e whole thing is disgusting. It ’ s a disgusting thing I was doing ,
because I couldn ’ t have my father. I had to disgust my father. I had to disgust
me. I had to show how disgusted I was with me and so I had to do the worst
thing I could think of and it was rape. So that ’ s what’ s behind rape... (Levine
and Koenig , 1982 , pp.58-59).
Carl also described the development of his rapist psyche during his youth as follows:
Sex fantasies started when I wasjust a boy of 16 and my fI rst sex
fantasy was to have all the Pia}’boy magazines to thumb through until I could
ejaculate and guarantee an ejaculation. These fantasies laid dormant because I
had a good adolescence and a good college education and all of that took my
time and my energy. And also I met a girl and I did have intercourse. So
things kind of went fairly normal with the exceptions I’ ve mentioned already.
Whenever I felt isolated, the fantasies would come. It was that fantasy
of having all those magazines that actually came true , a long time later, when I
was 28 or so. Then I started to get very lonely, very isolated , into things I
didn ’ t want to be into and a lot of pressure on me , and I got into living out all
the fantasies I had , and my fantasies progressed worse and worse until I was
fantasizing about rape. I never fantasized about rape-murder until after I was
in prison and had no future whatsoever. That ’ s when I fantasized about
rape-murder. I ce11ainly fantasized about hurting women , though. before I
ever hurt anybody. I certainly fantasized about rape for at least a year before I
raped.
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I did break and enter into sex shops and stole magazines so that that’ s
where I got my huge collection of pornography, real pornography with a lot
of cock-sucking and a lot of dominance. I felt like a rotten creep, I felt like a
diddler, a child molester. 까le worse word you can think of. I felt that way.
And I felt that way for ages before I ever did anything.
People talk about a sex drive. I don ’ t think a sex drive drove me to do
things. I think that I was feeling so rotten , so low , and such a creep and I had
so many secrets from everybody about myself that I got caught up in a lot of
fantasy. My mind was on sex , women , rape , Peeping Tom (which I was
busy at) and all those kinds of things. I was really into it: pornography, stag
movies , splicing, fooling around with the projector, constantly doing
photography myself and not being able to control myself doing tha t. Not that I
did any harm. I just embarrassed myself time after time. So I felt so rotten that
the only comfort I could have in life was escaping into fantasy. As I
fantasized I masturbated until I think I built up a sex drive. Th e hormone in
your system that controls your sex , I built that up out of necessity because I
was constantly masturbating, maybe five or eight times a day.
And I had a girlfriend but I wasn ’ t sharing my life with her. I was
is이 ated from her. So we had sex. We ’ d have it two or three times in a night
and then I’ d drive her to work and five minutes after I drove her to work I’ d
be all excited about the girl that works with her.
I had σouble with a sex drive but I think I brought that on by the
activity of my brain , not the other way around. I don ’ t think sex drive drives a
guy to have his mind on sex all the time. I think that because you 're on sex all
the time , because you ’ re feeling so rotten about yourself, that ’ s why you're
doing that and that’ s where you feel comfortable: dominating in your
fantasies. Well , when you dominate in the fantasy , then you end up
masturbating all the time and that builds your sex drive up (Levine and
Koenig , 1982, pp.55-56).
Carl briefly described his broken home environment as follows:
My father and mother divorced when I was six or seven and I wasn ’ t
exactly aware of all that happened to me there. I repressed , forgot , and have
no mental images of either parent as a child. I don ’ t have very many. I have
some bad ones about them throwing dishes at ea미1 other and yelling and
screaming , but I don ’ t have any fond memories of childhood whatsoever
(Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.50).
After his parent ’ s divorce , Carllived with his mother who later remarried. Carl did
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not see his father for many years. When he did finally meet his father again , at his
grandmother’ s funeral , his father did not even recognize him , thinking he was Carl ’ solder
brother.
Carl was in college at that time. He met his father ’ s new young wife and they became
good friends , spending some good times together. Even though Carl always treated her with
respect as his father ’ s wife , his father did not approve of this close relationship and shut him
ou t.
Carl visited his father once more , bringing him a gift on Christmas. But he felt his
father just did not want anything to do with him , so he left. Th at same night Carl visited and
stayed wi 1th a woman he had met previously. Th is woman was exσemely masochistic and
Carl took advantage of the situation to abuse her. He said , “ I went to her and I abused her
although ’[ didn ’ t hurt her. I made hate to her," (Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.51).
Carl then broke into a woman ’ sap따tment on the very next day. He would have
gotten into a lot of trouble but he was lucky. The woman was nice and σeated him well ,
keeping him from abusing or raping her. 까lis experience kept him from further sexual
offences for months.
Throughout his college life , Carl had only casual sexual relationships with many
women. He abused some of them and forced some of them to have sex with him. This
behavior con 디 nu어 after his graduation and during the time he was a physical education
teacher. He got a job one summer as a lifeguard and continued to have many relationships
with women on a strictly sexual basis. During this period he craved a serious and lasting
relationship with just one woman, but he did not succeed in this endeavor. During the
following winter , when he became very lonely while living in an isolated province , Carl
began to molest women and finally ended up raping one.
Carl apparently suffered from very low self-e steem and in order to compensate for
his inferiority complex , he attempted to dominate women through rape. What planted such
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low self-e steem in Carl? He did not mention anything about his mother except that his
parents divorced when he was six or seven years old. However, Carl ’ swords , “ .. .I don ’ t
w hatsoe
야
ve
히r，" (Lev
띠ine and Koenig, 1982, p.SO)
have any fond memories of childhood 삐

suggest that both parents could not provide real , loving care to him.
Carl said that his teenage life with his stepfather was hard. His stepfather had his own
problems and put down Carl ’ s real father as well as Carl and his brother. So , Carl could not
experience a normal , loving parent-<:hild rela디onship with either his own p따'ents or his
stepfather. Because of this loveless life from childhood on , he could not establish a normal
self-identity as a lovable and decent human being and suffered from low self-e steem.
Carl ’ s stepfather was Catholic and young Carl got deeply involved with Catholicism.
As a result of his beliefs , he had strong guilt feelings over any kind of sexual feelings ,
especially about masturbation during his adolescence. As he grew up , he could not create
normal , loving relationships with women because of his sexual inadequacy and lack of
self-c onfidence.
Carl consequently escaped into his fantasy world through pornography and ended up
becoming a rapis t. As he continued to abuse and rape women , his self-e steem became lower.
This resulted in him wanting to dominate women through rape even more. This vicious circle
continued until his sexual aggression became unconσollable to the point he became afraid of
himself and finally went to the police.
Carl disgusted his real father who rejected him when he really needed a father ’ s
support in his youth. As Carl said, this negative feeling toward his father triggered his
raping. Indeed , his rapist psyche seems to have had its roots deep in his upbringing where he
lacked warm , loving parental care-the result of parental discord and finally a broken home.
Fortunately, Carl received effective therapy which greatly improved his attitude. His
parents even participated in some of his ther때y programs and he was able to solve his old
communication problems with them. He said:
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It is working. It has worked. I wouldn ’ t rape again , I know tha t. I ’ ve
been put so much in touch with what I really did and the reasons why. I ’ ve
become somebody rather than a rapist or rather than ajock or rather than any
of my problems. I ’ m me and I know tha t. I ’ ve discovered a lot of good things
about me. I ’ ve discovered acceptance with other people and things that I never
had: communication (Levine and Koenig , 1982, p.63).
과lio

Julio , age 24, was sentenced to five to ten years for forcible rape, kidnapping in the
first degree and sodomy in the first degree. He served six years of his sentence and had a
par이e

hearing in 1980. He was denied parole.
Julio ’ s family was very poor and broke up when he was a young boy. When he was

eleven years old he left home and began taking care of himself. He became a pimp and began
raping women at the age of fourteen. In the following statement, he discusses his home
background , how he became a rapist and how he felt about his rapes:
I was born and raised on the Lower East Side of New York... .I was
brought up like people in most underprivileged families who live in the
ghetto-sσuggling to survive. You had to be strong , because most of the
we빼 fall by the wayside. So I started burgl때， robberies , gang fights-that
resulted in drugs. I started using amphetamines , drinking alcoho l. I got
hooked and from there started going to various drug programs.
We were a family of four. I have a brother; he also went through the
same. I also attended schoo l. I went all the way to about the tenth grade. My
sch。이 was good. I always e매 oyed tha t. Because of conditions-family
problems- that made me change my course of life.
.. .My father was an alcoholic. He came down with cirrhosis of the
liver. After he ’ d been drinking there ’ d be a lot of arguments in the family. Of
course my family was very sσic t. They didn ’ t understand us kids because we
was young and had the desire to explore things like drugs. It caused a break
in the family. The family broke up and left me without a home. So I slept in
certain places with friends , and there were times when I didn ’ t have anyplace
to sleep at al l. I had no 띠ler choice but to resort to crime to s Ulvive-just to
be able to ea t. I had several arrests for possession of narcotics , a few
burglaries , robberies.
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.. .I was eleven. I ’ ve been on my own ever since then. I haven ’ t lived
with my family since I was eleven years old. Even to this day I ’ m not in
contact with them. I don ’ t know where they are. Th ey tried the best they
could , but it was always something beyond their control-I. had to leave.
...You see what happened , because I had no home , had no family , I
used to go into the metropolitan cities. And most of these ci디es ， they had like
peep shows , massage parlors, prostitutes. I found the only possible ways of
me maintaining income would be for me to reside in those cities, because the
opportunities are greater in terms of money.
While stayin ’ down there I ’d frequent a lot of bars , and I met an old
fella. He took a liking to me. He started tellin ’ me it would be good for me to
be a pimp because I ’ d be able to maintain money. At that age I was young,
and I didn ’ t understand it. I ’ d seen him gettin ’ money , so I was after the same
thing. I became what you refer to as a pimp. So that started my exploits of
women .
. . .This old man , he told me one of the best ways to m입 ntain women
was to seduce them and rape them. Take them into small rooms and things
like that and let them stay for long periods of time-to forcefully inσoduce
sexual intercourse as a means for them to submi t. So I continued to do this.
After, I ’ d say, about eight months , I found a different change in my
personality. It wasn ’ t so much that I was in it for the game or the enjoyment
of the game. I found that I actually liked it when I’ d force a woman to have
sexual intercourse.
To this day here ,.. .1 thi 따( I got a pretty clear picture of the things that
motivated me. I feel very infatuated just watching those cunts ’ facial
features-the contours of her face when I ’ m forcefully taking her rather than
having her grab me and say, “ Hey , I ’ m ho t. I want to have sexual
intercourse." I feel very fascinated just to watch facial features , the contours
of the face. Th is is what turned me on.
..I t wasn ’ t a machismo, chauvinistic type of thing. I just enjoyed the
fact that it was done by force , and I liked to notice the expressions on their
face. I felt that just certain ways that their face was patterned in the process of
screwing, that they were submitting and e띠 oying it-it excited me (Sussman
and Bordwell , 1981 , pp .45 -47).
There is almost no need to ask, “WhydidJ비 io rape?" At a very young age, Julio
endured poverty , a broken home and homelessness. He finally entered a world of crime in
order to survive. He learned to be tough to survive and rape for him might have been a tough
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sex life in his tough life.
Most of his rape victims' attitude in dealing with their victimization was ambiguous
and this made him feel even freer about his sexual aggression. For instance, when he raped a
fifteen-year-이d

girl , she didn ’ t press charges by herself. But later on her mother made her

press charges against him.
There was a woman who was tied up and raped by Julio. She complained about it at
first but later asked him to do the same thing again. She finally pressed charges after he left
her and became involved with another woman. Through these experiences , Julio believed
that women wanted to be raped. Being a handsome young man , he asked himself:
Was it the fact that they consented to it after I reached orgasm? Was it
the fact that my appearance-I can ’ t exactly pinpoint it. But I ’ m 따ring to
figure out to this day , was the fact that they enjoyed it at the end due to my
makeup? Was it part of my appearance? I haven ’ t really found the answer.
I ’ ve stumbled over some things. I don ’ t know in truth if that is what it is
(Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.51).
Julio worshiped the old pimp because he made a lot of money by listening to him.
The old man taught him how to control women by abusing and hurting them through raping
and sodomizing. He also taught Julio how to enjoy the victims' facial expressions by raping
several women in front of Julio. Young Julio earnestly followed his teacher’ s instructions
and enjoyed all of the sexual aggression he exercised. However, he never used weapons
against his victims. Although he always caπied a knife or gun , he never had to use them
because he managed to subdue the women by yelling or using harsh words.
There is no indication of any remorse over his offences in Julio ’ s statements. There is
also no mention of Julio receiving therapy in prison. However, he seemed to have greatly
changed his attitude during his prison life to the point that he even wanted to meet with his
victims and apologize to them. When the interviewer asked him how he felt about women in
gener 띠，

he replied:
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...My attitude has changed completely. Themature of a woman in my
opinion is to produc e-production , pr@create, extension of the family. My
attitude now is that I don ’ t think I’ m superior. I’ m not scornfu l. I understand
now that they have their own opinions• their own attitudes about certain
things. I appreciate the differences because I think that I grow behind that.
But there was a time where I couldn ’ t be comfortable with a woman and just
sit down and speak with her, because I always thought I was better than they
are. The way I was influenced, the pinlp was always better than the woman.
At no time did he show weakness.
I can say that now I can cry-now when I speak to a woman I can
show them my real side. At one time Ilcouldn ’ t do tha t. I had that barrier.
Th ey was always wrong. Today they have a voice with me-not so much
because of women ’ s liberation , but I found out justl being yourself, I ’ m
growing even today. That ’11 never stop (Sussman and Bordwell , 1981 , p.54).
Having been so impoverished and involved in crimiinal activity as a young boy , Julio
must have suffered from low self-esteem andan inferiority! complex. He also might have
been angry at his parents and resented them be:cause they c~)U ld not provide him with a
normal , warm home life. He said that when he: learned sexual aggression from the old pimp,
he found himself liking it. Thinking about what he went through , it is understandable for him
to have enjoyed the feeling of power by sex삐ly overpowering women
Julio was indeed a victim of a poor an~i broken home and learned to be tough in order
to survive at an early age. It was very fortunati~ that he waslcaught before he killed any of his
victims. He himself said that he might have en1ded up killin원 someone because at the time of
his arrest he was really going strong on rapin상
띤띤띤윌y..

When Dave was 14 years old, he left home and ma dIe his own living after his parents
divorced and could no longer support him. Drive ’ s alcoholic father failed to SUpp 0l1 his son
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union. He did not have a chance to experience any type of loving bond with women during
the difficult time of his youth. He never learned about normal human sexuality. Because of
his desperate desire for a woman ’ s love and his hidden anger toward his mother, he began
raping women. If his home had not been brok<m and :he could have stayed with his mother,
he probably would have avoided becoming a rapis t.

I

Quentin ’ s parents divorced when he was ele~en years old. He stayed with his
mother, who became very overprotective toward him after the divorce and she was raising
him by herself. She even interfered with one of his lc)ve affairs. Because of his strong church
teachings, Quentin also suffered from the feeling of sexual inadequacy and guilt about his
masturbation habi t.
Quentin created hidden resentment toward his mother and fantasized as being a Don
Juan in order to prove his manliness. When he became a freshman in college, he began to act
out his fantasy by raping women.
Quentin admired his father. If his home had not been broken up and he could have
had his father to help him with his problems while growing up , he probably would have
avoided becoming a rapis t.
When Carl was six or seven years old , his parents divorced. Carl had no fond
memories of his childhood life. After his parent ’ s divorce , he lived with his mother. When
she remarried , Carl did not have a good relationship with his stepfather either. While Carl
was attending college , he had a chance to meet with his father whom he had not seen for
years. He attempted to approach his father at this tim tl: and have some meaningful relationship
with him. However, his father didn ’ t even remember him , mistaking him instead for his
,

brother. Carl really felt rejected after this experience. i
Carl ’ s loveless home life and the lack of fatherly guidance and SUpp011 caused his low
self-e steem and consequent isolation from the world:. Carl 며 so suffered from a strong guilt
feeling over his own sexuality , especially his masturll>ation habi t. This was due to the
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Catholic church teachings introduced by his stepfather. He finally escaped into the violent
sexual fantasy world of pornography. And although he wanted to have a loving relationship
with a woman , he ended up molesting and raping several women. The breakup of his home
which took his father away seems to be one of the major causes that led Carl into the crime of
rape.
Julio ’ s family was very poor and broke up when he was a small boy. At the age of
eleven he left home and began taking care of himself. He lived in the large cities and became
involved with drugs , alcohol , and crime in order to survive. He learned pimping from an old
pimp who befriended him. He raped many women and made them work for him as
prostItutes.
The broken home situation threw Julio into the tough life of the

sσeets

at an early age.

He developed into a psychotic character, abusing and raping many women as a matter of
course. He enjoyed raping women and felt no remorse at all for his bad deeds. He seems to
have been a real victim of the broken home situation.
The effects of the broken home situation on these four men ’ s lives varied. Dave and
Julio had to leave home and make their own living at an early age because their divorced
parents could not support them. Quentin and Carllived with their mothers after their parent ’ s
divorce. However, the psychological effects that their broken home situation brought on
them were very similar. Because of the lack of parentallove and guidance , all of them could
not develop well balanced personalities and suffered from the resulting poor social skills and
low self-e steem.
Th ese men resented their parents who could not provide them with a warm and loving

home. None of them had a chance to learn about a stable marriage with a normalloving
sexual bond either through their parents or anybody else. Some of them suffered from guilt
feelings about their masturbation habi t. They all were starving for love as they grew up but
could not relate with women through love. Rape seems to have almost been the inevitable
result for these men.
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SUMMARY OF CASE HISTORIES
Thep 따pose

for the analysis of the eighteen case histories was to see what kind of

dysfunctional relationships can exist between each rapist ’ s parents as well as those between
the rapists and their parents.
Among the eighteen rapists , four came from a domineering father and passive mother
environment, four from a domineering mother and passive father environment, three from an
abusive mother environment, three from a rejecting mother environment, and four from a
broken home environmen t.
However, regardless of the type of family background , all eighteen rapists shared
several common problems. These problems were:
(1) Disharmony between their parents.
(2) Negative feelings toward their parents.
(3) Suffering from low self-esteem and an inferiority complex , which led to a
compensating desire for power.
(4) Lack of adequate knowledge about human sexuality.
(5) Receiving no help with their problems from their parents
at home or anyone outside of the home.
Domineering fathers abused their wives emotionally , physically and even sexually in
some cases. Subdued by their husbands , these wives became helpless and could not support
their sons against their aggressive husbands. Domineering mothers were also domineering
wives toward their passive husbands. These passive husbands were influenced by their
aggressive wives and could not rescue their sons from these domineering mothers. In some
cases , the mother made her husband punish their son unreasonably harshly. There was no
open , harmonious and loving relationship between these parents.
In the cases of abusive mothers there is very little information about the fathers and
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the parental relationship is not clear. Howeveu', it is easy to imagine that abusive mothers
were also abusive wives. In the cases of rejeclting mothers, one rapist never knew his father.
The fathers of the other two rapi s. ts in this 떠
c at뼈
agory seem to have been passive men who were
influ
삐
l

p따e印nt않sa떠Iso did not have mutuall'y respectful 빼nd loving relatio 빼ips.

In three of the four broken-home cases, the husbands had drinking problems. In one
case , in addition to a drinking problem , the husband had exσa-marital affairs. In all cases ,
the parents in this category failed to achieve a loving relationship and the marriages ended in
divorce.
So, most of the 18 rapists' parents did: not have peacefl비， harmonious relationships.
Their marriages were filled with !p roblems , halte and discontent , causing negative effects on
their children. These parents , stn!, ggling with tJleir σoubled marriages, could not provide
loving care and guidance to their il1ildIm a뼈
with the m. As a result, their sons acquired ne장ative feelings such as resentment , distrust.
contempt and vengeful anger or tlaσed toward them.
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anger toward their domineering , :따ict and oft당n violent fathers. They also resented and
despised their gentle but weak mothers who not only failed to protect them from their
domineering fathers but also failed to provide maternal moral guidance for them.
The four rapists who had domineeringl mothers and passive fathers craved their
mothers' love but never got it. They disσuste d.， resented and hated their overly protective and
too strict mothers. They also feltl a deep distrust toward their passive fathers who could not
protect them from their domineering mothers.
The three rapists with abusive mothers never had their desire for a mother’ slove

ωlfilled. Instead. they had only v1engeful hatred toward their abusive mothers ( a s뼈titute
mother in one case). There was not enough infonnation available on the relationships of
these men with their fathers.
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The three rapists with rejecting mothers also felt deep resentment and

haσed

toward

their cold , unloving mothers. One never knew his father. The other two rapists' fathers seem
to have been passive men who could not help and support their sons with their rejecting
mothers. The available information suggests that these men resented and distrusted their
weak fathers.
The four rapists who came from broken homes resented their parents because they

did not provide their children with a warm and loving home. It is clear that most of the
eighteen rapists had very negative feelings toward both of their parents.
There was a totallack of normal parentalloving care and guidance given to these

eighteen rapists. Because of this poor parental relationship , these men suffered from low
self-esteem 떼d consequent inferiority complexes since their early childhood. To compensate
for these problems they had a desire for the feeling of power. How did the lack of parental
loving care and guidance lead these men to this negative psyche? There is a pattern that runs
through all eighteen cases concerning the formation of this psyche.
First of all , these men could not perceive themselves as lovable , decent human beings
because they had never been treated that way by their own parents. They did not know who
they were and felt totally los t. Th ey did not have a firm base on which to build self-e steem ,
the necess 따y foundation for creating a positive personality. Th is situation was too difficult
and harsh for the young boys to tackle. So, they repressed their σue feelings and shut
themselves off from their parents and others in their early age. They had only superficial
relationships with people and never experienced any serious human-to-human involvemen t.
Th ese men could not learn the proper social skills and , as they grew up , they

alienated themselves further from the real world. Consequently , they developed inferiority
complexes and came to fear people , especi며 Iy women. This situation in turn contributed to
less confidence and estee m. Ultimately , as they continued to suffer from their deep-seated
low self-e steem and inferiority complex , they began to develop a strong craving for the
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feeling of power.
Because of their poor parental relationships and severed social experiences, all of
these rapists never had a chance to learn about normal , healthy human sexuality. Their
parents , who had their own marital problems , could not provide their sons with a model for
normal , healthy, loving human sexual bonds. In one extreme situation, a domineering father
set an example of sexual aggression by raping his own wife.
Th ese men could not even discuss the subject of sex at home because of their

communication gap with their parents. In addition to this situation , sex education taught at
their schools was basically clinically oriented and , in most cases , failed to teach the
wholesomeness of human sexuality as an important element in human life. Th erefore, they
never learned about sex in the context of human sexuality, which has a significant role in a
person ’ s personality growth as well as in his sociallife. To them , sex meant an untamed ,
totally self-c entered and irresistibly strong bi이ogical desire which they could use to feel
power over women.
Some of these men suffered from the feeling of sexual inadequacy, especially with
their masturbation habi t. In some cases , strict church teachings added more confusion and
guilt feelings over their awakening sexual desire or masturbation habi t. The sons of
domineering, abusive or rejective mothers craved their mother’ s love so much that they got
love and sex confused. Often misled by pornography , these men created rape fantasies in
which they gained women ’ s love by raping them.
These problems were too large a burden for the young boys to cope with by
themselves and they desperately needed someone to consul t. Unfortunately, they did not
have anyone to discuss their problems with , either at home or elsewhere. Because of their
distrust toward and isolation from their parents and others at an early age , these boys could
not easily approach people for help. There was no one near them who sensed their problems
or offered help. Consequently, all of these young boys carried their problems within
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themselves until all of the pent-up anger and rage burst out in the physical act of rape.
Analysis of the eighteen case histories can be summarized as follows. Most of the
parents of the eighteen rapists were troubled with their own problems and could not provide
normalloving parental care and guidance to their sons. The sons suffered from various
negative feelings toward their parents and developed low self-esteem, deep inferiority
complexes, isolation , lack of social skills and an ultimate craving for a compensating power
experience. The sons did not have adequate knowledge about human sexuality and suffered
from sexual misconceptions and guilt complexes about their own sexuality or masturbation
habits. Yet , these sons had no one to turn to for help with their problems.
Overwhelmed by their problems, these young men found the outlet for their pent up
emotions through the crime of rape. Some of them became rapists in their early teens. They
were so caught up with their own vengeful anger that, at the time of their crime , most of them
could not think of their victims' feelings at al l. Many of them could not perceive their own
sexual aggression as a wrongful deed. Some of them even killed or attempted to kill their
victims. Others became afraid of their own escalating aggression-fearing that they might kill
their victims-and felt relieved when arrested.
Fortunately , many of these men received effective therapy while confined in prison
and were able to improve themselves. However, those who did not receive any therapy left
prison with their problems unsolved. Most likely, these men could be sσung candidates for
recidivism.

CHAPTERIV
CONCLUSION
Th e hypothesis of this study, as stated in Chapter II, is that “ dysfunctional parent 떠

relationships can be correlated with the acts of rapists." This includes dysfunctional
relationships between the parents and between the parents and the child.
In the research design of this study, the ratio of both positive and negative parental
relationships among the three groups of convicted rapists is shown in Tables VIII and IX.
Assuming that the parent-c hild relationship should ideally be warm and close , Table VIII
shows a remarkably low ratio of such positive parental relationships: only 36% of the
subjects in the FBI study and 33% of the subjects in the content analysis (averaging 35%)
had warm , close relationships with their mother or dominant female caretaker; and only 18%
of the subjects in the FBI study and 20% of the subjects in the content analysis (averaging
19%) had such relationships with their father or dominant caretaker.
On the other hand , the ratio of negative parental relationships with both parents
among the three groups in Table IX is high: 33% in the FBI study , 42% in the content
analysis and 44% in the sexual homicide category (averaging 40%) with mother or dominant
female caretaker; and 57% in the FBI study , 55% in the content analysis and 72% in the
sexual homicide category (averaging 61 %) with father or dominant male caretaker.
Along with this statistical evidence of the high ratio of negative parental relationships
among the three groups of rapists , the resulting analysis of the eighteen case histories
suggests a strong correlation between dysfunctional family relationships and the acts of
rapists. In spite of the differences in their individual characteristics and home backgrounds ,
all of the eighteen rapists shared common problems and followed the same pattern in creating
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their rapist psyche. Th is suggests that a n,egative parental relationship may playasσong part
in the making of a rapis t.
The subjects in these three groups are all convicted, hard-c ore rapists and are not a
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case histories that are used for the contemt ana며lysis. Therefore, the bias in the sampling of the
case histories became worse by choosing these eighteen case histories. Thus , the conclusion
should be stated as “ dysfunctionallparental relationships seem to correlate with the acts of
rapists , at least among some of the1convicted hard core-rapists."
The high ratio of negative r-el atio l1 s with the father or dominant male caretaker of the
three groups of rapists , compared to their relations with their mother or dominant female
caretaker, suggests the father ’ s stronger influence in making their son ’ s rapist psyche.
However, among the eighteen case histories , most of the rapists had a negative relationship
with both of their parents. 까1is situationcould be the result of the biased sampling of the
eighteen case histories.
All of the three rapist groups showed a higher ratio of the mother as the dominant
parental figure compared with the jFather lOr others: 50% in the FBI study, 70% in the content
analysis , and 66% in the sexual homicide category, for an average of 62% (Table VII). Out
of the eighteen case histories , eleven cas~s apparently had the mother as the dominant figure
in their households. This makes the high' ratio of 61 %, but it is 9% less than the ratio of the
content analysis from which these 려ghteen case histories were drawn. This phenomenon is
따 so

the result of the biased sampli ll1g of the eighteen case histories.
Th e study of the three comparison groups-rapists , felons with no sexual offense

stildemconvictions-suggests
two significant factors (Tables XIII , XIV and XV).
convictions, and men university
One factor is that a positive parental relationship may be a sσong deterrent against the
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development of criminals, including rapists; and that a negative parent 외 relationship may
contribute to the development of criminals. The, students had warm , caring and less abusive
parents while the rapists and felons had rather cold and abusive parents.
Another factor is that the mother could be more influential than the father in the
making of a rapis t. Between the two criminal groups, the rapists had colder, more abusive
mothers than the felons while there was no significant difference in their fathers' nurturance.
Also , the mother was the dominant parent in th~ rapists' group while the father was dominant
in the other two groups.
So, the study of the comparison groups ;also seems to suggest that , beside the other
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of 애
otthe
하r studies, the question remains as to who is more influential in the making of a rapist,
the mother or the father?
Contrary to the comparison group study" Diana Scully ’ s research of rapists and
felons finds fathers as the responsible figme in ;creating rapists. In Understandin l! S흐진댄l
V띄노E뜨，

Scully states that the female -dominat'ed household situation is not responsible for

the making of a rapis t. It was the fathers , she said , with whom both rapists and felons had
problems (Scully , 1990).
Among the rapists in Scully’ s study , 511percent had been abandoned by their fathers
by the age of 18 years. Forty-o ne percent said 배 at their mother was the closest family
member, but only 13 percent said that their father was closest (Scully , 1990). Eighty-three
percent of the rapists described their relationship with their mother as close or very close , but
only 44 percent described their relationship with their father in that manner (Scully, 1990).
This difference between the two sltudies ;may be the result of the difference in
sampling. The majority of both felons and rapists in the comparison groups of this study are
white males: 85% white and 7.5% black in the felon group; and 85% white and 12% black in
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the rapist group of the FBI study. 까le ethnic identity of the rapists in the 31 case histories
used for this study is not clear. However, the circumstaptial evidence reveals that whites far
outnumber blacks.
Meanwhile, a larger proportion of blacks are in Scully ’ s samples: 49% white and

51% black in the felon group and 46% white and 54% plack in the rapist group. Many
,'

studies (e.g. Moynihan , 1965) have shown a high ratio of the fatheli ’ s absence among black
families. The result of Scully’ s study may be reflecting this fac t.
Who is really more responsible for the making \)f a rapist , fa.ther or mother? Th e
statistical evidence from the FBI study, content analysi~ of the 31 case histories, S.효죠브욕l
딘으띤센피효

and Understandin g S효xu파 V파쁘nc효 studie:; &uggest that the father would be the

one. Contrary to the above four surveys , the comparisQn groups in this study are hinting that
the mother could be the one. However, the analysis of ~he 18 case histories in this study
strongly suggest that most rapists suffered from very ppor relationships with both p따ents
(e.g. see Summary of Case Histories , pp .l 86-187).
In addition to the information about parental rel~tionships ， the study of the
comparison groups provides some more interesting res \l lts. The comparison between the
rapists' group and the students ’ group showed a much higher ratio than that between the
felons ’ group and the students' group on the following variables: se?\ually abused in
childhood , witnessed sexual violence as child , disturbep by sexuali~ :y of parent, sexually
attacked by a group of people and punished or ridicul 떼 for sex. Th is situation could be
interpreted as these variables being strong factors in

th~

making of a rapist psyche.

The same phenomenon is also seen with the following variables: Compulsive

masturbation , exhibitionism , fetishism , crossdressing , pbscene phone calls , practicing sexual
bondage, and collecting violent sex magazines. This sit.uation suggeists that these deviant
sexual behaviors could be seen as wall1 ing signs in det젠cting a possible rapist psyche in a
person , although it is not clear why that is the case.
What really is a dysfunctional family? What is fIle essential nature of family
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dy&functionality that is revealed in the eighteen case histories? In most of the eighteen case
histories , the parents suffered from the lack of a fundamental positive relationship based on
mU tual t lU st, love, and respec t.
,

1rhese parents with a disharmonious relationship could not raise their children with
mU tual tJrU st, love, and respect either. After all , they could not give their children what they
,

did not have in themselves. And this situation caused their children to lack the foundation for
a ppsitiv,e self-image and self-esteem which provides the necessary base for a healthy social
life: and lpersonality developmen t.
None of these eighteen rapists ever experienced a good sociallife and consequently
foqned bully-like, exσemely self-c entered, antisoci떠 characteristics. Wh en they committed
rape , tlley could not consider their victim ’ s situation. They were so overwhelmed by their
own neeld for the feeling of power that they could not think about the devastating harm they
would impose on their victims.
1rhroughout the long history of the human race , we have survived and thrived up to
thi 잉

day because of our high level of cooperative sociability. Our social nature had been

playing a definite role for our survival and it is now deeply ingrained into our humanity.
Without experiencing a good sociallife, we cannot fully develop our personality and become
nOl'ffi al adult human beings.
1νe

all need to have genuine trust toward others in order to have positive social

intl~ractiIDns.

Without this trust , we cannot easily open ourselves to each other and our

reli~tionships

stay only at the superficiallevel. We can never experience deep

human-1to-human relationships. Our sociallife will be impoverished and our personality
gr디wth

will be stunted.
In his developmental theory , Erik Erikson , a practicing psychoanalyst , emphasizes

the impmtance of leaming trust at an early age for healthy personality developmen t. He
created a model of developmental process through which 띠 I nomlal individuals will pass. In
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the model (theoretical speculations based on observations), Erikson divides human life into
eight developmental stages. He sees each stage of life as bringing a different crisis that an
individual must confront and attempt to solve. The individual ’ s degree of success in each
crisis determines how well he can deal with the next crisis

(G따dner，

1982).

Erikson believes that all infants experience a profound tension between feelings of
trust and of mistrust and this tension should be resolved during their first two years
(G따이ler，

1982). In order to secure the feeling of trust , an infant must experience a normal

attachment bond with his mother in his frrst year. The absence of this normal attachment
bond will cause infant misσust.
Looking at the “ Unfavorable outcome" result in each stage of Erikson ’ s model , it is
very clear that a person who starts his life with mistrust suffers throughout his life from
stunted personality developmen t.
If a child fails to achieve trust during his first year (the first stage) , he will have “ Fear
of the future; suspicion" (Gardner, 1982, p.51). His lack of trust prevents him from
achieving adequate autonomy in his second year (second stage) and it willlead him to a

“ Sense of loss of self-control or sense of external overcontrol; the result is a propensity for
shame and doubt about whether one willed what one did or did what one willed" (Gardner,
1982, p.51).
In his third through fifth years (third stage) , the child is unable to take initia디ve and
develops “ Fear of punishment; self-restriction or overcompensatory showing off ’ (Gardner,
1982 , p.51). During his sixth year through puberty (fourth stage) , he fails to be industrious
and the result is “ A sense of inadequacy and inferiority" (Gardner, 1982, p.51). In his
adolescence (fifth stage) the child (boy) cannot develop a positive self-identity and suffers
from “ Confusion over who one is" (Gardner, 1982 , p.51).
In his early adulthood (sixth stage) , the man is unable to experience intimacy with
others and suffers from “ Avoidance of commitments and of love; distancing of oneself from
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others" (Gardner, 1982, p.51). In his middle age (seventh stage) , the man fails to develop
generativity and ends up with “ Self-indulgence, boredom, and interpersonal
impoverishment" (Gardner, 1982, p.51). In his old age (eighth stage) , the man lacks
integrity and feels “ Disgust with life; despair over death" (Gardner, 1982, p.51).
These character disorders that one develops in the Erikson model when the person

lacks the basic trustful , loving bond with his mother are very much in common with the
characteristics of the eighteen rapists.
So , the main cause , and the very nature of family dysfunction , in creating these
eighteen rapists is the lack of mutual trust, love, and respect between the parents and the
parents and their children. What is the cultural impact that causes such dysfunctional
families?
Every human culture plays a big parent’ s role to its people. The family unit becomes a
cultural agent for the culture it belongs to. Except for some extraordinary cases, a husband
and wife more or less adapt to their cultural norm and live with it. The cultural value system
becomes their value system and they r떠 se their children according to it.
What part of our cultural value system causes this lack of mutual trust , love , and
respect-the root cause of family dysfunction-among some family members? These
eighteen rapists abused their own sexuality, one of the most precious elements of their
humanity, in a devastatingly self-abusing manner. Is not this self-abusive nature of their
behavior hinting at a very self-abusive nature in our own culture?
Our culture today tends to place a high value on gaining material wealth , and our
spirituallife is sadly ignored. To define ourselves as seπants of a materiallife is exu'emely
self-d egrading and a self-abusive attitude. Th e rich spiritual resources in us are uncultivated
and forgotten. As a result , we tend to stray away from our genuine humanity to the extent
that we can no longer see or feel our original and essential spiritual self. We are lost! We
have lost our true humane self who can no longer be trusted , loved , and respected.
Moreover, our highly material-<:entered culture nurtures harsh competition between
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people. We lose the chance to experience mutual trust and cooperation which is the heart of a
healthy

soci 머

life. The result is an impoverished sociallife and stunted personality growth.

Welose sp피 tual vigor, becoming hopeless and apathetic. Th is situation will eventually lead
us to the loss of self-esteem and the consequent inferiority complex. Then we may end up
seeking some sort of compensating feeling of power in the form of more material wealth ,
higher social status , or even a victory in war.
Rape is a war that is going on daily in our cities, towns and villages. Our
dysfunctional culture produces dysfunctional families which in tum produces rapists. Can we
change this situation? Is a rapeless utopia possible? It is very possible if we truly understand
the root cause of our cultural and family dysfunction and work toward changing the cause.
We took thousands of years to create our present culture and family system. The root
of our dysfunctionality is complicated and profound. It may take a lot of time and effOlt to
change its course. However, it must be done no matter how much time and effort it may take
because the crime of rape is too painful and too costly for all humanity.
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TABLE XVIII
COMPARISON OF RESPONSES BY FBI INTERVIEWS OF RAPISTS (N = 41)
AND BY CONTENT ANALYSIS OF RAPIST INTERVIEWS (N =31)
ON SELECTED VARIABLES
Chi-용quare

df

p

9.2
3.6

4
2

.056
.166

Mother ’ s nurturance (MNURT)
Father ’ s nurturance (F NURT)

5 .4
1 1. 8

4
4

.252
.019

Physical abuse when child (BEAT)
Psychological abuse when child (FEEL)
Sexually abused when child (SEXAB)

2.8
8.0
25.0

.097
.005
.000

Witnessed sexual violence as child (SEERAP)
Di sturbed by sexuality of parent (PSEX)
Disturbed by sexuality of relative (RSEX)

1.5

14.7
1. 6

.222
.000
.212

Injury to genitals in childhood (INJUR)
Sexually attacked by group (ATKGP)
Punished or ridiculed for sex (PUNSEX)

0.3
1 1. 7
0.0

.596
.001
.948

Feels alienated from sexuality (NEGSEX)
Compulsive masturbation (CONAN)

1. 3
8.7

.261
.003

Exhibitionism (SEEME)
Voyeurism , Peeping (VOYR)
Fetishism (body or 0비ect) (FETISH)

2.7
8.7
13 .4

.098
.003
.000

Crossdressing (XDRESS)
Obscene phone calls (PHONE)
Sexual bondage (BOND)

8.2
14.7
0.1

.004
.000
.767

7.6
3.9
0.0

.006
.048
.833

Variable
Family income (INCOME)
Dominant parent (BOSS)

Collects violent sex magazines (MAG)
Collects pornography (PICT)
Used or ran prostitute (p ROPIMP)
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TABLEXIX
COMPARISON OF RESPONSES BY RAPISTS AND BY IMPRISONEIJ> FELONS
ON SELECTED VARIABLES
Chi-square

q

Family income (INCOME)*
Dominant parent (BOSS)*

10.3
9.3

4
2

.035
.010

Mother's nurturance (MNURT)*
Father’ s nurturance (F NURT)

15.0
8 .4

4
4

.005
.078

Physical abuse when child (BEAT)*
Psychological abuse when child (FEEL)
Sexually abused when child (SEXAB)

0.1
5.3
23.5

.748
.021
.000

1. 6
8.2
0 .4

.199
.004
.528

Injury to genitals in childhood (I NJUR)*
Sexually attacked by group (ATKGP)
Punished or ridiculed for sex (P UNSEX)*

0.0
1 1. 9
12.9

.969
.001
.000

Feels alienated from sexuality (NEGSEX)*
Compulsive masturbation (CONAN)

0.0
23 .4

.936
.000

Exhibitionism (SEEME)*
Voyeurism. Peeping (VOYR)
Fetishism (body or object) (FETISH)

4.1
0.7
15.0

.042
.404
.000

Crossdressing (XDRESS)
Obscene phone calls (PHONE)
Sexual bondage (BOND)*

7.8
13.0
9.1

.005
.000
.003

8.0
0 .4
0.1

.005
.526
.799

Variable

Witnessed sexual violence as child (SEERAP)*
Disturbed by sexuality of parent (PSEX)
Disturbed by sexuality of relative (RSEX)*

Collects violent sex magazines (MAG)
Collects pornography (PICT)
Used or ran prostitute (PROPIMP)*

p

* Tests for pooled rapists (N = 72) and felons (N = 41). All other variables use FBI sample of rapists (N = 41) and
felons (N = 41)
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TABLEXX
COMPARISON OF RESPONSES BY RAPISTS AND BY MEN
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ON SELECTED VARIABLES
Chi-square

df

p

Family income (INCOME)'"
Dominant parent (BOSS)'"

24.5
26.8

4
3

.000
.000

Mother ’ s nurturance (MNURT)'"
Father ’ s nurturance (F NURT)

65 .4
45.9

4
4

.000
.000

Physical abuse when child (BEAT)'"
Psychological abuse when child (FEEL)
Sexually abused when child (SEXAB)

4.5
44.5
95 .4

.033
.000
.000

Witnessed sexual violence as child (SEERAP)'"
Disturbed by sexuality of parent (PSEX)
Disturbed by sexuality of relative (RSEX)'"

5 .4
30.2
9.1

.020
.000
.003

Injury to genitals in childhood (I NJUR)'"
Sexually attacked by group (ATKGP)
Punished or ridiculed for sex (P UNSEX)'"

3.0
39.3
57 .4

.085
.000
.000

Feels alienated from sexuality (NEGSEX)'"
Compulsive masturbation (CONAN)

0.2
89.2

.664
.000

Exhibitionism (SEEME)'"
Voyeurism. Peeping (VOYR)
Fetishism (bo dy or object) (FETISH)

8.9
3.1
2 1. 7

.003
.080
.000

Crossdressing (XDRESS)
Obscene phone calls (PHONE)
Sexual bondage (BOND)'"

3 1. 0
39.1
3 1. 9

.000
.000
.000

Collects violent sex magazines (MAG)
C이 Ie띠 s pornography (PICT)
Used or ran prostitute (PROPIMP)'"

27.6
9 .4
15.0

.000
.002
.000

Variable

'" Tests for pooled rapists (N
students (N = 150)

= 72) and students (N = 150). All other variables use FBI sample of rapists (N =41) and
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TABLEXXI
COMPARISON OF RESPONSES BY IMPRISONED FELONS (N = 41) AND BY MEN
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS (N = 150) ON SELECTED VARIABLES
Chi-square

df

Family income (INCOME)
Dominant parent (BOSS)

10.3
1. 0

4
3

.036
.801

Mother ’ s nurturance (MNURT)
Father’ s nurturance (F NURT)

9.9
20.3

3
4

.019
.000

Physical abuse when child (BEAT)
Psychological abuse when child (FEEL)
Sexually abused when child (SEXAB)

4.7
14.9
9.2

.031
.000
.002

Witnessed sexual vi이ence as child (SEERAP)
Disturbed by sexuality of parent (PSEX)
Disturbed by sexuality of relative (RSEX)

0.1
1. 7
3.3

.719
.198
.069

Injury to genitals in childhood (INJUR)
Sexually attacked by group (ATKGP)
Punished or ridiculed for sex (P UNSEX)

2 .4
0.3
4.0

.122
.614
.046

Feels alienated from sexuality (NEGSEX)
Compulsive masturbation (CONAN)

0.2
7.2

.652
.007

Exhibitionism (SEEME)
Voyeurism. Peeping (VOYR)
Fetishism (body or object) (FETISH)

0.0
0.6
1. 0

.4 57

Crossdressing (XDRESS)
Obscene phone calls (PHONE)
Sexual bondage (BOND)

1. 0
0.2
0.3

.323
.641
.614

0.5
4.9
10.8

.4 72

Variable

Collects violent sex magazines (MAG)
Collects pornography (PICT)
Used or ran prostitute (pROPIMP)

p

.885
.307

.027
.001
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fig핀re 1. Crime Index Offenses, 1990. Source:
Un따rm Crime Reports, 1991 (D. of J. , 1991)
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State Rape Laws

Q댈잃n:

163.3 55 Rape in the third degree.
(1) A male commits the crime of rape in the third degree if he has sexual intercourse with
a female under 16 years of age.
(2) Rape in the third degree is a Class C felony.
163 .3 65 Rape in the second degree.
(1) A male who has sexual intercourse with a female commits the crime of rape in the
second degree if:
(a) The female is incapable of consent by reason of mental defect, mental incapacitation or
physical helplessness; or
(b) The female is under 14 years of age.
(2) Rape in the second degree is a Class B felony.
163 .3 75 Rape in the first degree.
(1) A person who has sexual intercourse with a female commits the crime of rape in the
first degree if:
(a) The female is subjected to forcible compulsion by the male; or
(b) The female is under 12 years of age; or
(c) The female is under 16 years of age and is the male ’ s sister, of the whole or half
blood , his daughter or his wife ’ s daughter.
(2) Rape in the first degree is a Class A felony.
(Criminal Code of Oregon , 1986, pp.246-247)

Wa
없shir
띠
n l!ton:

9A .44.040. Rape in the first degree.
(1) A person is guilty ofrape in the first degree when such person engages in sexual
intercourse with another person by forcible comp비 sion where the perpeσator or an
accessory:
(a) Uses or threatens to use a deadly weapon or what appears to be a deadly weapon; or
(b) Kidnaps the victim; or
(c) Inflicts serious physical injury; or
(d) Feloniously enters into the building or vehicle where the victim is situated.
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(2) Rape in the first degree in a class A felony.
9A. 44.050. Rape in the second degree.
(1) A person is guilty of rape in the second degree when , under circumstances not
constituting rape in the first degree , the person engages in sexual intercourse with another
person:
(a) By forcible compulsion; or
(b) When the victim is incapable of consent by reason of being physically helpless or
mentally incapacitated.
(2) Rape in the second degree is a class B felony.
9 A. 44.060. Rape in the third degree.
(1) A person is guilty ofrape in the third degree when , under circumstances not
constituting rape in the first or second degrees , such person engages in sexual intercourse
with another person , not married to the peφeσator:
(a) Where the victim did not consent as defined in RCW 9A .44.0 1O(6) , to sexual
intercourse with the perpetrator and such lack of consent was clearly expressed by the
victim ’ s words or conduct, or
(b) Where there is threat of substantial unlawful harm to property 디 ghts of the victim.
(2) Rape in the third degree is a class C felony.
9 A. 44.070. Statutory rape in the first degree.
(1) A person over thirteen years of age is guilty of statutory rape in the first degree when
the person engages in sexual intercourse with another person who is less than eleven years
old.
(2) Statutory rape in the first degree is a class A felony. No person convicted of statutory
rape in the first degree shall be granted a deferred or suspended sentence except under RCW
9.94 A. 120(7).
9A .44.080. Statutory rape in the second degree.
(1) A person over sixteen years of age is guilty of statutory rape in the second degree
when such person engages in sexual intercourse with another person , not manied to the
perpeσator， who is eleven years of age or older but less than fourteen years old.
(2) Statutory rape in the second degree is a class B felony.
9A .4 4.090. Statutory rape in the third degree.
(1) A person over eighteen years of age is guilty of statutory rape in the third degree
when such person engages in sexual intercourse with another person , not millTied to the
perpetrator, who is fourteen years of age or older but less than sixteen yeill'S old.
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(2) Statutory rape in the third degree is a class C felony. (West’ s Revised Code of
Washington: Annotated , 1988, Vo l. 9A , pp.216-231)

California:
261. Rape defined.
Rape is an act of sexual intercourse accomplished with a person not the spouse of the
peφetrator ， under any of the following circumstances:
(1) Where a person is incapable, because of a mental disorder or d야velopmental or
physical disability, of giving legal consent, and this is known or reasofmbly should be
known to the person committing the ac t. Notwithstanding the existence of a conservatorship
pursuant to the provisions of the Lanterman-Petris- Short Act (Part 1 (commencing with
Section 5000) of division 5 of the Welfare and Institutions Code), the proseduting attorney
shall prove, as an element of the crime, that a mental disorder or develbpmental or physical
disability rendered the alleged victim incapable of giving consen t.
(2) Wh ere it is accomplished against a person ’ s will by means of force , violence, or fear
of immediate and unlawful bodily injury on the person or another.
(3) Where a person is prevented from resisting by any intoxicating or aneesthetic
substance, or any conσo Iled substance , ad때 nistered by or with the privity df the accused.
(4) Where a person is at the time unconscious of the nature of the ilct, and this is known
to the accused.
(5) Where a person submits under the belief that the person committing the act is the
victim ’ s spouse , and this belief is induced by any 따tifice ， pretense, or 'concealment practiced
by the accused , with intent to induce the belief.
(6) Where the act is accomplished against the victim ’ s will by threatening! to retaliate in
the future against the victim or any other person , and there is a reasonable possibility that the
perpeσator will execute the threa t. As used in this paragraph “ threatening to ~etaliate" means a
threat to kidnap or falsely imprison , or to inflict exσerne pain , serious bodily injury , or
death.
(7) Where the act is accomplished against the victim ’ s will by threatening to use the
authority of a public official to incarcerate, arrest , or deport the victim lor another, and the
victim has a reasonable belief that the perpeσator is a public official. As used in this
paragraph , “ public official" means a person employed by a governmental agency who has the
authority , as part of that position , to incarcerate, arrest , or deport another. The perpeσator
does not actually have to be a public official.
(Annotated California Codes , 1988 , Vo 1. 48 , pp.118-119)
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겐띤와~:

11.1. Rape.
(a) A male person of the age of 14 years and upwards who has sexual intercourse with a
female , not his wife , by force and against her will , commits rape. Intercourse by force and
against her will includes, but is not limited to , andy intercourse which occurs in the following
situations:
(I)Where the female is unconscious; or
(2) Where the female is so mentally deranged or deficient that she cannot give effective
consent to mtercourse.
(b) Sexual intercourse occurs when there is any penetration of the female sex organ by
the male sex organ.
(c) Sentence.
Rap~ is a Class X felony.
(Smith-Hurd Ill inois Annotated Statutes , 1979, VoI.38 , p.9)

Alabama:
13A-6-6 1. Rape in the first degree.
(a) A male commits the crime of rape in the f lISt degree if:
(1) He engages in sexual intercourse with a female by forcible compulsion; or
(2) He engages in sexual intercourse with a female who is incapable of consent by reason
of being physically helpless or mentally incapacitated; or
(3) He , being 16 years or older, engages in sexual intercourse with a female who is less
than 12 years old.
(b) Rape in the first degree is a Class A felony.
13A-6-6. Rape in the second degree.
(a) A male commits the crime of rape in the second degree if:
(1) Being 16 years old or older, he engages in sexual intercourse with a female less than
16 and more than 12 years 이d; provided, however, the actor is at least two years older that
the female.
(2) He engages in sexual intercourse with a female who is incapable of consent by reason
of being mentally defective.
(b) Rape in the second degree is a Class C felony.
(Code of Alabama , 1982, Vo 1.l 2, pp.190-197)
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NewYork:
130.25 Rape in the third degree.
1. He or she engages in sexual intercourse with another person to whom the actor is not
married who is incapable of consent by reason of some factor other than being less than
seventeen years old; or
2. Being twenty-o ne years old or more , he or she engages in sexual intercourse with
another person to whom the actor is not married less than seventeen years old.
Rape in the third degree is a class E felony.
130.30 Rape in the second degree.
A person is guilty of rape in the second degree when , being eighteen years old or more ,
he or she engages in sexual intercourse with another person to whom the actor is not married
less than fourteen years old.
Rape in the second degree is a class D felony.
130.35 Rape in the first degree.
A male is guilty of rape in the first degree when he engages in sexual intercourse with a
female:
1. By forcible compulsion; or
2. Who is incapable of consent by reason of being physically helpless; or
3. Who is less than eleven years old.
Rape in the first degree is a class B felony.
(McKinney ’ s Consolidated Laws of New York: Annotated , 1987 , Vo 1.39, pp.592-595)

단따다!!:

794.011 Sexual Battery.
(1) Definitions:
(a) “ Offender" means a person accused of a sexual offense.
(b) “ Mentally defective" means that a person suffers from a mental disease or defect
which renders that person temporarily or pennanently incapable of appraising the nature of
his or her conduc t.
(c) “ Mentally incapacitated" means that a person is rendered temporarily incapable of
appraising or controlling his or her conduct due to the influence of a narcotic , anesthetic, or
intoxicating substance administered to that person without his or her consent or due to any
other act committed upon that person without his or her consen t.
(d) “ Physically helpless" means that a person is unconscious , asleep , or for any other
reason is physically unable to communicate unwillingness to an ac t.
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(e) “ Serious personal injury" means great bodily harm or pain , permanent disability , or
permanent disfiguremen t.
(t) “ Sexual battery" means oral, anal , or vaginal peneσation by , or union with , the sexual
organ of another or the an띠 or vaginal penetration of another by any other object; however,
sexual battery shall not include acts done for bona fide medical purposes.
(g) “ Victim" means the person alleging to have been the object of a sexual offense.
(h) “ Consent" means intelligent, knowing , and voluntary consent and shall not be
consσued to include coerced submission.
(2) A person 18 years of age or older who commits sexual battery upon , or injures the
sexual organs of, a person 11 years of age or younger in an attempt to commit sexual battery
upon said person commits a capital felony punishable as provided in Sec. 775.082 and
92 1. 141. If the offender is under the age of 18, that person shall be guilty of a life felony ,
punishable as provided in Sec. 775.082, 775.083 , or 775.084.
(3) A person who commits sexual battery upon a person over the age of 11 years ,
without that person ’ s consent, and in the process thereof uses or threatens to use a deadly
weapon or uses actual physical force likely to cause serious personal injury shall be guilty of
a life felony , punishable as provided in Sec. 775.082 , 775.083 , or 775.084.
(4) A person who commits sexual battery upon a person over the age of 11 years,
without that person ’ s consent, under any of the following circumstances shall be guilty of a
felony of the first degree , punishable as provided in Sec. 775.082 , 775.083 , or 775.084:
(a) When the victim is physically helpless to resis t.
(b) Wh en the offender coerces the victim to submit by threatening to use force or violence
likely to cause serious personal injury on the victim , and the victim reasonably believes that
the offender has the present ability to execute these threats.
(c) When the offender coerces the victim to submit by threatening to retaliate against the
victim , or any other person , and the victim reasonably believes that the offender has the
ability to execute these threats in the future. “ Retaliation ," as used in this section, includes ,
but is not limited to , threats of future physical punishment, kidnapping , false imprisonment
or forcible confinement, or extortion.
(d) Wh en the offender, without the prior knowledge or consent of the vic디 m ， administers
or has knowledge of someone else administering to the vict
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likely to cause serious personal injury shall 야 guilty of a felony of the second degree ,
punishable as provided in Sec. 775.082, 775.083 , or 775.084.
(West ’ s Fl orida Statutes: Annotated , 1976, Vo1.22 , pp .466-4 68)

NewMexico:
30-9-11. Criminal sexual peneσation.
Criminal sexual penetration is the unlawful and intentional causing of a person, other than
one ’ s spouse, to engage in sexual intercourse, cunnilingus, fellatio or anal intercourse, or the
causing of penetration , to any extent and with any object, of the genital or anal openings of
another, whether or not there is any emission.
A. Criminal sexual penetration in the frrst degree consists of all criminal sexual
peneσation perpeσated:

(1) on a child under thirteen years of age; or
(2) by the use of force or coercion which results in great bodily hann or great mental
anguish to the victim.
Whoever commits criminal sexual peneσation in the frrst degree is guilty of a first degree
felony.
B. Criminal sexual peneσation in the second degree consists of all criminal sexual
peneσation perpeσated:

(1) on a child thirteen to sixteen years of age when the peφeσator is in a position of
authority over the child and uses this authority to coerce the child to submit;
(2) by the use of force or coercion which results in personal injury to the victim;
(3) by the use of force or coercion when the perpetrator is aided or abetted by one or
more persons;
(4) in the commission of any other felony; or
(5) when the perpetrator is anned with a deadly weapon.
Whoever commits criminal sexual penetration in the second degree is guilty of a second
degree felony.
C. Criminal sexual peneσation in the third degree consists of all climinal sexual
peneπation perpetrated through the use of force or coercion.
Whoever commits criminal sexual peneσation in the third degree is guilty of a third
degree felony.
(New Mexico Statutes: Annotated , 1978 , Vo1.30 , pp.79-80)

APPENDIXC
QUESTIONNAIRES
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DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THIS PAPER
PLEASE READ THIS BEFORE GOING ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
Thank you for your willingness to help in this study. Our research objective is to find
relations between different childhood experiences and a range of adult male
behaviors. Some of the questions we will ask are very persona l. We will ask you to
volunteer information about sexual experiences and behaviors. If at any point you feel
too uncomfortable in answering the rest 이 the questionnaire , you may stop and turn it
in unfinished. If you feel emotional distress because of the questions asked ,
counseling services are available at the PSU Counseling Center located on the 2nd
floor of Smith Center. The Counseling Education Department also offers counseling
services on a limited basis for a minimal fee , based on your income. It is located on
the 2nd floor of the School of Education. Remember , all your answers will remain
completely anonymous and confidentia l. That is , no one will be able to trace your
answers to you , not even the researchers; and no one but the researchers will see the
actual questionnaires. The procedure we follow makes it impossible to trace any
answers back to you.
Please fill out the bottom oi this page before going on to the next page. When you are
finished place both pages in the envelope provided , seal it , and put it in any Campus
Mail drop box on tha PSU campus. You can find a Campus Mail drop box in any
Departmental or Administrative office in the University. You may also drop the
envelope in themail box of Dr. Hugo Maynard in the Psychology Department , if you
prefer.
Thank you very much for your help. We appreciate your contribution to this impo 미ant
research .

.............................................................................................
Age

Race

Religious affiliation

Parents religious affiliation when you were growing up
Were you raised in the USA?

Yes _ _ No _ _==> Where?

If your parents are divorced , how old were you when it happened?
What was your father's occupation while you were growing up? (If your father was not
a part of your childhood, answer about your stepfather or man who raised you)

What was your mothers occupation while you were growing up? (If your mother was
not a part of your childhood , answer about your stepm이 her or woman who raised you)

Have you ever been convicted of a felony (a serious

c 끼 me)?

Yes__ No _ _

Now please go on to the questionnaire on the next page
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DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THIS PAPER
NO ONE WILL KNOW HOW YOU ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS
lease answer the following questions to the best of your knowledge and memory. Do not
discuss your answers with anyone else. There are no right or wrong answers to the questions;
v~e just want to know what you think or remember. Pick the best answer. Thanks for your help.
1 When you were growing up , how would you describe your family income?
lOWe always had enou딩 h money to do what we wanted.
。 We had enough to be comfortable; we were average.
。 We just got by , but it was enough.
1

•

8

2~.
I

빼
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We were s。
αme
밍times well off and sometimes poor; it varied a lot.

Who was the boss in your family when you were growing up?
0 Mother
。 Father

。 Other…·>Explain:

3;. Hqw did you get along with your mother (or main woman who raised you)?
Q We had a warm , close relationship; she loved me and took care of me.
。 It varied a lo t. She could be nice sometimes , then she would be terrible.
。 She was c이d and distan t. I never knew much about her or how she fel t.
。 She just didn ’t care about me. She didn ’t care what I did or how I felt.
。

She seemed to hate me. She hit me a lot and said bad things to me.
I was not raised by my mother or by any other woman.
4. Ho_w did you get along with your father (or the main man who raised you)?
U We had a warm , close relationship; he loved me and took care of me.
。 It varied a I이. He could be nice sometimes , then he wo 비d be terrible.
。 He was cold and distan t. I never knew much about him or how he fel l.
。 He just didn’t care about me. He didn ’t care what I did or how I fel t.
He seemed 뼈e me 배 hit me a lot and said bad U빼 tome
I was not raised by my father or by any other man.
5. Did any parent or other adult taking care of you when you were young beat you or hurt you
p,hysi c; ally?
No
0 Yes •.••> Relationship

U

8

o

6. Did any parent or other adult taking care of you when you were young run you down or hurt
y,o ur f~ 딩 lings a lot?
。 No
0 Yes •••> Relationship
7. Did_anyone old_er than you have sex with you against your wishes before you were 18?
。 No
0 Yes ._~ ••••••.•••.••.•_.> How 이d were you when it happened?
About how old was the other person?
Who was the person?
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DO NOT PUT YOUR NAM 닙 ON THIS PAPER
NO ONE WILL KNOW HOW YOU ANSWERED THE:SE QUESTIONS

8. When you were young , up until you were 18 , did any of the following happen to you?
Check all that are true for you.
。 I was punished or made fun of for my sexual acts
。 Saw or heard someone being raped.

。
。
。
。
。

Saw or heard my parents being sexual in a way that b이 hered me.
Saw or heard a relative or friend being sexual, in a way that bothered me.
Had some injury or disease of my own private , parts.
I was sexually attacked by one person
cine time
a few times
I was sexually attacked by a group 이 people: one time
ia few times

many times
many times

9. Since you became an adult , from age 18 and older , which of the 떠1I 0wing are true for you?
Check all that are true for you. If it doesn’ t apply tq you , just skip the item.

。 I enjoy sex a lot and I do it as often as I can.
υ Ie 미。 y

8

sex with

women

men

both men and women.

|”川매
川
Iiik
때〈염떼
인It삐
e
r

I don ’t lik E! having sex at all a~d I would ratherln 이 do it.
。 Sex is frightening
Sex is disgustii g
I masturbate:
。never 0 rarely Oevery month Oeve 깨 week αvery day O_times a day
。 I get excited if 이her people watch me when I ,am naked or whlen I am doing sexual acts.
。 I get excited when I watch 이her people who 써re naked or doing sexual acts.
I used to go out peeping at nigh t.
| am m。 re excited by 이 her parts of the body than I am by the sexual parts
。 I am more excited by some 0 미 ects than | am py sexual pa미 s ,of the body
I sometimes like to dress in women's clothes.
。 I have made sexual phone calls to people who didn ’t know it was me
딩 I have worked as a prostit미e.
ι) I have had one or more prostitutes working for me.
。 I have used the services of a pro뼈ute.
。 Ima띠 Iy enjoy sex if I can tie up or handcuff my partner.
。 Imai미ye미 oy sex If I am tied up or handc 비fed.
。 llike to humiliate my partner during sex.
。 I like to be humiliated by 이hers during sex.
딩 Ilike to read magazines that describe violent acts like rape and murder.
ι) I like to collect pictures , movies and stories stlowing or descri비 ng sexual acts.

0

,

8Q

10. In my opinion , I have , at some time since I was 1!l’ had sex with someone against their wil l.
。 No 0 Yes==>1 felt it was not rapeO
It rT1 ight have been rapeO It was rape。
Thanks very much for your help.
Please put your answers into thl~ envelope and Iseal it.
You can return it to the Psychology Departme띠 or put it in thel Campus Mail in any
Department or University office.

"
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DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THIS PAPER
PLEASE READ THIS BEFORE GOING ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
Thank you for your willingness to help in this study. Our research objective is to find
relations between different childhood experiences and a range of adult male
behaviors. Some of the questions we will ask are very persona l. We will ask you to
volunteer information about sexual experiences and behaviors. If at any point you feel
too uncomfortable in answering the rest of the questionnaire , you may stop and turn it
in unfinished. Remember , all your answers will remain completely anonymous and
confidentia l. That is , no one will be able to trace your answers to you , not even the
researchers; and no one but the researchers will see the actual questionnaires. The
procedure we follow makes it impossible to trace any answers back to you.
Please fill out the bottom of this page before going on to the next page. When you are
finished place both pages in the envelope provided , seal it , and put it in the marked
box.
Thank you ve깨 much for your help. We appreciate your contribution to this important
research .

.............................................................................................
Age

Race

Religious affiliation

Parents' religious affiliation when you were growing up
Were you raised in the USA?

Yes __ No _ _==> Where?

If your parents are divorced , how old were you when it happened?
What was your fathe r' s occupation while you were growing up? (If your father was not
a part of your childhood , answer about your stepfather or man who raised you)

What was your mothe r' s occupation while you were growing up? (If your mother was
not a part 이 your childhood , answer about your stepmother or woman who raised you)

Now please go on to the questionnaire on the next page
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DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THIS PAPER
NO ONE WILL KNOW HOW YOU ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS
Please answer the following questions to the best of your knowledge and memory. Do not
discuss your answers with anyone else. There are no right or wrong answers to the questions;
we just want to know what you think or remember. Pick the best answer. Thanks for your help.
1. W!1 en you were growing up , how would you describe your family income?
。 We always had enough money to do what we wanted.
。 We had enough to be comfortable; we were average.
。 We just got by , but it was enough.
。 We were poor; sometimes we had to worry about the food and ren t.
。 We were sometimes well off and sometimes poor; it varied a I이.
2. Who was the boss in your family when you were growing up?
。 Mother
。 Father
。 Other·· → Explain:

3.

H~w
니

did you get along with your mother (or main woman who raised you)?
We had a warm , close relationship; she loved me and took care 이 me.
。 It varied a lo t. She cωId be nice sometimes , then she wo비d be terrible.
。 She was cold and distan t. I ne'.'er knew much about her or how she fel t.
。 She just didn ’t care about me. She didn ’t care what I did or how I fel t.
。 She seemed to hate me. She hit me a lot and said bad things to me.
U I was not raised by my mother or by any other woman.
4. H~w did you get along with your father (or the main man who raised you)?
。 We had a warm , 미。se relationship; he loved me and took care of me.
。 It varied a lo t. He cωId be nice sometimes , then he wo비d be terrible.
。 He was c이d and distan t. I never knew much about him or how he fel l.
。 He just didn 't care about me. He didn 't care what I did or how I fel l.
。 He seemed to hate me. lie hit me a lot and said bad things to me.
。 I was not raised by my father or by any other man.
5. Did any parent or other adult taking care of you when you were young beat you or hurt you
physi~ally?

。 No

a

Yes •••• > Relationship

6. Did any parent or other adult taking care 이 you when you were young run you down or hurt
your feelings a lot?
。 No
a Yes ••• > Relationship
7. Did_any one ol~er than you have sex with you against your wishes before you were 18?
。 No
aYes ….....•............ > How 미d were you when it happened?
About how old was the other person?
Who was the person?
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DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THIS PAPER
NO ONE WILL KNOW HOW YOU ANSWERED THESE QUESTIONS

8. When you were young. up until you were 18 , did any of the following happen to you?
Check all that are true for you.
。
。
。
。

V

딩

U

II

I was punished or made fun 이 for my sexual acts
Saw or heard someone being raped.
Saw or heard my pare미s being sexual in a way that bothered me.
Saw or heard a relative or friend being sexual in a way that bothered me.
Hadsome i 미 ury or disease of my own private parts.
I was sexually attacked by one person
one time
a few times
I was sexually attacked by a group of people
one time
a few times

many times
many times

9. Since you became an ad 비t， from age 18 and older , which 이 the following are true for you?
Check all that are true for you. If it doesn't apply to you , just skip the item.
。 I enjoy sex a I이 and ( do it as often as I can.

。
。
。
。
。

。
ι)

。
。
。
。
。

.

。
υ
딩

8
。
。

U

I enjoy sex with
women
men
both men and women.
(like the idea of sex , but I am a little afraid to do it because I may be no good at it.
I don~ like having sex at all al'1 d I would rather not do it.
Sex is frightening
0 Sex is disgusting
I masturbate:
。never
0 rarely Oevery month Oevery week Qeve깨 day O_times a day
I get excited if 이her people watch me when I am naked or when I am doing sexual acts.
I get excited when I watch 이 her people who are naked or doing sexual acts.
I used to go out peeping at nigh t.
I am more excited by 이her parts of the body than I am by the sexual parts.
I 하n more excited by some obje 뎌s than I am by sexual parts of the body.
I sometimes like to dress in women ’s clothes.
I have made sexual phone calls to people who didn ’t know it was me.
I have worked as a prostitute.
I have had one 0αr때
rπ
mor떠ep때
ros히헤…
tiitut
띠te않sw
뼈띠
orr끼k떼
I have used the services of a prostitute.
Imai 미y enjoy sex if ( can tie up or handcuH my partner.
| mai미 y enjoy sex If I am tied up or handcuHed
llike to humiliate my partner during sex.
Ilike to be humiliated by 이hers during sex.
llike to read magazines that describe violent acts like rape and murder.
llike to collect pictures , movies and stories showing or describing sexual acts.

10. In my opinion , I have , at some time since I was 18 , had sex with someone against their will.
。 No 0 Yes==>1 felt it was not rapeO
It might have been rapeO It was rape。

APPENDIXD
CRIME AND THE NATION ’ S HOUSEHOLDS , 1991
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By Li sa D. Bastian
BJS Statistician

July 1992

Household. exp.rlenclng
select뼈 crimes 이 vlolonce
snd th 이1 ， 197 5- 91
P rc nl ch ，며·
Pile. 메 이 hous.holdt
1i7s-9’

Nearly 23 million American households ,
24% , were vietimized by crimB in 1991 ,
the same pr。∞ rtlon as in t 990. This
percentage continues to be the lowest
re∞띠 ed since 1975 , lhe first year that
the National Crime Vietimizatlon Survey
(NCVS) produced this estimate. From
1985 through 1989 the pr。∞ rtlon of
households victimized had remained fairly
∞ nstanl， at about 25%.

For the second year in a row , the pro·
portion 01 U.S. households vietimized
by Crime reached a low 01 24% , or
nearly 23 million households. Th e
Bureau 01 ‘Justice Statistics has boen
re ∞ rtlng this estimate since t 975 ,
when 32% of all households had
experienced one or more crimes.
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Drawing on data from the National
Crime Vietimization Survey (NCVS) ,
this households.vietimized·by·erime
indicator measures the dispersion 01
Crime In our Nation. It also allows for
comparisons of the proportions 01
households vietimized among various
demographic groups. household in∞ me levels. and geographic regions.

Additional Indlnga lor 1991

%「낙평-.17

The following was also found in t991:
• Five percent of U.S. househ미ds had at
least one member age 12 or oider wh。
was the victim 01 a violent Crime.
• Black households were more likely t。
experience a crime than were while
households.
• Th깨 percent 비 Hispanic households.
but only twenty-three percent 01 non·
Hispanic households , sustained at least
。 ne crime last year.
• The likelihood 이 a personalthelt v ICt im ,
ization increased as household income
increased. The percentage 01 households
in the lowest In come brackel victimized by
personal theft was 7.9%; in the highest
bracket. 14.3%.
• Households in urban areas were most
likely. and households In rural areas least
likely. to suslaln a crime n 199 1.
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Steven D. Dillingham. Ph.D.
Diroetor
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Comparison 01 findings rom tho National Crime Victimization Survey
/l nd the Unllorm Crime Reports
The U.S. Department 이 Justice admin·
Isters two pr여 rams to measure the
mag nl1 ude. nature. and impa 이 미 crime
n the Umted States: the National
Crime Vic 1t mlza 1t on Survey (NCVSl. the
source 이 this re∞ rt ， and the Unllorm
Crime Reporting Program (UCR).

,

Becausa 이 。 IHerences In methodology
and crime coverage. the two programs
examine the Nation’ s crime problem

’

rom somewhat ddlerent perspe디lV es.
and their resuhs are not striclly ∞ mpa·
rable. Th e delinitional and procedural
ditterences can ae∞ unt or many 이 the
apparent discrepancies in es 1t mates
Irom the two programs. The Depart·
ment 01 Justice fa디 sheet Thll Nation ‘S
Two Cnmll Mllasures (N(깅 .t22705)
contains a detailed description 01 the
NCVS and UCR

’
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1111

Th e NCVS is an ongoing survey 01 vic'
tims 01 crime. which was ir31 adminos·
tered in 1972. The NCVS measures the
personal crimes of rape , robbe깨， assault.
and theft. as welt as the household Climes
。， burglary , larceny. and molar vehicle
th이l. Since it is a survey 01 vichms. the
NCVS may oblain dala on crimes report·
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rlblll. Houl.holdl exporlonclng crlm.ln 1991
Ind r.IIUv. pOt conl ching. Ilnc. 1990
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Since the inception of Ihe households·
vlctimized·by -c rime indicalor in 1975. thll
proportion of U.S. households experienc,ing a crime of any type has never showl!
a significant year·lo·year increase (Iable:
2; igure 1). The proportion 01 house·
holds victimized declined by 22% betwe 내 n
975 and 1985, with 32% of all houso·
holds reporting al least one vi디 Imlzalion'
in 1975 compared to 25% in 1985 (lable
2). After a period 01 stabilily between
1985 and 1989. tho proportion of house·
holds touched by crime decreased 10 24,%
in 1990 and remained al this level lhroullh
199 1.
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• A household member age 12 or older
was raped. robbed. or assaulted.
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• It ell victim 10 a burglary. molar vehicle
thell. or household theft.

• A household member age 12 or older
experienced a personaltheft.

Nu rr: OSt
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H。“’‘ "olds

A nousehold relers ∞Ih 10 a dwelling ur써，
like a house or apartment. and 10 Ihe
people who live In It. A household was
counted as having experienced a crime
during the year i II met one of Ihese
crllerla;

ed to the police as weil as those thaI
were not ’eported b띠 does not oblaln
informalion on homicides. Co mmercial
climes are also excluded Irom the survey.
。ver the pasl 16 years this In dicalor.
which re∞ rts the pro ∞ rtion 01 house·
holds that experienced an attempled or
completed crime , has been calc 비aled t。
estimate the dispersion 01 cllmo (soe
Methodologyon page 6 for lurther discus·
sion 01 the indicator and 01 the NCVS).

Tho National Crime
Victimization Survey
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Curtain demographic groups have experi·
enced trends that dillered from Ihis na·
Ilonal trend; the percentage 01 urban
h 。 νsenolds sustaining a clime rose t。
3' % be:ween 986 and' 989. Rura:
households experienced a decline in vic..
llmlzallons tram 20% 10 17% over this
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,

same period and remained al this level
Ihrough 991. Aller four years 01 stability
between 1985 and 1989. Ihe percenlage
。1 white households victimized decreased
to 23% in 1990. Black households , how·
ever , experienced an increasing level of
victimization during Ihis period. The pro'
p。뼈n 이 black households louched by
crimo has n미 changod signdicanlly since
1989.

’

Th e pr。∞ nions 미 black and wh 때 hous eholds exporiencing crime in 1991 were
well below the pr。∞ nions for 1975.
However, the decrease for 비ack house·
holds over this period was smaller relalive
10 wMe households. Between 1975 and
1991 Ihe pr。∞ nion of whrte households
victimized declined by 27%; for black
households the decline was only 19%.
1990·91 comperlsons

All 이her crime categolles remained
unchanged between 1990 and 1991.
Among mosl demographic groups exam·
ined. Ihe overall households·viclimized·
by-<:rime indicalor changed linle between
1990 and 199 1. Households earning
S50 ,OOO or more were somewhal less
likely to be victimized by crime in 1991.
This 혀 n be anrib비 ed to a slighl decrease
last year in the pr。∞ rtion 01 these house·
holds that suslained a burglary. There
was slightly more variation within specific
crime categories:
The percentage 이 whηe housoholds
wilh a member who had suHered a rape
increased somewhat in 1991. while Ihe
comparable pr。∞ rlion for black house·
h미ds and "Olher race" households those with members 01 Asian or Native
American descenl - remained un·
changed.

The pr。∞ n ，on of housoholcs in the
NOrlheast experiencing molar vehicle
thefls showed eVidence of a decrease last
year: in the Midwesl. Soulh. and Wesl ,
percenlages remained the same.

Hou lO holda ..porl.nclng .. Iκtad
crlm.a , by ric' of houuhold head , 1~7 5- ~1
Any NCVS crimi
Porc.nl 01 hou..hold.
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Th e percentage 01 households touched
by a crime 이 any typo did not vary signili·
cantly between 1990 and 1991. Specdi·
cally , for the violenl crimes of rape ,
robbe y , and assa비t. there was evidence
。f an increase only in the proponion of
households with al leasl one member
who had been the vi디 im of a rape.

’

’ In co. NCVS 111. race 01 l:1 e
∞
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There was some evidence thai Hispanic
households were less likely to experience
a motor vehicle thell in 1991 than in
1990.
The pr。∞ nion 01 households in Ihe high'
est income category (S50.000 or.more)
that were burglarized declined somewhat
in 1991.
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Burglaries of households with six or more
mem뼈 rs increased slgndicantly balweon

1990 and 199 1.
Rac. and ethnlclty of houaehold
Black households were generally more
likely Ihan white households 10 have been
victimized in 1991 (table 3). Members of
black households were 2.5 times more
likely Ihan members of white households
10 sustain a robbery (2.1 ~~ versus .8%).
Th ere was some eviden∞ that Ihe memo
bers 이 white households were more re·
quenlly 꺼이 Ims 이 simple assaults. Whites
were also more likely Ihan blacks to fall
victim to a personalthe f1 without contact.

’

Black households were twice as likely as
white households 10 experience a motor
vehicle Ihe ft. 까lese households were
also signi icanlly more likely than ∞ Ih
wh때 households and 뼈 useh이ds of
·other races· to be bur딩 larized.

’

’

personal theM (Iable 4). For In slance.
households in the highest In come bracket
were twice as likely as households in Ihe
lowest in∞ me group 10 exp9ri~nce a
Ihef t. Only households earning under
$7 ,500 annu리 Iy and Ihose earning
between $7 ,500 and $14 ,999 a year
were victimized in similar pr。∞r1lons.

were leasl likely to sustain a motor vehi·
cle thelt. and Ihere wore no signi icant
differences among the proportions of
households in each income group that
had experienced a household larceny.
Pleco 이 reeldence
Urba ,l households were the most likely
and rural households Ihe leasl likely I。
experience a crime , with a few exceptions
(table 4): Allhough larger percentages of
urban househ이ds sustained assauMs and
burgl 삐es compared to suburban and
rural households , suburban households
were not more likely than rural house·
holds to experience lhese crimes.
Members of households localed in rural
areas were less likely than members of
both urban and suburban households t。
be victims of personal theft (7.2% versus
11. 7% and 10.9%. respectively).

Violent and household crimes did not
present such a conslstenl panern of vic·
timizalion. Members 이 households in the
lowest in∞ me caleg。깨 were more Iik~ly
Ihan members of households earning
$15 ,000 or more annually to suslain a
violent crime , excluding simple assaulls.
There was some evidence Ihat members
。 f households earning less Ihan $7 ,500 a
year were more likely to exr'.Hience these
crimes than members of households earn·
ing $50 ,000 or more. but Ihere were n。
이 her signdicant di l1 erences among
household in∞ me categolles.

Region

Larger pr。∞ rtions 이 Hispanic than non·
Hispanic househ미ds were louched by
most of the violent crimes and allthe
household crimes measured in the
NCVS (lab내 3). 까lere were no signdi·
cant di l1 erences between Hispanic and
non 셔 ispanlc households for the crimes
of assauM and personaltheM.
Family Income
Generally , 얼 household income increased so did the household ’ s suscepllbility t。

Similar pr。∞r1ions 비 households with
annu허 incomes under $7 ,500 and those
with in∞ mes between $7,500 and
$14 ,999 were victimized by violent crime.
However, there was some evidence that
members of households in the lowest
In∞ me category were more frequently
victims 이 aggravated assaul t.

As in previous years , Northeastern house·
holds experienced some of the lowest and
Western households some of the highest
rates 이 crime (ta비e 4). 깨 e propo r1 ions
。 f Midweslern and Southern households
victimized lended to be similar. Some
exceptions to this rule included:

Households in the lowest incomo group
were the most likely to be burglarized;
Ihere were no signdicant di l1 erences
among households earning at least
$15.000 a year. Low income households

The pr。∞ rtions of households in Ihe
No r1 heast whose members had expori·
enced a simple or aggravated assau~
were lower than Ihose of the remaining
three regions. While households in the

,
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Midwest and West had similar rates for
simple assault - 3.2% and 3.7 0/.these percentages were higher than the
2.6% of households in the South that
were aHeeted by Ihis crime.
Robberies were more frequently ∞ mmh·
ted ag 머 nst members 비 househ미ds in the
Northeastthan in the Midwest. Motor
vehicle theft rates did not va깨 s ‘gn~icant·
Iy among households in the Northeast.
Midwest. or South. The percentage of
Western households that was a victim 01
this crime was higher than those tor Mid·
western and Soulhern households and
similar 10 (he pr。∞ rtlon 이 Northeastern
househ미ds victimized by this crime.

’

In 1991 , as in 1990, ewer than 1 in 5
single·person households were victimized
by a crime , while 2 in 5 six·or·more por·
son households suslained at least one
victimization.

Hou..hold. exp.rl.nelng erlm..
high eone n, by ne.
。1 houllhold h.ld, 1901·91
(A .... p.I. robb. tY, or .... 비 I by I
I burg'"ry)

Th ere are various reasons why this rela·
tionshlp is not 미 ro마y pr。∞ nional. For
example. many househ 미ds with lWo or
more members include children under the
age ot 12. whose victimizations are not
measured by the NCVS.' DiHering de·
'C nmlll 10ιnst eN d'." under Ig. 12
hαn lIl I

‘.
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NCV5 be<a u>o . .ι얘 senSI tIV e qvel ∞떼
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In ~ IUrvey.
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Crlmos 01 high concorn
the crimes measured by tho NCVS ,
many people lind burglaries and violent
crimes ∞ mmil1 ed by strangers to be
especially threatening. For tho purposes
。 f this re∞ rt. these crimes have been
termed crimes of h앵h cencem. Last year
1 in 14 households in the Nation were
touched by a crime 이 high ∞ ncern ， the
same ratio as in 1990.
。I

Certain dem 여 raphic groups were more
likely than 이 hers 10 exporience crimes of
high ∞ ncern: A higher percenlage 이
black househ이ds than wh뼈 뼈 useh 뼈 S
ell vi뎌 im 10 a crime of high cnncern in
1991 (table 3). Hispanic households were
more likely than non·Hisp 뻐 ic hαJseholds
to sustain these αimos ， and households
earning under $7 ,500 a year were more
likely than households in any olher in·
ceme group 10 experience such crimes
(Iable 4). A greater percentage of urban
households than suburban or rural house·
hOlds was vi다 Imized by a crime of h 잉 h
concern last year. Househ미 ds in the
Northeast were least likely , and Ihose in
the West mostlikely , to suslain at least
。 ne 미 those crimes Y'hile similar pr。∞ r·
tlons 이 Midweslern and Southern house·
holds were victimized by a crlm 。 이 high
concern.

’

From 1981 10 1984 Ihq percenlage of
households vlctlmlzod each year by a
Crime 미 high ∞ ncern docrease1 from

빼

’

‘
}

-빼

Households whh six or more members
were mora than 4 times as likely .s
single·person households 10 be victimized
by violenl crime (12.2% versus 2.9%) , 2.5
times more likely to experience a personal
theft (16.4% versus 6.3%) , and 3 times
more likely to sustain a household theft
(15.3% versus 5.1%).
Six·or·more porson househc'.d s were
twice as likely as one·person households
to be victims 이 bur딩 lary; this crime varied
least 01 any of the measured crimes.

II메 ng. ，

。r

%

Because more household members could
potentially all victim to crime. larger
households may be viewed as being more
susceptible to crime. The likelihood 01
personal crime victimizat 잉 n ， however,
does not increase at a rate pr。∞ rtlonal
to increases in household size. For
instance , Ihe percentage of six -o r·more
person households experiencing a per·
sonaltheft was 2.5 limes that 이
。 ne·person households (16.4% versus
6.3%) (table 5).

.,

。，

-빼

Size 01 household

mographic characteristics and lifestyles
among households 이 variOus sizes are
also likely 10 aHeα the probability that a
household will be touched by crime.

‘

F，~u(tlJ

11 % to 8%. This poreentage remained
censtant between 1985 and 1988 뼈 fore
deciining in 1989 to 7%. 까1e pr。∞ rtion
이 households touched by crimes 이 high
concern remained at this levelthrough
1990 and 1991.
Race and crime seriousness
Along with crimes 01 hi딩h ∞ ncern ， black
households were also more likely than
whhe househoids to fall victim to a serio
。 us violent crime - rapo , robbery. or
a9gravated assaul t. 이 blacll housoh뼈 s ，
3.8% experienced a serious violent Crime
while 2.3% of white households experi·
enced such crimes in 1991 (table 3).
Crimes 이 high ∞ ncern touched 9.5% 01
black households and 6.9% of white
households.

’

Factors a fectlng trends
。ver

lime , populallon sh~ts and changes
in household composition have 배양led
the overall downward Irend that the
households-vi 디 imized·by·crime indicator
has shown since 1975.

The trend in pop 비 alion shitts throughout
the counl 깨 has been loward the Soulh
and West and away Irom the Northeast
and Midwes t. Urban residenls have been
moving to suburban and rural areas as
well. In 1975, 50 미 the U.S. populalion
lived in the Northeast or Midwest , ∞ mpa·
red to 45% in 199 1. Between 1975 and

“
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1985 the pllrcentage of households locat·
ed in urban areas f이 I from 32% to 29% of
all households , while suburban and rural
households increased rom 68% to 71% ‘
Atter 1986 urban househ마ds ∞ ntinue:!t。
ac∞unt for a d야 lining percentage 이 all
households , and suburban households ,
an increasing one.

’

’

Household size fluctuates as people are
∞ nstantly moving into and out 이 different
households , creating new households ,
and merging existing ones. Between
1975 and 1991 , the average size of the
American household decreased. One'
person households represented 21 % of
all households in 1975 but 25% in 1991.
The per∞ ntage 이 households ∞nsisllng
이 six or more persons fell from 7'10 t。
3%.

Th e two population movements 。미 lined
above , changing household size and
household location , have shifted ∞p비a·
tien rom households more likely to expe·
rience crime - larger ones and those in
urban areas - to those less likely smaller ones and those in suburban or
'Jral areas. Another movement has sh~t·
ed the ∞p비 ation in the op∞ s~e direc·
tlon , rom the Northeast , a region with a
lower likelihood of crime , to the West ,
where a higher pr。∞ rtlon 이 households
expertence crtme.

’

’

While currenl dala do not permit mea·
surement 이 the degree to which all popu'
lalien movements have aHe디 ed the indio
cator , estimates can be made for the
effect of changes in household size. n
the size distribution of American house·
holds were the same in 1991 as 10 1975 ,
the estimate of households e pertenc lO g
crime would havo boon 24.7% ralher than
23.7%.‘ 까lis adjusted ostimate , however,
is still significantly below the 1975 estl'
mate 이 32% of households victimized 벼
clime.
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Me thodology
The Buroau of Justice Statistics (BJS)
the households·vi 다 Imized·by·
crlmo Indicator in 198 I to improve our
understanding of the impact 미 Clime on
。 ur soclely.' The household was chosen
as the unrt of analysis bocause crimes
s Jct, as bur91ary are crimes againsl an
entire household and crimes against
persons aHoct members 이 the victim ’s
household ,
develop뼈

‘

holds or per 1,000 persons - automati·
cally ∞ rrect tor 삐 prent population sizes
Rates based on the IndivIdual person and
household , however. give only one mea·
sure of how ∞ mmon a clime IS. Because
crlmos a~ainst Individuals are likely t。
affoct evoryone with whom thoy roside.
another estimate of whether clime is
widoly spread or highly concantrated is
to measure its occurrence In households
withd뼈 rent charactellsltcs
Households·vierimizod·by·erime indicaror

Crimes .101 included in rhe NCVS

Households·vi c1 imized.by.crime estimates
are derived from NCVS statistics on rape.
personal robbery , assault , household bur·
glary. and personal and household thelt ,
and motor vehicle theft.' Because the
NCVS ∞ unts only crimes for which the
v ctim 혀 n bo interviewed , homicide is not
counted. Its exclusion does nol notica·
aoly affe c1 the estimates. II each 01 the
homicides during 1991 had 。∞ urred in a
different household and H those house·
holds had been victimized by no other
crime (the largest possible e뼈대， then
the inclusion of homICides in these lind·
ings would not have raised the overall
percont of households vicllmlzed by Clime
(23.7%) by as much as O.O~~. ’

‘

。ther

crimes against persons or their
households , such as fraud , confidence
games , kidnaping , and arson are not In·
cluded in this analysis because thoy are
not measured by the NCVS. Commercial
crimes. drug trafficking , and arug posses·
sion crimes al∞ are not included.
Rates o( crime - number o( eri‘ mes per
1,000 persons or households

Traditional measures of crime are in the
lorm 01 volumes or ralos. Data on the
volume of crime have limited usefulness
because the size olthe ∞p비atlon is not
taken inlo account. Rates - expressod
in the NCVS as crimes per 1,000 house·
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For each type of crime examined. a
household is counted only once , regard·
less 이 how many times that household
was victimized. For example. if a house·
hold wore burglarized tWice and one of its
members was robbed once during the
year , ~ is counted once for households
sustaining burglary even though it was
victimized twice by bur9lary. It s als。
counted once for households victimized
by robbery. Finally , ~ is counted once in
the overall measure , households VI디ImIzed by crime ,

’

Consequently , the households·victimized·
by -c rime estimate (or 1991 (23.7%) is less
than the sum 이 the estimates for house·
holds victi lTlI zed by porsonal crimes
(1 4.0%) and those victimized by house·
hold crimes (13.0'10) because 3.3% of
U.S. households were vi뎌 Ims 이 ∞th per·
sonal and household crimes. Similarly ,
bocause about 1.2% of U.S. housohold
experience both personal theft and
V잉 lence ， the sum of households victim·
ized 어 porsonaltheft (10 .4%) and those
victimized by violence (4.9%) exceeds the
estimato 이 those victimized by porsonal
crime (14.0%).
All data in this Bulletin are Irom the NCVS
excopt those specifically anllb띠 ed to oth·
er sources. The NCVS is an ongoing
survey conduct 뼈 for BJS by the Bureau
미 the Census. Interviews are conducted
al 6·month inlervals with all occupants
ago 12 or older in about ~9 ， OOO hOI퍼 Ing
unns (99 ,000 persons). Because the
NCVS does not obtain information about
crimes against porsons under age 12 ,
households oxperiencing only such Climes
are not included in tho estimate 이 house·
holds victimized by crIme.

1

Revisions ro prior year estimares

Estimales 이 the percentage 이 house·
holds affected by clime for 1987 and

233
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1999 vary flom those publishod in House·
holds Touchod by Crime, 1987 and Crime
and the Nation ’'s Househ 마ds， 989, 16spectively ,

’

In 1997 the NCV5 conduct 혀 ap 대Ii minary test on 5% 미 the sample using ∞ m
putel-assisted-telephone interviewing
(CATI). In CATI an int3rviewel enters
lesponses dilectly into a ∞ mp미 ellathel
than on a plinted fOlm. Dala flom the
CATI experiment wele excluded from
estimates untilthe eHects 이 the change
in procedule wele known.
Subsequent to the publication 이 Crime
and rho Nation ’'s Households , 1989, Census BUleau plogrammels dis∞veled that
a weighting adjustment was inadvertently
。 milled flom the processing to ploduce
the 1999 crime plevalence eSlimates.
In genelal, the effe 뎌 이 the elrol was
a slight overestimale 이 the pelcentage
。f households touched by clime fOlthe
Nation and fOI most pop 비alion groups.
Co mpalison of the ∞lT e이 ed 1999 estimates w~h published estimales did not
un ∞ vel any substantive change.
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erlors tend to cause understated

∞ unls

。f households victimized by clime.

’

Presented above alo the 95% ∞ nfidence
inlervals alound the levels and PI。∞ Ilions 이 the majol crimes measuled by
this indicalol,

Th e standald errols 101 the estimated
levels used in these calculations ale
∞ mp비ed using the following lOlmula:

$，9.(셔 • J힐 ·bx

Estimates of standard errors
까le

estimates in this Bulletin ale delived
rom sample survey data , and they alo
subje뎌 to sampling variation.' Because
the procedure used to produce estimales
이 households sustaining crime differs
rom that fOI victimization lales , the
households·vi 디 imized data have standard
elrors abo 띠 8% highelthan those 101 vic·
timization l31es w~h the same pop비ation
bases , even though they are delived flom
the SarnO sample survey.

’

’

Co mpalisons plesented in this Ie ∞이

wele delelmined to be statislically signrticant atthe 95% ∞ nfidence level , meanin잉 thatthe estimated diHelence is greatel
than twice the standald erωI. Statem&~ts
이 ∞ mpalison qualified by language such
as ·slightly: ·somewhat ," 01 ·marginal"
indicate statistical significanco at tho 90%
level (1.6 standard elrols). The estimatos
alo also subjoct to lesponso ellors , including crimes that aro fOlgo l1 on 01 w~h·
held 10m the Interviewel. Such losponse

’

The slandald erlols fOlthe estimatod
pOlcentages usod in these cal C\J lations
ale ∞ mp띠 ed using the following formula:

$.l1.때.~뺨1.0껴)

p. percentago or rate expressed in
decirnallorm
y. base ∞p미alion 01 total numbel
。f crimes
b. a ∞nstant equ머 to 4321 ,

produ다Ion.
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x - estimated numbel 이 pelsonalor
household victimizations
a-a ∞ nstant 뼈 ual to -0, 00004475
b_a ∞ nstant 핵 usl to 4321.
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